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Executive summaryThe report compiles practices of private involvement into port operations, construction andfinance in riparian countries on the Danube.In Austria, no specific Public-Private Partnership (PPP) laws exist. Port companies (i.e. portauthorities) are corporatized and work under the corporate (company law). Thus, portauthorities are free to enter any kind of agreements (respecting the laws) with other publicor private partners, including the lease of land, infrastructure, suprastructure and the right tooperate the port or a terminal within a port.
Slovak legislation does not explicitly define any special regime for port-based PPP projects.All the terms of the concession contracts (PPP model based on risk distribution, financing,liability, etc.) are the result of agreement between the parties. Agreement cannot be againstthe law. There are two types of concessions in Slovakia: concessions of construction worksand service concessions. Concession for construction works is a contract in which theconsideration for the construction work to be carried out is either the right to use the buildingfor an agreed time or the right related to the cash performance. Service concession is acontract in which the consideration for the services to be provided is either the right to usethe services provided at an agreed time, or the right related to a cash payment.In case of Hungarian ports, there is no relevant PPP system, as most of ports are owned andoperated by private entities. However, the Freeport of Budapest, the Port of Baja and the Portof Győr-Gönyü are already managed in a concession structure. As an example, port operatorFreeport of Budapest Logistics has a 75-year concession contract with the asset managerstate-owned company for the management and development of the Freeport. Currently noregulation tackles port PPPs in Hungary. Currently, only these three PPP-like contracts existin Hungary. All three contracts were made for different and special situations, but in all of thethree cases the law of the management of state assets must be considered. Law of themanagement of state assets regulates among others that the high-value asset purchases mustbe organized by public procurement procedure. In the ports of Hungary, according to the formof the ownership, mostly asset management contracts have been signed, but there areexamples for concession contracts and form long-term lease contracts as well. All contractsare binding on the concessionaire to carry out port activities, which is the same as theoperating. The concessionaire is committed by the contract to return all the land, propertyand tangible asset in accordance with their original condition after the expiry of theconcession contract. This also means, that concessionaire must build and develop facilitiesduring the concession period.In Croatia, concession for public works in public ports, where concession is granted forconstruction of port facilities, according to the public-private partnership model – durationcan be up to 30 years, and with consent of the Government of the Republic of Croatia up to 50years. Extension/change of the concession contract is possible only within the public biddingprocedure except in following situations which are defined by the Concession Law. PPPcontract is a long-term contract between public and private partner. Subject of PPP in Croatianports is building/reconstruction of a public building with a purpose of public serviceproviding. Public body delivers a PPP project proposal to the Agency for the PPP which
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approves it, following a confirmation from the Ministry of Finance. Concession in inland portscan be given for: a) port services, b) right to exploit common good and c) public works. Portservices in private ports and private wharfs are carried out based on concession for the rightto exploit common good or other goods. Port Authority grants a concession with the approvalof the Ministry of Finance.In Serbia, two types of concessions are allowed: for the providing of port services, andconcession for public works, with the right for the commercial use of executed public works.Port Governance Agency (having the role of national port authority) initiates procedure forthe award of the port concession if the value of the concession is estimated to the amount of5.186.000 EUR or higher. Law on Public Private Partnership and Concessions enablesconclusion of the new agreement (extension of the previous concession), if the sameprocedure for selecting the private partner, prescribed by the law, is applied. Despite theexisting legal framework, concession agreements were not concluded in IWT sector in Serbiayet. Actually, there is no experience in implementation of concessions in transport sector.Selected Port Operator/Concessionaire can act as Investor on the port land (area). For thecontracted period, the concessionaire/operator has a right to use the port land and do allnecessary actions for the construction of the port infrastructure and superstructure, in linewith the concession agreement.  After the completion, cancelation/termination or breaking ofthe agreement, all property rights on the port infrastructure and superstructure aretransferred back to the state, free of any liens or encumbrances, without the obligation of theRepublic of Serbia to compensate the market price of these assets to the concessionaire.In Romania, the basic legislation for public-private partnerships is law on works concessionsand concessions.  New legal regulation allows for: a) the public-private partnership contract -the public-private partnership under a contract between the public partner, the privatepartner and a new company whose share capital is wholly owned by the private partner actingas a project company; b) the institutional public-private partnership - the public-privatepartnership under a contract between the public partner and the private partner, throughwhich a new company is set up by the public partner and the private partner to act as a projectcompany and, after becoming a member of the company register, acquires the status as a partyto the respective public-private partnership contract. Furthermore, the Procurement Actdivides concessions to: concessions for works and service concessions.In Bulgaria, there are three basic types of concessions suitable for ports: concession forconstruction, service concessions and concessions for use of public (state or municipal)property.  Ports of public transport of national importance may be granted to third partiesunder the procedure of the Concessions Act with a concession for a service or concession forconstruction. By granting a concession for a service for which the use of port territory and /or port facilities is required, the concessionaire shall be granted access to the market of portservices. For both types of concessions envisaged, the port territory and infrastructure remainstate-owned. The only form of PPP in the case of investment design of ports is the concessionfor construction. Duration of concessions is up to 35 years. After this period, a new concessionprocedure is started.
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Finally, following a brief elaboration of rationale behind port PPPs, a set of recommendationsfir improvement of port PPPs is given. These recommendations include the variety of PPPmodels which are applied in the port industry world-wide, recommendations for riskallocations and recommendations based on experience and lessons learned in the countriesalong the Danube.
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1 IntroductionPort development is seen as a catalyst to stimulate economic activity and create employment.In Europe, port developments relate mainly to building new terminals and upgrading thesuper- & infra-structure within existing ports rather than developing new greenfield sites.As such, much of the reform process has more to do with the organization and operationalaspects of ports. This WP will assess the situation along the Danube and will focus on 3 pillarsthat contribute to transforming ports into key-hubs of the European transport network andhelp trigger the reform process: infrastructure investments, funding sources for stimulatinginvestments and innovation.The goal is to provide a comprehensive package of the issues to be approached jointly in orderto help compensate the unbalanced development level between the Upper Danube ports andthe other river sections.For this, four activities have been planned. In Activity 5.1 the focus will be on means ofstimulating the upgrade of the port infrastructure & industrial development. This activitycorresponds to the 1st pillar. The second activity will target the issue of financing portinvestments, as experienced via public-private partnerships (2nd pillar). In regards to the 3rdpillar dealing with innovation two activities have been planned.Activity 5.2 will focus on public-private partnerships (PPP) for port investments which havebecome a very interesting and convenient development option in the last 25 years. The mostcommon form of PPP is the operation of a concession agreement.In Activity 5.3 the consortium will focus on the simplification of the work flow within the portswith the help of a modular port community system.A pilot implementation of this IT system will be planned & implemented in 3 ports along theDanube. Other Danube ports will be able to apply this system by adapting to their own needsthe IT model architecture developed by the DAPhNE PPs.In Activity 5.4 innovative markets will be investigated in order to identify potential types ofcargo that could be transported on the Danube and the special conditions that the ports haveto comply with to accommodate these future changes. The findings will be reflected in the casestudies for new markets - circular economy.
1.1 Objectives of the activity 5.2Port development projects have become common place in the last 25 years. The most commonform of PPP is the operation of a concession agreement.This usually involves investment by the private company to develop or rehabilitate the portfollowed by a defined period of operation, during which the investors recuperate their initiallayout and make a profit. The concession may adopt different forms of PPP including build-operate-transfer, build-operate-own-transfer and build-transfer-operate schemes. To thepartnership the private sector brings much needed capital and know-how, as well as expected
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increased efficiency gains associated with combining construction, maintenance andoperations arrangements.For the Danube region an overview of these schemes will be made and an analysis of what arethe most popular versions implemented in the area will be achieved. Since the DAPhNEconsortium also includes representatives from the national transport ministries, input fromthese PPs will be collected in regards to what bottlenecks are encountered when initiatingsuch PPPs for port investments. The PPs from the private sector will also be consulted toprovide their viewpoint as regards the obstacles faced when generating such PPPs.Special attention will be paid towards the requirements of getting access to the new financialinstruments and in particular the EFSI. A short list of questions will be elaborated for bothsides, in order to collect the data in an organized manner. The report will also include a sectionon the profile of the infrastructure investors in the Danube region, by focusing on groups likegovernment agencies, asset managers, public pension funds, funds of fund managers,corporate investors, banks, investment companies, endowment plans, insurance companies,private-sector pension funds and foundations, etc. The PPP report will serve as input for theelaboration of output 5.1.
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2 Scope of the reportThis report contains the theory (legal background) and the practice (answers to the list ofquestions agreed in D.5.2.1 which are intended to identify the obstacles for the smooth andsuccessful public-private partnership (PPP) schemes) of the possibilities for cooperation ofthe public and private sector in construction, development and operation of ports.As regards to the “theoretical” background, this report does not venture into the detailedanalyses of the entire legislation related to public-private partnerships in each participatingcountry. However, it intends to reveal the practical aspects of the issues raised in the questionlist, namely how are certain issues from the question list dealt with in the countries of theDanube region.In addition, the report aims to reveal the problems and obstacles (if any) for the successfuldevelopment of PPP initiatives (largely focused on concessions and similar PPP schemes) inthe Danube region. These problems and obstacles are identified based on the questions listprepared in D.5.2.1 and on the answers received from the ministries, port authorities, portoperators, port users, etc. The Ministries participating in the project from RO, BG & HR, privateorganizations (ILR, PDR, PDI), and private port operators provided input for this deliverableas well, through the participating project partners EHOO, APDM, MPAC, MT, BPICo, PAV, PGA,ILR, HFIP, VP,a.s.Each project partner has identified the main findings and key issues/messages for the currentobstacles and proposed methods for improvement of PPP conditions in their respectivecountries. Findings and key issues from this report are aimed to be used as inputs for theD.5.1.3 Guidelines for industrial development initiatives in ports and for the Output 5.1: PortInvestment Guidelines.
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3 Austria

3.1 Regulations and practice of the PPP schemes in ports

3.1.1 Laws, directives, by-laws and other acts regulating PPPsIn Austria the ports are organized in the legal form of a “GmbH” and this makes it very easyand simple. There are no specific laws for PPP-items in a legal form of an entity according toprivate law (e.g. Austrian “GmbH”), even it is a “public equivalent body”. The most importantlaw in this context of PPP is the Austrian “GmbH-law” in connection with some smaller inputsfrom the federal procurement law (“Bundesvergabegesetz”) and the non-discriminatory-papers of EU as mentioned below.For example: regarding the legal status of Ennshafen OÖ GmbH
 Ennshafen OÖ GmbH (EHOÖ) itself is a ”private law body” according to the definitionsof Austrian laws; EHOÖ has got the legal form “GmbH” (Ltd.) and is registered in theAustrian company register under the number FN 118997x
 however, the owners of Ennshafen OÖ GmbH are two companies (1) OÖLandesholding GmbH and (2) OÖ Verkehrsholding GmbH which are both 100 %owned by the State of Upper Austria / “Land Oberösterreich” (OÖ VerkehrsholdingGmbH itself is totally owned by OÖ Landesholding GmbH); the supervisory board ofOÖ Landesholding GmbH is the government of the State of Upper Austria
 according to general EU-wide classifications it is necessary to classify the companyEnnshafen OÖ GmbH under “public sector undertaking or body established in theEU”.Concluding, the Ennshafen OÖ GmbH shall be understood as a “public sector undertaking orbody established in the EU” governed by the private law. However, understanding thecomplex situation as regards the legal status of Ennshafen OÖ GmbH as being fully part ofthe public sector however governed by private law (usual situation in Austria wherecompanies are 100 % owned by the public entities).Since decades all public ports in Austria are formed in the legal status of “GmbH”. The greatadvantage of this status regarding to PPP-processes is, that the company is absolutely free tomake all kinds of contracts according to the complete Austrian law system and all directives,by-laws, business rules, etc which are in force in Austria, when the manager of the port (=general Manager of the GmbH fulfils all internal guidelines of his company and the governance/ owners above him and – as for all other items in the company – respects the laws of Austriarelevant for GmbHs. This gives a very good framework for acting as a business partner.Only some special chapters of special laws have to be fulfilled in Austria for those bodies.Relevant for PPP-processes are the federal procurement law (“Bundesvergabegesetz”) andthe EU-wide regulations for transparency and non-discriminatory (“commission paper onpublication / pari passu / expert appraisals”) These papers mean that some special activities
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the ports have to fulfil regarding publicity of planned investments in order to call for suppliersand make a transparent decision process of selecting the relevant partner. The best exampleof the last years for such a process is the tender of Ennshafen regarding the long term contractof terminal renting.Even the Austrian competition law (“Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde”) must be respected – butthis is no special law for PPP, it is in force for everybody and the same is in force regarding theanti-trust law (“Kartellrecht”). As a summary: non-discriminatory is the core element of thislaws regarding PPP and the port has to handle all his partners in equal manners.
Some laws regulate the ship business in ports – which have a little influence to the PPP-processes - are capitalized in the reports of WP3 of the DAPhNE-project, but these sections donot deeply influence PPP-processes but fix the elements of non-discriminatory activities in theports. As a matter of fact, the Austrian ports actually have enough infrastructure capacities sothere do not come up really problems regarding PPP from this side.In Austria the main legal regulation governing ports is the Federal Navigation Law(Schifffahrtsgesetz). It consists of several individual parts and governs all regulatory aspectsof Austrian navigation and port law. The application of the Navigation Law depends on thetype of body of water concerned. The Navigation Law applies i. a. to the Danube which isdefined as waterway pursuant to Article 1 (1) in connection with Article 15 (1) NavigationLaw and Article 2 (1) Water Rights Act (Wasserrechtsgesetz). On the level of secondarylegislation, the most important regulations are the Shipping Facilities Ordinance(Schifffahrtsanlagenverordnung) and the Waterway Traffic Ordinance (Wasserstraßen-
Verkehrsordnung). Both ordinances were passed by the Minister of Transport, Innovation andTechnology ("BMVIT") and specify primary legislation. The Shipping Facilities Ordinanceregulates, in particular, the operation and use of shipping facilities as well as port fees. TheWaterway Traffic Ordinance, inter alia, lays down general rules for the navigation of theDanube and also stipulates rules for ports.As far as EU port legislation is concerned the rules have generally been implemented in theNavigation Law. On the level of international law Austria is a contracting party to the DanubeConvention (Belgrade Convention). The general principle of this convention is that navigationon the Danube shall be free and open for the nationals, vessels of commerce and goods of allstates, on a footing of equality in regard to port and navigation charges and conditions formerchant shipping. While the convention mainly sets out rules regarding shipping, it alsocontains general rules for port fees. The Danube Convention has the quality of a federal law inAustria. All the aforementioned legal regulations are general laws and thus apply to partiesfrom the private and public sector. The highest port authority in Austria is the Minister ofTransport, Innovation and Technology ("BMVIT"). The BMVIT also has the authority to passsecondary legislation in certain areas of port legislation. In addition, in the Austrian provincesthe district administrative authorities (Bezirksverwaltungsbehörden) are competent in portmatters. In particular, the district administrative authorities are responsible for grantingpermits for the construction of shipping facilities (ports) pursuant to Article 71 NavigationLaw.
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Although there are no critical problems regarding PPP-processes within these regulations.One small impact derives from the fact that fees such as shore money “Ufergeld” must beaccepted by the authorities before ports can apply it in business processes, but this don’t havereally great influence in PPP-business.
3.1.2 Available and permitted PPP schemes for portsEverything is allowed which respects the Austrian laws if you perform as a legal entity “GmbH”und you respect the special laws mentioned in 3.1.1. So it is a simple business decision of thecompany (and his owners) for how long you go into contracts – like an ordinary businesspartner it is your strategic decision. The conditions must be non-discriminatory – this meansthat you have to treat all partners in the same way, but you have a broad range of possibilitiesto create tailor-made systems with your clients. The market sector is quite narrow in Austriaso there are not really problems in practice.
3.1.3 Types of concessions and/or long-term leases in portsStandard contracts are normally used in form of renting and transshipment („Pachtvertrag ,Umschlagvertrag“), several kinds of operator contracts (“Betreiberverträge”), in combinationwith superaedificate or construction aw (”Baurechtsvertrag”), less are used contractsregarding usage of machines, etc or lease contracts, praecarium, concession agreements(“Gestattungsverträge”); these combinations are the preferred forms; only for special topicsyou find specialized others (e.g. temporary employment / “Arbeitskräfteüberlassung”); theonly thing you have to be aware be choosing the forms of contracts: create a non-discriminatory system and give the same key figures even to other contract partners.
3.1.4 Fees types and methodology for determination of concession or lease feesMostly rent fee (paying fixed amount per m2 and month) and transhipment fee / shore money(operated per ton) are part of the business contracts; special fees are payed for vending ofelectricity (per kWh) or water – where applicable or other kinds of utilities or special services.Sometimes it is combined to monthly flat rates. It is a simply business decision which systemis the best for which deal/contract. Monthly paying is generally used, even if the amounts arefixed in yearly figures – completely indifferent if it is a short term or a long term lease.
3.1.5 Types of revenues and charges of a concessionaire or private partnerRevenues for doing all kind of transhipment activities, storage or other business services -depends to the special company, what kind of business the offer (perhaps custom services,packaging, logistic services, …).
3.1.6 Property rights transferred from the Grantor to the concessionaire/lesseeUsually you use “superaedificate” or construction law (”Baurechtsvertrag”) regarding theerection of assets (buildings) on foreign ground; all other items are clearly defined in Austrianlaws to whom assets belong or have to be fixed in the contracts (e.g. underground facilities,asphalt, …).
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3.1.7 Requirements for minimum investment and performanceNo regulations for investments if they are not fixed in a special contract for a special project;for quay usage: there is normally a minimum level of tonnage per meter and year, but itdepends on the concrete business what kind of regulation will be fixed in a contract, becausebusiness is not a “demand-business” in Austria but a “supplier-business” and port authorityhas to look for companies which will use the infrastructure because there is surplus of capacityinstalled.
3.1.8 Agreements for the scope and type of port services operatedNo specific legal act, scope and type must be fixed in the contract (usual procedure, no legalacts); red line is once more “non-discriminatory”, this is written in special sentences in thecontracts
3.1.9 Rights and obligations towards existing personnel in ports/terminalsPersonnel is dedicated to the employer in Austria (“Arbeitgeber”), otherwise you have to lookfor the special concession for temporary employment (“Arbeitskräfteüberlasser”); notemporary employment exist, every company has its own staff; if a company works for theother, you do it for the business service and you have to pay money for the service and not forthe staff itself; if a port will “give his people” to other contractor for hourly basis, you workaccording to service contracts when working for others and you will be paid for it (b2b/ 2 x“GmbH”); only in special projects the Austrian “AVRAG” - employment contract law adaptationact - is necessary (perhaps when selling part of a company to a contractor or go into long termcontracts).
3.1.10 Maintenance requirements for infra and suprastructure during concession or

leaseMust be fixed in detail in the contracts; normally it is done in the way that 1) infrastructure isin the hand of the port and 2) superstructure is in the hand of the concessionaire and so it isclear which one is responsible for what part; but there can be other constructions, it dependson the special case and contract.
3.1.11 Early termination conditionsNo special legal procedures for PPP; tailor-made fixation is necessary in the contract, dependson the special business and erected superstructure – otherwise the general business laws willcome into force.
3.1.12 Role of port authority during the concession / lease periodPort company provides these services in the form of the “GmbH” – but in the small Austrianports there are quite few of these services; monitoring system e.g. is a camera system in theport.
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3.1.13 Treatment of land, infrastructure and equipment during concessionDistinct regulation is done in the contract, all kind of rights are defined between the partners;depends on the ownership, what must be regulated (principle: owner has the rights or givesrights to the user); a general right cannot be written, it depends on the special project andmust be negotiated and put in the contract.
3.1.14 Participation of a port authority or grantor in concessionaire’s companyMixtures are not practiced know; but theoretically it can happen, but it would be morecomplicated to some special laws of the public ownership (“private investors test” or “paripassu” – so the owners of the port companies try to avoid constructions like this because it isreally complicated for both partners and prefer clear systems.
3.1.15 Risk allocation and unforeseen eventsIt is fixed in detail in the contact according to the needs of the business, no general rule; risksof the quay are allocated to the port, risks of the rented land (incl. his own equipment /suprastructure) and the transhipment amount has the contractor.
3.1.16 Requirements for the experience of concessionaire / lesseeNo additional special requirements – partner has to be a company (“GmbH”) and has to bringgood business figures (“KSV-rating” in Austria) and all the necessary papers for running abusiness (e.g. permission for logistic services, …); regularly subleases are not allowed withoutinformation and written permission of the lessor – but conditions can be fixed within thisprocess and the contract.
3.1.17 Direct negotiations and unsolicited proposalIn general, concessions (“great projects”) are given after calls, …. (fulfilling al regulations ofEU rights) – a very distinct process; direct negotiations only in “smaller cases” like ordinarysettlement in the port areas – but: all these negotiations are proceeded in a general frame ofcontract items (rent price per m2, quay fee, …) and must be accepted be the supervisoryboards of the ports (actually there is surplus of supply and not a surplus of demand !); due tothe Austrian experience it is useful to negotiate within a frame of parameters and the twocompanies (port company and private company) can negotiate on a lot of details becauseevery business is different from the other in order to bring the best result – bevor starting theresult has to be accepted by the supervisory board – this procedure is quite practicable anduseful.
3.1.18 Pre-qualification requirementsIt depends on the detailed project – e.g. when a container terminal licence is offered, thenother conditions will be written in the announcement as will be done when a licence for quaylogistic (cranes, …) will be let; it depends additionally on the scheduled time of the contractand the scope and the type of the business (e.g. service of railway company needs other pre-qualifications, special business ratings, etc.).
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3.1.19 Return of land, facilities and equipment after the concession/lease periodIn the first contract it is written what will be done by the end of the first contract time – isthere a “negotiation process” or anything else or must the lessor make an additional call oretc. – as it is very seldom there is no great experience for this case (and everybody is happy ifbusiness will go on if both partners are satisfied – once more: because port/water business isnot a “narrow business”, there is surplus of options and capacities.
3.1.20 Procedure in the case of disputesProcedure according to general business law in Austria – judicial settlement process betweentwo companies (sometimes court of arbitration is fixed in the contract before going to thejudge) - no distinction for PPP-processes.
3.2 Main findings, messages and problems of PPPs in portsMain findings and key messages:

 Finding / Key message 1: establish ports (port authorities) as companies according toprivate law, so every contract can be done like any other company in businessprocesses
 Finding / Key message 2: give the ports (port authorities) great freedom to act as areally business partner for the private sector, but establish a control loop in thegovernance of the owners for supervising the general manager of the port company inorder to make quick decisions on a documented base
 Finding / Key message 3: make it as simple as possible to create PPP-processes withthe minimum requirements of EU laws (non-discriminatory, public announcement,public procurement)
 Finding / Key message 4: be flexible and work together – not against – the publicpartners, otherwise you will not be a good business partner and find a way to create“law security” for them, they need it in order to invest money

Main issues, problems and obstacles:
 No issues, problems or obstacles in Austria.Solution proposals:
 No problems in Austria – no solutions required.
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4 Slovakia

4.1 Regulations and practice of the PPP schemes in ports

4.1.1 Laws, directives, by-laws and other acts regulating PPPsFollowing legislation determines and/or influences public-private partnership schemes inSlovakia.
1. Directive 2004/17/EC of the European Parliament and of The CouncilDirective for public procurement in the fields of water management, energy, transport andpostal services. This Directive constitutes a more lenient legal framework for the areasconcerned compared to national law. For this reason, it would be likely that in the case of adispute, the ECJ would have a direct effect on the provisions of the Directive. It may thereforebe included among the sources of legislation.
2. Act no. 343/2015 Coll. on public procurementThe Act regulates the award of supply contracts, works contracts, service contracts, designcontests, award of concessions for construction works, award of service concessions andadministration in public procurement.
3. Act no. 278/1993 Coll. about state property managementThis Act regulates the management of property owned by the Slovak Republic in the publicand non-business sphere, which is performed by the asset manager of the state.
4. Act no. 513/1991 Coll. Commercial CodeThis Act regulates the position of entrepreneurs, business engagement relationships, as wellas some other business-related relationships.
5. Law 523/2004 Coll. on the rules of public administrationThis law regulates
a) budget of the public sector
b) the budgetary procedure, the rules of budgetary management, the function and thepreparation of the state final account and the summary annual report of the SlovakRepublic
c) the position of the Ministry of Finance of the Slovak Republic, other ministries andother central bodies of state administration and other legal entities of publicadministration in the budget process,
d) the establishment of budgetary organizations and contributory organizations and themanagement of budgetary organizations and contributory organizations.
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The Act regulates the area and the use of funds intended to finance the joint programs of theSlovak Republic and the European Union and the means intended to finance the purposes ofinternational grant agreements concluded between the Slovak Republic and other countriesand the procedures, legal relations, rights and obligations of persons in relationship to thesemeans, unless otherwise provided in a separate regulation.
6. Act no. 583/2004 Coll. on the financial rules of territorial self-governmentThis law regulates
a) local government budgets, which are the municipal budget and the budget of the higherterritorial unit
b) budgetary procedure, rules of budget management, preparation and approval of thefinal account of the municipality and the final account of the higher territorial unit,
c) financial relations between the state budget and the budgets of the municipalities andthe state budget and the budgets of the higher territorial units, the financial relationsbetween the budgets of the municipalities and the budgets of the higher territorialunits as well as the financial relations of the budgets of the municipalities and thebudgets of the higher territorial units to other legal entities and natural persons.
7. Law 292/2014 Coll. on the contribution from the European Structural and

Investment Funds.This Act regulates the legal relations in the provision of the contribution in the 2014-2020programming period, the procedure and conditions for the provision of the contribution, therights and obligations of the contributors, the competence of the state administration bodiesand local authorities in granting the contribution and the responsibility for the breach of theconditions for granting the contribution.
8. Resolution of the Government of the Slovak Republic no. 245/2005 Report on the

creation of conditions for the implementation of projects with a private
partnershipA government document analyzing the main benefits and risks of this method of building andfinancing public infrastructure and public service provision.

9. Resolution of the Government of the Slovak Republic no. 914/2005 on the draft
policy for the implementation of public-private partnership projects (PPP)Government resolution approving the draft policy for the implementation of public-privatepartnership (PPP) projects.

10. Resolution of the Government of the Slovak Republic no. 786/2007 on the
proposal for the implementation of a public-private partnership (PPP)
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Government resolution approving the proposal to implement a public-private partnership(PPP) technical assistance scheme. It also defines the following terms:
a) the concept of PPP in general
b) PPP on concessions for construction works, which will receive technical and financialassistance from the Ministry of Finance,
c) concessions for construction work of central authorities of the SR.
11. Decree of the Public Procurement Office 171/2013 Coll., Laying down the details

of the notifications used in the public procurement and their contentThe Decree defines, among other, the content requirements of the following documents:
a) Service Concession Notice
b) Notice of the award of public contracts to contracts awarded by a concessionaire not acontracting authority.
12. Resolution of the Government of the Slovak Republic no. 80/2008 on the

Proposal for Basic Methodological and Implementation Documents Related to
the Management of the Technical Assistance Scheme for Public Private
PartnershipsBy Resolution, the Government of the Slovak Republic has adopted and approved the basicmethodological and implementation documents related to the management of the Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Technical Assistance Scheme.

4.1.2 Available and permitted PPP schemes for portsSince 2004, when preparations for the first PPP project in Slovakia have begun, PPP projectsare used at national level in the sphere of road transport (construction of road infrastructure).A few projects in the area of territorial self-government can be identified. The basic legislationfor public-private partnerships is Act No. 25/2006 Coll. on public procurement, the adoptionof which Directives 204/18 / EC and 2004/17 / EC were implemented. The PublicProcurement Act regulates public procurement as a lex generalis and also contains a legalregulation of concessions.Therefore, Slovak legislation does not explicitly define any special regime for port-based PPPprojects. All the terms of the concession contracts (PPP model based on risk distribution,financing, liability, etc.) are the result of agreement between the parties. Agreement cannot beagainst the law.
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4.1.3 Types of concessions and/or long-term leases in portsThe Public Procurement Act divide concessions to:
 Concessions for construction works
 Service concessions.A concession for construction works is a contract in which the consideration for theconstruction work to be carried out is either the right to use the building for an agreed timeor the right related to the cash performance.A service concession is a contract in which the consideration for the services to be providedis either the right to use the services provided at an agreed time, or the right related to a cashpayment.In the case of a concession having as its object the execution of the works and the provision ofthe service, the concession shall be assessed by reference to the main subject of theconcession.Concessions, the parts of which are inseparably linked and objectively form an indivisiblewhole, are governed by the rules applicable to the main object of the concession; in the caseof a contract involving a service concession element and an element of the supply contract,the principal subject shall be deemed to be the one whose estimated value is the highest.

PPP by formThere are many different forms of PPP projects. Most often they are divided into four groups.They distinguish between the ownership of PPP assets and the sharing of risks between thestate and the private partner:
1. PPPs with prevailing risks on the part of the public sector,This form is currently used in our country. This includes turnkey construction, outsourcing,leasing, etc. Property ownership remains the state and private partner is responsible only forprecisely defined tasks with limited liability.• D & B - Design & Build (design and construction). The private partner designs andbuilds the infrastructure according to the state's requirements for a fixed amount, with therisk of exceeding the costs borne by a private partner. As a private partner does not own oroperate a building, it does not risk that the investment will be loss-making or will lose itsoperational capacity over time.• O & M - Operation & Maintenance. The private partner only operates and maintainsthe infrastructure, but ownership remains state-owned. It is currently a commonly usedoutsourcing.
2. PPPs with a higher share of risks on the private partner side, but with

public finance guarantees
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These are long-term projects, often twenty years or more. They are financed with theprevailing state resources. The private partner has the responsibility that the building meetsall the prescribed criteria but is not responsible for whether or not the infrastructure will beavailable to the public.• BOT - Build Operate Transfer (construction, operation, transfer of ownership to thestate). Infrastructure financing is fully guaranteed by public finances and, in the event of aproject failure, for example because of the loss of investment, the consequences are borne bythe state. As a rule, a private partner has a minority shareholding in the SPV.• DBOT - as a BOT, but the design is provided by a private partner. In Slovakia there havebeen projects of this type in the field of heat supply called "Energy Performance Contracting".The private partner has ensured a complete reconstruction of the central heat supply system,and the public administration sector has for a long time been committed to paying the same(or slightly lower) heat supply charges than before the reconstruction. The investment wasrepaid from the savings achieved.
3. PPPs with prevailing risks on the private partner sideIn this group, the risk transfer to a private partner is substantially higher. The owner of theinfrastructure is a purpose-built company (SPV), financing is provided by project financing orleasing. In many countries, only this group of private partnership projects is considered to bea PPP because they are implemented without the provision of public finance guarantees.• BOOT - Build Own Operate Transfer (construction, ownership of infrastructure byprivate partners, operation, transfer of ownership). The private entity finances, builds, ownsand operates the infrastructure, transfers property to the state after the end of the contractperiod.• BOOT concession - same as BOOT but with concession. The private entity, on the basisof the concession, finances, builds, owns and operates the infrastructure, transfers theownership to the state after the concession ends. Granting a concession gives the project morecomfort in terms of its financing, because it is a form of "guarantee".• DBFM - Design Build Finance Maintain (project, construction, financing andmaintenance, or maintenance concession). Ownership share of a private partner in the SPVmay vary and may change over time according to the development of the project. After theend of the project, assets go to the public administration sector.• DBFO (T) - Design Build Finance Operate (Transfer), (project, construction,financing, operation and transfer). Such a contract allows a private partner to design, finance,build (or reconstruct) the infrastructure he then runs, and transfers ownership of the stateafter the concession ends. Such a project has a transparent selection of a concession grantedover a long period of time.
4. PPPs on the border of privatization and private ownership

• BOO - Build Own Operate (construction, ownership, operation). The private partnerfinances, builds, owns and operates the infrastructure permanently. State interests areenforced through a regulatory body, or contractually agreed competencies for the state, suchas checking agreed criteria, and so on. Since full privatization, this type of project differs, forexample, by the fact that the public sector has the right to withdraw from pre-established
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contractual reasons and must ensure the economic and substantive regulation of that entity ifit gives the private partner a monopoly position.In the ports of Slovakia, all the above-mentioned forms of concessions can be applied, with theview that, for the future, from the point of view of the application of PPP projects in ports, itwould be from the perspective of the company Ports, a.s. the best solution is to use PPPprojects with prevailing risks on the part of a private partner when, after the end of thecontractual period, the ownership will be transferred to the state, a company using publicfunds.
4.1.4 Fees types and methodology for determination of concession or lease feesThe best way to come up with a proposal for a payment mechanism is to start what thedeveloper would consider an ideal scenario. Ideally, the payer would pay to the privatepartner payment after the end of the period and as a fixed amount only and exclusively foreach unit of the service provided that met the qualitative criteria. This would be in line withthe PPP principles that should make payments only when the service is available, of the agreedquality, and should not be designed merely as a mark-up for the real costs of a private partner(PPPs should not function as a freight contract). The ideal payment mechanism provides astrong incentive for a private partner to fulfill his obligations and should also carry significantrisks to him.On the other hand, it is necessary to avoid situations where these risks are excessive ordisproportionate. Excessive risks would be that would cause a private partner to claim apremium that is not an adequate benefit from higher efficiency. At the same time, it wouldmean that a private partner would either generate excessive profits or, on the contrary, facesignificant losses. The design of the payment mechanism should thus ensure a balancedremuneration and risk relationship for a private partner. The following adjustments to thepayment mechanism are considered:

a. indexing the payment (the payment components) so that the risk of inflationremains on the public partner,
b. costs and risks outside the control and reach of a private partner may be passedon to the public sector (in any case such mechanisms should be generallylimited and very precisely defined);
c. declines for inferior performance should not only be symbolic and should havea relatively significant impact on the return on equity but, on the other hand,they should not be even disproportionately high so that the less significantproblems cause default on credit commitments. It is true that the deductionsshould reflect, in particular, the degree of deficiencies and the loss resultingfrom a public partner or users from a lower quality of service or unavailability,
d. the emphasis must be on ensuring that the payment mechanism does notprovide room for unwanted motivations.
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For the purpose of long-term lease contracts, the calculation of the fee in the past was subjectto the Decree of the Ministry of Finance of the Slovak Republic no. 465/1991 Coll. on prices ofbuildings, land, permanent crops, payments for the establishment of the right of personal useof land and compensation for the temporary use of land. At present, fees are determined byagreement between the parties on the basis of the relevant expert opinion in the light ofcurrent market conditions.
4.1.5 Types of revenues and charges of a concessionaire or private partner
Types of payment mechanismsThe highest possible involvement of a private partner in a PPP project is through a concessionwhen the private partner is responsible for the complete implementation of the project(design, construction and operation) including financing, and recovers its costs from thecollection of payments from end-users of the public service and thus runs the risk of demand.This type of PPP is particularly suited to projects that provide an opportunity for introducinguser fees, for example, in the case of transshipment.Payments in the form of fees, tolls or similar items are usually proposed by the concessionairehimself, in the case of a critical infrastructure or the real impossibility of using a differentalternative to secure the user's needs may be subject to the amount of payments approved bythe contracting authority. Transferring the risk of demand to the concessionaire means thatthe concessionaire will take over the risk of future long-term consumer behaviour ofinfrastructure users. It is generally appropriate in particular in cases where:

a. it is a type of infrastructure / service that is commonly used commercially butthere is also a public interest in regulating the service or infrastructure to acertain extent,
b. the demand for infrastructure / service is predictable in the long term and isideally dependent on the performance of the private partner and the quality ofthe service it provides,
c. the tenderer is able to wholly or to a large extent renounce the subsequentpossibility of significantly affecting service pricing and pricing.If the risk of demand between the grantor and the private partner is to be shared, then thepayment mechanism will be structured in much the same way as the so- shadow toll, whichmeans the payer's payment to a private partner, which is partly or wholly deducted from therate of use of the infrastructure or service. If the contracting entity takes full risk of thedemand (or a majority thereof), the payment mechanism will take the form of a payment foravailability (i.e. the payment to the private partner for the availability of the infrastructure orservice of the required quality).

4.1.6 Property rights transferred from the Grantor to the concessionaire/lesseeUnder the Public Procurement Act, this Act does not apply to the acquisition or acquisition ofexisting buildings or the lease of existing buildings or other immovable property in any formof financing.
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The developer will consider in advance, according to the type of PPP project, who will be theowner of the project asset (eg real estate built within the project) and how the right to use itwill be solved. The processor will consider who will be the owner of the asset used toimplement the project. Except where this is excluded by special legislation, the project may beset up by the owner of the project (ie a private partner builds the infrastructure directly in theownership of the contracting entity) or through the duration of the contract, the propertyowned by a private partner who termination of the contract shall be transferred to thecontracting authority.One of the key considerations in assessing the issue of the ownership of a private partner(which may be optimally taxable in some respects) or the contracting entity is theconsequences of the possible bankruptcy of a private partner and the risk that the propertyowned by a private partner that is part of the project will become part of the insolvency andthe contracting authority will lose control over it. This risk can not be completely avoidedunder current legislation.In relation to the regulation of property law relations, due attention will be paid in the contextof legal due diligence in particular to regulations regulating the management of state andterritorial assets. The processor will focus on conditions relating to transfers of property ofthe State or territorial self-government, or the provision of such property to third parties, onthe assumption that such property may be used for the project. The processor always verifiesthat the proposed model of ownership arrangement (eg, mode, scope, and length of provisionof infrastructure built into use by a private partner) is complied with in accordance with theseregulations.The arrangement of property law relationships may also predominate to a large extent insome sectoral rules, so if relevant, the processor will investigate whether and how thearrangement of property law relations will affect. If certain restrictions or obligations arisefrom internal regulations or documents regulating the activities of some of the contractingentities (e.g. the constituent charters of contributory organizations) (for example, the consentof the creator to certain dispositions of property), the processor will assess how thesedocuments will affect its progress in the implementation of the project.The PPP Agreement deals with the ownership of the assets that are the subject of the contract.Traditionally, it is mainly land, infrastructure built and its equipment. In assessing whetherthese assets are the property of the contracting entity, the contracting entity should considerseveral of the following aspects:
 legislation,
 tax consequences,
 bankruptcy law.The text of the PPP contract must clearly indicate which of the contracting parties - thecontracting entity or the private partner is resp. will be the owner of the land on which theconstruction of the infrastructure will take place. In relation to legislation, however, the
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contracting authority must carry out a legal analysis as to whether it is legally possible for theprivate infrastructure to be owned by the private partner.If the legislation permits the construction of the infrastructure in the assets of a privatepartner, the contracting authority will consider possible tax impacts that greatly affect thefinancial flows of the project and, at the same time, assess the possible consequences of thebankruptcy law in force if the infrastructure was owned by a private partner.Apart from ownership on the part of the contracting entity or private partner, it is possible inpractice to apply a combined ownership model in which the contracting entities will own partof the infrastructure necessary for the provision of public services (including equipment) and,if necessary, retain only those parts of the infrastructure owned by a private partner, whichare not intended for the direct provision of the public service, but as a complementarycommercial infrastructure.
4.1.7 Requirements for minimum investment and performancePublic procurement legislation does not imply any conditions for a minimum investment, aconcessionaire, or the achievement of a certain production capacity. Concession conditionsare the result of prior mutual agreement between the parties, which may not be contrary tothe law.In the context of the "PPP Project Preparation and Implementation Process and ControlProcess", it is recommended that the contracting entity considers PPPs only for projects withestimated investment costs above EUR 10 million (or where the value of the interim serviceis of adequate value).
4.1.8 Agreements for the scope and type of port services operatedServices provided in port in the case of concessions are not regulated by any legal act,documents. It is up to the contracting parties to provide what services to agree.In the case of PPP projects, it is necessary for the European Commission to approve anoperational program to specify the project and the services to be provided to it.
4.1.9 Rights and obligations towards existing personnel in ports/terminalsIn the case of a PPP project, the private partner will assume responsibility for securing theactivities that have been provided so far by the specific personnel of the procuring entity, thefeasibility study processor will assess the legal consequences of the assignment of thecontracting entity's employees to the private partner.This transfer can take place under the regulations of the Labor Code, which stipulates that ifthe role or activity of the employer or part of the employer is transferred to another employer,the rights and obligations of the employment relationship are transferred to the transferredemployer by the transferred employer.
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The processor will define the range of staff involved in this transition because it will be one ofthe aspects that will undoubtedly be considered by the tenderers in the procurement processand will also affect the feasibility, the costs and the risks of the project as well as the socio-economic impact of the project.
4.1.10 Maintenance requirements for infra and suprastructure during concession or

leaseThe issue of rights to infra structure and superstructure is discussed in more detail in the
"4.1.6 Property rights transferred from the Grantor to the concessionaire / lessee" within thedefinition of the right of ownership between the contracting authority and the concessionaire.
4.1.11 Early termination conditionsThe PPP project contract is concluded for a relatively long period and during this period itmay be reasonably premature to terminate it for various reasons. Even if early terminationshould be rather exceptional, it is necessary to pay special attention to negotiating theseprovisions (and the compensation paid). These provisions contain a significant part of the risktransfer and can significantly influence the incentive of the private partner and the quality ofthe services provided.The reasons for the withdrawal of the contract as well as the manner and consequences ofwithdrawal are primarily defined within the concession dialogue / wording of the concessioncontract text.Typical situations where early termination is relevant are:• termination by private partners for the failure of the contracting entity;• voluntary early termination by the contracting authority;• termination by the contracting authority for the failure of a private partner;• termination by the contractor for corruption;• termination for the dishonesty of a private partner• termination by either party due to a force majeure event.Each of the above situations should treat the contract in detail, including setting the conditionsfor granting and calculating the compensation of a private partner.Legislation by the Public Procurement Act:The contracting authority / entity may withdraw from the concession contract if:

 at the time of its closure, there was a reason to exclude the supplier or concessionairefrom non-fulfillment of the participation condition under that law
 The Slovak Republic has breached the obligation arising from a legally binding act ofthe European Union claiming the contracting authority or the contracting entity hasbreached the obligation arising from this legally binding act decided by the Court ofJustice of the European Union in accordance with the Treaty on the Functioning of theEuropean Union.
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 The contracting authority / entity may withdraw from the part of the contract orconcession contract that substantially changed the original contract or concessioncontract and required new public procurement.
 The contracting authority and the contracting authority may withdraw from theconcession agreement concluded with the tenderer who was not entered in the public-sector registrar at the time of concluding the concession contract or was deleted fromthe register of the public-sector partners.

This does not interfere with the right of the contracting authority or the contracting authorityto withdraw from the concession contract or part thereof under a special regulation (egCommercial Code, Civil Code.) However, the Commercial Code, like the lex generalis, containsa very general waiver of the contract. According to him, the contract may be withdrawn onlyin cases stipulated by the contract or the law.
Termination paymentTermination payment is an important part of the economic assessment and determination ofproject financing, as this payment sets out the limits of the risk of loss of return (principal andinterest, shareholder profit). For this reason, an important part of the PPP contract is aprovision on payments made to a private partner in case of early termination because it is aproject that is bound by a concession period and whose value is estimated on the basis ofproject risk for a specific time frame.From the perspective of the contracting authority, termination provisions are an importantaspect of risk transfer. The termination payment can be divided into several basic types dueto termination of the concession contract:

a. withdrawal from the contract due to violation by the concessionaire,
b. withdrawal from the contract on grounds of breach by the contracting authority,
c. the termination of the contract due to a force majeure event,
d. withdrawal from the contract by the contracting entity without giving any reason.Withdrawal from a contract due to a violation by a private partner can be foreseen for reasonsof serious violation of the contract by a partner (at the same time a reasonable deadline fornotification and removal of grounds for serious breach of contract, preparation of a correctionplan, the introduction of a tightened monitoring regime and the possibility of a private partnerof the terms of the PPP contract). These reasons may include:• any significant breach of contract with the effect on quality or timing of constructionworks and service provision,• a breach of contract which prevents the contracting authority from performing itsduties or providing the public service concerned,• repeated violations by private partners of other non-critical provisions of theconcession agreement,• bankruptcy, restructuring, or liquidation of a private partner,
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• non-compliance with important project dates,• non-compliance with performance standards documented by reaching a certainnumber of penalty points,• repeated or permanent unavailability in the agreed range,• corrupt practices on the part of a private partner.Compensation for a breach of contract by a private partner should take due account of the factthat the reason for the termination of the contract was the failure of the partner. Therefore, inthe present case, the termination payment should not be paid for the partner's planned profit,on the contrary, the payment should take into account the costs of the contracting authorityrelated to the alternative service provision, the loss of users resulting from unavailability, Onthe other hand, the opposite effect of the too restrictive set-up of the termination paymentshould be considered, for example through excessive fines or little consideration of the valuegiven by the private partner as this will affect the risk assessment by the institutions financingand the subsequent over-execution of the project. Reasons for withdrawal due to breach ofcontract by the contracting entity should be materially equivalent to the reasons forwithdrawal from the contract in case of breach of contract by a private partner.It can be expected that the main serious breach of the contract by the contracting authoritywould be repeated retention of payments or non-payment. Payment in this case will mostlikely have the character of a final financial settlement on a contractually negotiated contract,in order to secure the project's economic outcome from the point of view of the privatepartner as presented in the tender. In the event of a contractual possibility to terminate thecontract without giving any reason, the compensation should normally be the same as in thecase of termination due to breach of the contract by the contracting authority.
4.1.12 Role of port authority during the concession / lease periodPublic Ports, jsc was established on 21 January 2008 under the Act No. Act No. 500/2007 Coll.,Amending Act No. 338/2000 Coll. on inland navigation. The founder of the company is theSlovak Republic, in which the Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republicacts.Public Ports, jsc is responsible for:

 ensuring the preparation and realization of the construction of public ports in theSlovak Republic, together with the elaboration of long-term and short-term conceptsof their development,
 ensuring the operation, maintenance and repairs, as well as the registration of facilitiesand facilities in the territorial districts of public ports,
 renting land in the territorial districts of public ports and other activities directlyrelated to the loading of property in the territorial districts of public ports,
 collecting payments for the use of public ports,
 creating the conditions for the development of combined transport, including thehandling of combined transport cost units.
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Within the limits of these activities, the company provides public procurement andsupervising the fulfilment of existing contracts. Other activities such as towage, pilotage, VTS,gate/access controls and checks are carried out by the private company Slovenská plavba aprístavy a.s.
Public bodies

 Public Procurement OfficeThe Public Procurement Office is the central authority of the state administration for publicprocurement. It supervises compliance with the obligations of the contracting authority, thecontracting authority or other controlled entity by law. In the performance of supervision, theOffice also monitors the fulfilment of the obligations imposed by the Office's decisions. It is "aprofessional guarantor in the field of public procurement, supervising the principles oftransparency, equal treatment and non-discrimination of tenderers and candidates, as well asthe principles of economy and efficiency in the spending of funds". Its role is to "ensure theconditions for the correct implementation of Act No. 343/2016 Coll. on Public Procurementand on Amendments to Certain Acts ".Public Procurement Office in the supervision process
a) issues notices of compliance or inconsistency of the documents submitted with thePublic Procurement Act (Ex ante Assessment)
b) issues relevant decisions,
c) imposes fines for administrative delicts
 Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak RepublicThe public-private partnership project section fulfils mostly the following tasks:
a) fully manage the preparation and implementation of public-private partnershipprojects
b) comprehensively manage the processes related to the fulfillment of the proceduresaccording to the methodological documents of the Ministry of Finance of the SlovakRepublic for the area of public-private partnership projects
 Ministry of Finance of the Slovak RepublicThe Department of Financial Instruments and International Institutions mainly performs thefollowing tasks:
a) ensures the preparation and updating of methodological documents for PPP projects,
b) coordinates the preparation of opinions on individual forms of implementation of PPPprojects,
c) represents the Ministry of Finance of the SR in the European Center for Expertise inthe Field of PPP (EPEC)
d) draw up opinions and comments on proposals for measures to promote economicgrowth in public-private partnership (PPP) projects in cooperation with the value-for-money unit.
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4.1.13 Treatment of land, infrastructure and equipment during concessionThe issue of rights to infra structure and superstructure, as well as land and real estate rights,is dealt with in the "4.1.6 Property rights transferred from the Grantor to the concessionaire /
lessee" within the definition of the right of ownership between the contracting authority andthe concessionaire.
4.1.14 Participation of a port authority or grantor in concessionaire’s companyThe public procurer may, when awarding a concession, require the creation of a joint ventureto be awarded the concession. The Joint venture is a legal entity that was established by thetrustee together with the concessionaire for the purpose of concession. The Joint venture isalso a legal person established by a concessionaire in which the capital of the State wasincorporated under the concession agreement.The activities of the Joint venture may be exclusively activities related to the implementationof the subject of the concession contract. The contracting authority and the contracting entityshall conclude a concession contract with a legal person that is a joint venture.The only port authority in Slovakia is the Public Ports, jsc. However, its activities areexhaustively defined by the law on which the company was founded. Public ports, jsc, it is notentitled to set up a trading company or acquire a stake in an existing trading company. Itwould be necessary to change the law to create a joint venture.
4.1.15 Risk allocation and unforeseen eventsThe risk transfer must be clearly defined, and it is also necessary to take into account theconditions under which the risks are passed on to the parties involved. If a private partnerwould bear most of the risks, it could cause an unnecessary overrun of the project or theimpossibility of financing it. Determining the risk carrier is not a problem in some cases. Forexample, the risk of non-compliance is borne by a private partner. This will be reflected by thefact that the public partner begins to pay for mandatory payments only after putting theconstruction into operation.The private partner must also count on certain risks of changes such as rising constructioncosts or supply delays. Such risks are usually taken over by a private partner. In case of risk ofchanges in the tax area, this risk takes on the public partner. It is important to consider alltypes of risks that may occur in a particular project and to take them into account in the awardof the contract, as they may affect the establishment of quality standards and performancerequirements, the timing of delivery and the period during which the private sector maybenefit from the performance and also on the total cost of the contract and the possibility ofincreasing it. In a public-private partnership, it is crucial that some of the risks associated withsecuring a particular property be borne by a private partner, and this must be a significantrisk.
Construction risk includes cases such as delay of building submission deadline, failure tocomply with valid standards, technical deficiencies, breaches of environmental standards, costoverruns, and others. In order for the State not to take this risk, the conditions laid down in
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the contract should be that the state will not pay the agreed annual payments in case of non-compliance with the prescribed deadlines, timetable, budget, standards and agreedspecifications.
Availability risk indicates that the infrastructure or service has predefined parameters andis publicly available. The fact that the state does not take the risk of being available is that itsperiodic payments to a private partner are automatically and significantly reduced if theinfrastructure or service is not available to the public as agreed in the contract, does not workor does not meet technical, environmental or other standards.
Risk of demand poses a risk of interest in the given infrastructure or service. Lower-than-expected demand may cause a financial loss to the supplier. Interest in the giveninfrastructure or service can affect competitive projects, the ability of end-users to pay thespecified prices, and so on. The analysis of these three risks serves to determine whether aPPP-funded project is included in the public finance budget or not.
Force majeure, based on past practice, does not constitute an entitlement to claim againstthe other Contracting Party claims for breach of contract obligations by the Contracting Partyif an event of force majeure occurs and the respective Contracting Party can not fulfil itsobligations under this Contract because of force majeure. The Contracting Party shall bebound by the power to interfere with force majeure without delay informing the other Party.Due to the complexity of the PPP projects, details of the procedure in case of force majeure arecontained in the concession contract.Higher power is regulated in the Civil and Commercial Code. The PPP projects are consideredto be a subject to the commercial law. The Commercial Code regulates force majeure only fordelays. In the Commercial Code mode, the borrower can only defer liability for delays if he isin delay due to the creditor's delay. For other reasons, the debtor cannot be held liable fordelays. The disclaimer of liability for delay due to force majeure is therefore inadmissible.
4.1.16 Requirements for the experience of concessionaire / lesseeThe legislation divides the conditions for participation in public procurement into threecategories:

 Personal status
 Financial and economic status
 Technical competence or professional competencePersonal status and Financial and economic status are described in 4.1.18 Pre-qualificationrequirements.Legislation sets out the conditions for participation in public procurement in general. For thepurposes of a specific public procurement / concession, Public Ports, jsc to determine theindividual technical, economic and other requirements of the tenderer in the tenderspecifications and in the tender specifications.
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Technical competenceTechnical competence or professional competence shall be demonstrated by the nature,quantity, importance or use of the supply of goods, works or services evidenced by one ormore of the following documents:
a) a list of supplies of goods or services provided for the preceding three years (ifnecessary to ensure an appropriate level of competition, the contracting authority andthe contracting authority may specify for a prolonged period) from the award of thecontract, indicating the prices, delivery terms and purchasers; the document is areference if the customer was the contracting authority or the contracting authorityunder this Act,
b) a list of the works carried out over the preceding five years from the award of thecontract (if necessary to ensure an appropriate level of competition, the contractingauthority and the contracting authority may specify for a longer period), indicating theprices, places and times for the execution of the works; the list must be accompaniedby a certificate of satisfactory execution of the works and the assessment of the workscarried out under the terms of the business and if the purchaser

a. was the contracting authority under the Public procurement act, the documentis the reference,
b. was a person other than the contracting authority or the contracting authorityunder this Act, proof of performance shall be confirmed by the customer; if sucha confirmation is not available to the tenderer, by a declaration of the tendereror seeking to carry it out, accompanied by a document proving theirperformance or the contractual relationship on the basis of which they weremade,
c. information on technicians or technical bodies, especially those responsible forquality control, regardless of the contractual relationship they have with thecandidate or tenderer; in the case of a works contract, those to which thetenderer or the tenderer may apply for the work to be carried out,
d. a description of the technical equipment, the study and research facilities andthe arrangements used by the applicant or the applicant for quality assurance,
e. in the case of complex goods to be supplied or goods intended for specificpurposes, by checking the production capacity of the tenderer or the tenderercarried out by the contracting authority or the contracting entity or on its behalfby the competent authorities in the country of the place of business, habitualresidence of the tenderer or candidate and with the consent of that authority; ifnecessary, by checking the available study and research facilities and the qualityof the control measures in place,
f. in the case of complex services or services for specific purposes, the technicalcompetence of the tenderer or the tenderer performing the service carried outby the contracting authority or the contracting authority or on its behalf by the
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competent authority in the country of establishment or place of business orhabitual residence of the tenderer or candidate and with the agreement of thatauthority; if necessary, by checking the available study and research facilitiesand the quality of the control measures in place,
g. in the case of works or services, data on education and professional experienceor professional qualifications of persons designated to perform the contract orconcession contract or the managerial staff unless they are a criterion for theevaluation of tenders,
h. by indicating the environmental management measures that the tenderer or thecandidate applies to performance of the contract or concession contract,
i. in the case of construction works or services, data on the average annualnumber of employees and the number of managerial staff over the previousthree years,
j. information on the machinery, operation or technical equipment available tothe tenderer or candidate for the execution of the works or the provision of theservice,
k. supply chain management and tracking information that the candidate orcandidate will be able to use when performing a contract or concessioncontract,
l. by indicating the proportion of the performance of the contract or concessioncontract that the tenderer or the tenderer intends to provide to thesubcontractor,
m. in the case of goods to be supplied,

i. samples, descriptions or photographs, the authenticity of which must beverified if the contracting authority / entity so requires or
ii. certificates or endorsements with clearly identified references totechnical specifications or technical standards applicable to goodsissued by quality control authorities or designated conformityassessment bodies.Tenderers or candidates may use the technical and professional capacity of another person toprove their technical competence or professional competence, irrespective of their legalrelationship.In such a case, the tenderer or tenderer must demonstrate to the contracting authority / entitythat in the performance of the contract or concession contract, he or she will actually use thecapacity of the person whose capacity he / she uses to demonstrate his / her technicalcompetence or professional competence. The fact of the second sentence shall bedemonstrated by the tenderer or tenderer by a written contract concluded with the personwhose technical and professional capacity is to prove his technical competence orprofessional competence. The written agreement must indicate the person's obligation toprovide his / her capacity throughout the duration of the contractual relationship. A person
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whose capacity is to be used to demonstrate technical competence or professionalcompetence must demonstrate compliance with the terms of participation regarding personalstatus and there must be no grounds for exclusion; the right to deliver goods, to performconstruction works or to provide the service proves in relation to that part of the object of thecontract or concession for which the capacities were provided to the candidate or tenderer.In the case of a requirement relating to education, professional qualifications or relevantprofessional experience, in particular pursuant to paragraph 1 g), the tenderer or candidatemay only use the capacity of another person if he / she will actually carry out the constructionworks or services for which the capacity is required.The contracting authority / entity may require that the tenderer or candidate and any otherperson whose capacity is to be used to demonstrate technical competence or professionalcompetence are responsible for the performance of the contract or concession contract jointly.In the case of a supply contract which also includes the activities related to the placement,assembly and installation of goods, the provision of services or the execution of works, thetechnical competence or professional competence of the tenderer or the person seeking tocarry out those activities shall be assessed, in particular, with regard to his / her ability,efficiency and reliability.
4.1.17 Direct negotiations and unsolicited proposals
Direct negotiation procedureThe direct award procedure may be used by the contracting authority only if at least one ofthe following conditions is fulfilled:

a) no tenderer or tenderer has submitted a tender or documents demonstratingcompliance with the conditions for participation in a previous call for competition orin a restricted procedure, or none of the tenderers or candidates fulfills the conditionsfor participation or none of the tenders, without substantial changes, satisfies therequirements and requirements specified by the contracting authority for the subjectof the contract; and provided that the original terms of the contract are notsubstantially altered,
b) goods, works or services may be supplied only by a particular economic operator, if:

 the subject of the contract is the creation or acquisition of a unique artwork orartistic performance,
 for technical reasons, there is no competition and provided there is neither areasonable alternative nor a substitute and the lack of competition is not theresult of an artificial narrowing of the procurement parameters or
 Exclusive rights and provided that there is no adequate alternative orsubstitution and lack of competition is not the result of an artificial narrowingof the parameters of public procurement,

c) a contract for the supply of goods, for the execution of works or for the provision of aservice is awarded on account of an exceptional occurrence uninformed by the
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contracting authority which it could not have foreseen, and in view of the timing of thetendering procedure, a restricted procedure or negotiated procedure with publication,
d) the goods required are produced exclusively for research, experimental, study ordevelopment purposes; it does not apply to large-scale production-related economicactivities or to the cost of research and development,
e) it is the supply of additional goods from the original supplier for the partialreplacement of the normal goods or equipment or the extension of the goods orequipment already supplied where a change of supplier forces the contractingauthority to obtain material of different technical characteristics which would causeincompatibility or disproportionate technical difficulties in the operation ormaintenance; the duration of such a contract as well as the recurring contracts may notexceed in aggregate three years,
f) the supply of goods whose prices are quoted, and which are directly purchased on acommodity exchange,
g) it is the procurement of goods offered under particularly advantageous conditions bythe liquidator, the administrator or the executor,
h) is a service contract following a design competition made under this Act and awardedto a candidate whose proposal has been evaluated by the jury as a winner or one of thewinners in the design contest; if more than one winner is involved, the contractingauthority must invite all to the negotiations,
i) new works or services consisting in repeating identical or comparable works orservices carried out by the original supplier, provided that:

 are consistent with the core project, which lists the scope of possible additionalconstruction works or services and the terms of their assignment,
 the original contract was awarded by public tender, restricted procedure,negotiated procedure with publication, competitive dialogue or innovativepartnership, and information on the award of the contract by direct negotiationwas already part of the notice of award of the contract awarding the originalcontract,
 Repeated award is made within three years of the original contract.The Procurer may proceed with preliminary consultations with representatives of the privatesector are an important phase of the project preparation. The public sector learns whether theproject is interested in the private sector and also analyses the economic viability of theproject. Project promoters can submit their offers as well as innovations. And just suchcompetition between investors can lead to a reduction in the set price of the project. However,it is important that such consultations take place before the public procurement starts.The very fact of involving the private sector is not in itself a guarantee of efficiency. Thedelegation of public sector functions makes sense if the private partner is sufficientlymotivated by the specified performance conditions that would otherwise be difficult toachieve. Throughout the process of implementing the project, it is therefore crucial that
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maximum competition between tenderers is induced to discover as much as possible thepotential of potential private partners (eg pressure to reduce prices, design of innovativesolutions, etc.). Since the competitive dialogue is the most elaborate public procurementprocedure for complex PPP projects.This process allows you to find the best project solution in the form of a dialogue withpotential private partners. Within the framework of its own dialogue, the contractingauthority, with qualified tenderers, shall submit proposals for the solution and the draftcontract, which should be part of the dialogue documentation. Talks with individual bidderscan take place in several rounds, separately with each candidate for confidentiality. It is truethat the procuring entity cannot, without the consent of the tenderer, provide its draft solutionor other confidential information obtained from it. For the purpose of each negotiation, thecontracting entity shall prepare in advance a negotiation procedure covering the subjectmatter and scope of the negotiation which is the same for all tenderers and from which it isnot possible to deviate. Very often, it is not possible to provide all relevant information anddata (whether due to a large scale, format or because they were not yet available) only in theform of an informative document prepared for the competitive dialogue or its final version. Inpractice, therefore, the data room is often used, which contains various factual information,and which can be opened not only during the competitive dialogue but also during the tendersubmission period. For each negotiation held, the contractor should draw up a separateprotocol or in the same structure for all, with all its substantive conclusions from thenegotiations that are relevant in terms of concretizing the proposed solution. The tenderercan conduct negotiations in several successive stages to reduce the number of solutions, inparticular by reducing the difficulty of conducting a dialogue on a number of differentsolutions. This exclusion shall be based on the quantifiable elimination criteria selected forthe evaluation of the tenders referred to in the contract notice or in the information document.However, such a procedure must always be maintained and allowed for competition.The developer continues the dialogue until he selects a solution (one or more) that meets hisneeds and requirements. The outcome of these negotiations should therefore be to select themost advantageous solution for the contracting authority, both technically and financially andlegally. Upon completion of the competitive dialogue, the contracting entity shall prepare thefinal version of the tender document and invite all tenderers invited to participate in thecompetitive dialogue to submit final bids. Even though the Public Procurement Act allows infact to choose more than one of the solutions specified in the dialogue, the tenderer shouldsubmit a final draft PPP contract to the tenderers before the call for tenders, since variantsolutions are almost never equivalent in terms of economic benefits, make evaluation difficult,and reduce the transparency and simplicity of the process. The Public Procurement Actregulates the statutory deadlines for the individual stages of the process, but the length of thecompetitive dialogue will vary depending on the complexity of the projects. In any case, withregard to the quality of the project preparation, the deadlines set by the contracting authorityshould in principle be longer than the minimum statutory deadlines, only in view of the factthat, bidders will take the form of multi-vendor consortia, will have to undertakecomprehensive due diligence, will have to negotiate pre-financing agreements with banks,and prepare a draft technical solution, respectively. estimating the cost of complex output,which takes time.
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Unsolicited proposalsSlovak regulation does not allow unsolicited PPP proposals.
4.1.18 Pre-qualification requirementsThe legislation divides the conditions for participation in public procurement into threecategories:

 Personal status
 Financial and economic status
 Technical competence or professional competence

Personal statusOnly those meeting the following conditions for participation in a personal status may takepart in a procurement procedure:
a) neither he nor his statutory organ, nor a member of the statutory body, nor a memberof a supervisory body, nor a prosecutor legally convicted of a criminal offense ofcorruption, a criminal offense to the detriment of the financial interests of theEuropean Communities, an offense of legalization of the proceeds of crime, the offenseof founding, the offense of terrorism, terrorist offenses and certain forms ofparticipation in terrorism, a crime of trafficking in human beings, a criminal offenserelated to the conduct of a business or a crime of public procurement and publicauction .

 the applicant or the applicant demonstrates the fulfillment of the conditionsattested by the extract from the criminal record not older than three months
b) has no arrears of health insurance, social security and old-age pension contributions inthe Slovak Republic or in the State of residence, place of business or habitual residence,

 the applicant or the applicant proves that the conditions attested by a certificateissued by the Health Insurance Company and the Social Insurance Company arenot more than three months old
c) has no tax arrears in the Slovak Republic or in the State of residence, place of businessor habitual residence,

 applicant or candidate demonstrates fulfillment of the conditions attested by alocal tax authority not earlier than three monthsd) has not been declared bankrupt, has not been restructured, is not in liquidation, norhas bankruptcy proceedings been instituted against it for lack of assets or bankruptcyproceedings for lack of assets,• applicant or candidate demonstrates compliance with the conditions attestedby a confirmation of the relevant court not older than three months
e) is entitled to supply goods, carry out construction works or provide services,
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 the tenderer or candidate demonstrates that the condition is met bydocumentary evidence of the right to deliver goods, to perform constructionwork or to provide a service corresponding to the subject of the contract
f) does not have a prohibition on participation in a public procurement confirmed by afinal decision in the Slovak Republic or in the State of residence, place of business orhabitual residence,

 the candidate or candidate demonstrates the fulfillment of the condition, asevidenced by an affidavit
g) has not, within the three years preceding the declaration or the demonstrable openingof a public contract, committed a serious breach of obligations relating to theprotection of the environment, social law or labor law under special rules for which hehas been legally sanctioned by the contracting authority and the contracting authority,
h) has not, within three years from the date of the declaration or the demonstrableopening of the procurement, have committed a serious breach of professionalobligations which the contracting authority and the contracting authority can prove.Tenderer or candidate is considered to be eligible to participate in a personal status as perpar. (b) and (c) where he has paid arrears or has been allowed to pay arrears in instalments.If the applicant or tenderer is domiciled, habitually resident or habitually resident outside theterritory of the Slovak Republic and the State of its registered office, place of business orhabitual residence does not issue any of the documents necessary to prove compliance withthe above conditions of participation and does not issue equivalent documents, it may bereplaced by an affidavit the rules in force in the State of residence, place of business or habitualresidence.If the law of a candidate country or an applicant with a seat, place of business or habitualresidence outside the territory of the Slovak Republic does not regulate the institute ofaffidavit, it may replace it by a declaration made before a court or administrative body, anotary or other professional institution or business institution, business or habitual residenceof the tenderer or candidate.

Financial and economic statusFinancial and economic status is generally demonstrated by the submission of:a) statements by a bank or a branch of a foreign bank,b) certificates of liability for damage caused by the pursuit of an occupation or of aninsurance certificate for loss of business liability, where such insurance requires aspecial regulation,c) the balance sheet or statement of assets and liabilities, or data from them; ord) a general turnover report and, where appropriate, an overview of the turnoverachieved in the area covered by the contract or concession, for the last three marketingyears for which it is available, depending on the commencement or commencement ofoperations.
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Tenderers or candidates may use the financial resources of another person to prove theirfinancial and economic status, irrespective of their legal relationship. In such a case, thetenderer or tenderer must prove to the contracting authority / entity that in the course ofperformance of the contract or concession contract he will actually use the resources of theperson whose position he uses to prove his financial and economic standing. The factaccording to the second sentence is demonstrated by the candidate or tenderer by a writtencontract concluded with the person whose sources are meant to prove his financial andeconomic standing. The written agreement must indicate the person's commitment to provideperformance throughout the duration of the contractual relationship. The person whoseresources are to be used to demonstrate the financial and economic standing mustdemonstrate compliance with the terms of participation regarding personal status.The contracting authority / entity may require that the tenderer or candidate and any otherperson whose resources are to be used to demonstrate the financial and economic standingare responsible for the performance of the contract or concession contract jointly.If, for objective reasons, the candidate or tenderer cannot provide a document designated bythe contracting authority or the contracting entity for the purposes of establishing thefinancial and economic standing, the financial and economic standing may be demonstratedby the submission of another document which the contracting authority / entity considersappropriate.Requirements for technical competence and professional competence are described in4.1.16 Requirements for the experience of the concessionaire / lessee.The contracting authority may require
 Submitting a quality management system certificate
 Submission of a certificate issued by an independent institution certifying compliancewith the requirements of the environmental management system standards.

4.1.19 Return of land, facilities and equipment after the concession/lease periodThe regular termination of the contract and settlement of the parties takes place after theexpiry of the period for which the contract is concluded. Upon completion, the InfrastructureAdministration is returned to the Advertiser. This means that the private partner removes theassets that remain in his possession from the infrastructure, handing the "keys" to the client,copies of the project documentation, the employment agenda and the information needed torun the infrastructure and provide the services. The private partner shall deliver theinfrastructure to the developer in the proper condition that meets the requirements thatshould be defined in the contract. It is important for the developer to be prepared for thepostponement process in the sense of securing the condition foreseen in the contract, but alsoin the sense of assuming responsibility for the operation of the infrastructure or related issues(transfer of employees, etc.). At the agreed time before the termination of the contract (in theorder of several quarters), the contracting authority should carry out inspections and rigorousinspections of the state of the infrastructure so that the conditions of the return are respected,and it is appropriate to have the right to withhold a certain percentage of the monthly paymentto the private partner. This reserve fund shall be used by the contracting authority as a policy-
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relevant insurance policy. Prior to the termination of the contract, the contracting authoritymay declare additional public procurement, in which the newly selected private partner willcontinue to provide the service.
4.1.20 Procedure in the case of disputes
ArbitrationThe method of dispute resolution defined in the Concession Dialogue and therefore is thecontent of a concession agreement. Based on experience with PPP projects implemented inSlovakia, the primary means of resolving the dispute is its immediate referral to therepresentatives of the parties. The aim is to resolve the dispute without the need for a thirdparty's meritorious decision. In the event of a mediation failure, the parties shall proceedaccording to the arbitration clause / arbitration clause contained in the concession agreement.
The General CourtBy the above procedure, the jurisdiction of the General Court which is considered to begenerally applicable, is under the Commercial Code excluded.
Administrative ProcedureLegislation defines, in relation to PPP, the administrative procedure, which is focused only onthe pre-concession phase. It is therefore a matter of resolving a possible dispute beforeconcluding a concession contract, not a dispute arising from it.A tenderer, an applicant, a participant or a person whose rights or legitimate interests havebeen or may have been affected by the contracting authority or contracting entity may applyfor remedy against

a) notification of the intention to conclude a concession contract, a concession notice, anotice of a call for competition and a call for proposals
b) the conditions specified in the tender documents, the concession file, the tenderconditions or other documents provided by the contracting authority or thecontracting authority within the time limit for the submission of tenders or proposals.

4.2 Main findings, messages and problems of PPPs in portsMain findings and key messages:
 Little experience with PPP projects in Slovakia.
 The PPP projects that have been carried out so far only concerned the construction ofmotorways and road infrastructure, so practical experience of the port area is notavailable for the purposes of the study.
 Absence of a comprehensive code for PPP projects. Slovak legislation regulates themonly marginally within the framework of the Public Procurement Act.
 Legislation of PPP projects is to a large extent general.
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 The wide scope for parties involved in the PPP project provides the opportunity toadjust the mutual relations, rights and obligations by agreement so that the partiesachieve the expected outcome.
Main issues, problems and obstacles:

 Lack of funding opportunities through PPP projects.
 Poor awareness of the possibilities of using PPPs.
 Land is a priority investment property of the state.
 Long-term lease of land.
 Method of determining payments.

Solution proposals:
 Increase of the time reserve for the preparation of operational programs, for PPPprojects.
 Creating a comprehensive information system on PPP funding opportunities.
 Exemption of land from priority investment property.
 Termination of long-term lease agreements.
 Need to create a specific way of determining payments for individual PPPs.
 PPP landscape could benefit from introducing a positive PPP test covering all majorpublic investment project. This measure would help identify projects where the PPPapproach would yield significant benefits.
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5 Hungary

5.1 Regulations and practice of the PPP schemes in portsIn case of Hungarian ports, there is no relevant PPP system, as most of them are owned andoperated by private entities.The Freeport of Budapest, the Port of Baja and the Port of Győr-Gönyü are already managedin a concession structure. As an example, the Freeport of Budapest Logistics has a 75-yearconcession contract with the asset manager state-owned company for the management anddevelopment of the Freeport.Accordingly, there are three contracts, which can be used as a source of this topic. However,the mentioned contracts are classified as state secrets, so the access to the information islimited.From the three above mentioned ports operating with concession contract, two wereinclined to answer the questions listed below.
5.1.1 Laws, directives, by-laws and other acts regulating PPPsCurrently there are no existing laws, directives, by-laws, which regulate PPPs in Hungary. Asmentioned above, three PPP contracts exist in Hungary. All three contracts were made fordifferent and special situations, but in all of the three cases the law of the management of stateassets must be considered.Law of the management of state assets regulates among others that the high-value assetpurchases must be organized by public procurement procedure.
5.1.2 Available and permitted PPP schemes for portsGiven that all three so-called PPP schemes in force in Hungary are unique and classified asstate secrets, there are no available and permitted PPP schemes for ports yet.
5.1.3 Types of concessions and/or long-term leases in portsIn the ports of Hungary, according to the form of the ownership, mostly asset managementcontracts have been signed, but there are examples for concession contracts and form long-term lease contracts as well. The reason of this fact that these kinds of contracts have thepotential to preserve, develop and manage properties.Accordingly, the BOOT concession type is the closest version to the Hungarian practice. Allcontracts are binding on the concessionaire to carry out port activities, which is the same asthe operating.The concessionaire is committed by the contract to return all the land, property and tangibleasset in accordance with their original condition after the expiry of the concession contract.This also means, that concessionaire must build and develop during the concession period.
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5.1.4 Fees types and methodology for determination of concession or lease feesAll of the incomes and outcomes of the operating are charged to concessionaire. In returnedfor the operation, the concessionaire must pay for the rights of the operating, orderly. As anexample, in Port of Baja, the concession fee is payed compared to the tons of stored goods.
5.1.5 Types of revenues and charges of a concessionaire or private partnerAccording to the terms of the above-mentioned contracts, both the concessionaire and privatepartner must organize port activities, so all the commonly charges of port services are possibletypes of revenues.Examples:

 storage fee
 wharfage
 rent cost, etc.The most important part of the three contracts is that all three ports must keep the status of aNational Public Port, which means that all fees and charges must be unified for all port users.

5.1.6 Property rights transferred from the Grantor to the concessionaire/lesseeAll rights of usufruct or usage of land, property and asset are transferred to the concessionaire,but the owner is still the grantor. In the case of Freeport of Budapest, the 75% of the area mustbe used for port activities, but the less 25% can be used without any regulation.
5.1.7 Requirements for minimum investment and performanceThere was only one case, when a Grantor had requirement for investment. In the case ofFreeport of Budapest, when the shares of the concessionaire company had been sold, theshareholders had to undertake a port development obligation. Since then, the company had tooperate the port according to the potential of the market, keeping the National Public Portstatus, which is an obligation for all three ports, that have concession contract.
5.1.8 Agreements for the scope and type of port services operatedSee point #5.1.6.
5.1.9 Rights and obligations towards existing personnel in ports/terminalsThere were no rights and obligations towards the existing personnel in ports. For example, atFreeport of Budapest the predecessor of the concessionaire company was the originaloperating company, with the same existing personnel.
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5.1.10 Maintenance requirements for infra and suprastructure during concession or
leaseDuring the concession period, the lessee has the obligation to maintain the conditions of theinfra and suprastructure, in accordance to the conditions before the period. While performingthis, the concessionaire cannot claim any compensation and the related costs cannot be re-denominated to the grantor. During the management of the property, state property lawsshould be governed.

5.1.11 Early termination conditionsThere are different provisions about this case. For example, the contract according to Port ofBaja states that the contract can be terminated any time during the concession period by thewill of the grantor.By contrast, the contract of Freeport of Budapest says that the contract can be terminated, ifthe concessionaire does not fulfil the obligations listed in the contract. The denunciation ispreceded by the suspension of the usufruct, in order to ensure the sustainability of thecontract. The breach of contract is sanctioned by compensation. The concessionaire also hasthe right to quit from the agreement, if the owner of the port hinders the operating.
5.1.12 Role of port authority during the concession / lease periodThe port authority has no role during the concession, aside from its usual rights andobligations.
5.1.13 Treatment of land, infrastructure and equipment during concessionThe provisions about this topic of the concession contract are the same as an assetmanagement contract. If the concessionaire builds a new building, the concessionaire will bethe owner and the beneficial owner as well, but the land under the new building is still goingto be the property of the port owner.Even though the grantor has the right to purchase the mentioned real estate, the purchase isjust a possibility, not an obligation. That is the reason why the grantor of the Freeport ofBudapest has the right to reject the request of the concessionaire to build a new facility in thelast 15 year of the concessions period.
5.1.14 Participation of a port authority or grantor in concessionaire’s companyThe port authority does not participate in the concessionaire’s company, nor in the grantors.
5.1.15 Risk allocation and unforeseen eventsAll risks are allocated to the concessionaire, according to all unforeseen events are the part ofthe management and the operation tasks.
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5.1.16 Requirements for the experience of concessionaire / lesseeNone of the three existing concession contracts were a result of a public call, in each case theconcessionaire was directly selected. This means, the grantor had no requirements for theexperience of concessionaire.
5.1.17 Direct negotiations and unsolicited proposalBased on the fact mentioned at point #5.1.16, there have been neither direct negotiations, norunsolicited proposal regarding the concessions.
5.1.18 Pre-qualification requirementsBased on the fact mentioned at point #5.1.16, there have not been any pre-qualificationrequirements regarding the concessions.
5.1.19 Return of land, facilities and equipment after the concession/lease periodSee sections #5.1.10, #5.1.11 and #5.1.13. If the concession contract is going to be extended,the conditions would not be changed.
5.1.20 Procedure in the case of disputesAccording to the contracts in question, the intervention of the elected court would manage thecontroversial case.
5.2 Main findings, messages and problems of PPPs in portsMain findings and key messages:

 In Hungary the existing PPP contracts (concessions) work very well in ports.
 Since the start, the ports have begun to develop rapidly.
 This is an easier way to developMain issues, problems and obstacles:
 There are some provisions of the concession contracts that had not been formed, suchas termination conditions.Solution proposals:
 As the project duration approaches to its end, the missing provisions of the concessioncontract must be prepared in a predetermined way.
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6 Croatia

6.1 Regulations and practice of the PPP schemes in ports

6.1.1 Laws, directives, by-laws and other acts regulating PPPsFollowing regulations deal with PPP in ports in the Republic of Croatia:
 Law on Public Private Partnership (“Official Gazette” no. 78/12, 152/14) – regulatesprocedure for proposing and approving of PPP projects, implementation monitoring ofPPP projects, PPP contracts content, small value PPP projects issues and other;
 Regulation on Public Private Partnership Implementation (“Official Gazette” no.88/12, 15/2015) – determines content of information for PPP project implementation,basic questions regarding preparation, documentation and implementation of smallvalue PPP projects, criteria for PPP projects approval, fundamental changes of thecontract, criteria for economic most favorable bid choosing etc;
 Law on Concessions (“Official Gazette” no. 69/17) – regulates concessions grantingprocedure, contract, concession termination rules, legal protection for concessiongranting procedures, concessions policy and other;
 Law on Public Procurement (“Official Gazette” no. 120/16) – regulates publicprocurement for public or sector purchaser with the purpose for entering intoagreement for purchase of goods, works or services;
 Law on Inland Navigation and Ports (“Official Gazette” no. 109/07, 132/07, 51/13,152/14) – regulates inland navigation in Republic of Croatia, navigation security, legalstatus and management of inland waterways, transport, port harbor master’s officeswork and organization, supervision and other issues regarding navigation and inlandports;
 Ordinance on Concessions Fees Criteria in Inland Ports (“Official Gazette” 72/15)– defines criteria for concession fee and other criteria for port services concessionsgranting for in public and private ports.

6.1.2 Available and permitted PPP schemes for portsConcession for public works in public ports, where concession is granted for construction ofport facilities, according to the public-private partnership model – duration can be up to 30years, and with consent of the Government of the Republic of Croatia up to 50 years. (Art. 144,par. 1 AINIP).Extension/change of the concession contract is possible only within the public biddingprocedure except in following situations which are defined by the Concession Law (Art. 62Par. 1):
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 when Croatian Parliament determines that national security and country protection,environment or public health is jeopardized,
 if the interest of the Republic of Croatia stated by the Croatian Parliament demandsthat,
 in other situations, defined with the special law.Law on Inland Navigation and Inland Ports had not defined other special situations that wouldgive the opportunity to change/prolong concessions contracts.PPP contract is a long-term contract between public and private partner. Subject of PPP isbuilding/reconstruction of a public building with a purpose of public service providing. (Art.2 Law on PPP). Public body should deliver a PPP project proposal to Agency for the PPP whichapproves it. Before approval Ministry of Finance gives its confirmation.

6.1.3 Types of concessions and/or long-term leases in portsConcession in inland ports can be given for:a) port services,b) for the right to exploit common good andc) for public works.The period for which concession is granted in public ports and public wharfs shall bedetermined based on the type of concession and planning documents based on which theconcession is granted, but no longer than:1. Concessions for public services, for the performance of public services: for nauticalservices up to 5 years; for transport services up to 15 years.2. Concession for the right to exploit a common good or other goods, for other economicactivities performed in the port area – up to 25 years.3. Concession for public works where concession is granted for construction of portfacilities, according to the public-private partnership model – up to 30 years, and withconsent of the Government of the Republic of Croatia up to 50 years. (Art. 144, par. 1AINIP).Port activities include port services and other economic activities carried out in a port area.Port services:1. nautical services: mooring and unmooring of vessels, port towing service, reception andservicing of vessel at anchorage, supplying of a vessel, crew and passengers, receipting ofregular waste generated on board vessel, which includes the activity of waste collection inaccordance with a special regulation regulating sustainable waste management;2. transport services: cargo loading, unloading, transhipment and stowage, storage,depositing and transport operations depending on cargo type, preparation and grouping the
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cargo for transport, services for reception and conveying of passengers, forwarding servicesand port agency;3. Other economic activities involving cargo distribution and logistics, processing andimproving of goods, industrial activities, including production, which render possible bettereconomic exploitation port capacities and activities of waste usage and disposal. (Article 141AINIP).Besides the afore mentioned, activities in ports open for public traffic other activities may becarried out as well which are usually carried out along with port activities (Art. 142 AINIP).Port services in private ports and private wharfs are carried out based on concession for theright to exploit common good or other goods (Art. 143. Par. 2. AINIP). The Port Authority withthe approval of Ministry grants concession (Art. 143. Par. 4. AINIP).
6.1.4 Fees types and methodology for determination of concession or lease feesConcession fees are defined with Ordinance on Concessions Fees Criteria in Inland Ports.The concession fee consists of two parts:a) Fixed fee – the level of the fixed fee is defined depending on the type and volume of theport activity done in the port area of the public port. Fixed part of the concession feeis payed as a one-off annual amount.Fixed fee is calculated by the formula given in the Ordinance:Fix=B x n__________k 1 x k 2 x….knB – basis which is defined by the port authority based on the unit of the brutto size ofthe port area which is used for the port activity. This should be based on theeconomic justification study which has to be elaborated before public tenderingprocedure;k – coefficient for each group of port activities (groups are defined by the Ordinance);n - number of groups for concession activities.b) Variable fee – is based on the achieved business activity by the concessionaire in theaccounting period and represents the percentage of the yearly income realized fromthe concession activities. Minimal amount of for the variable fee is defined by theOrdinance and it depends on the type of activities. It can be 0,1% for some activitiesand for other 0,5 %.
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6.1.5 Types of revenues and charges of a concessionaire or private partnerPort operator/concessionaire provides port service at a fee the maximum amount of whichshall be established within the framework of port rates for particular types of cargo andparticular types of services. Port rates shall be approved and published by port authority. Portrates are an integral part of the concession contract. (Art. 154. Law on Inland Navigation andInland Ports).
6.1.6 Property rights transferred from the Grantor to the concessionaire/lesseePort authority has public authorities prescribed by the virtue of the Law on Inland Navigationand Inland Ports (Art. 131.) which, beside other, includes management of the real estateowned by the Republic of Croatia which are part of port area in public ports. Port authority isalso in charge for granting the right of rental, lease, establishment of easement or right toconstruction on public water domain in a port area.Law on concessions determines that, if the Republic of Croatia is an owner of the land whereconcession is being granted, one who earns the right to concession earns a right to use of theland during the concession period (Art. 11. Par. 1. Law on Concessions).If the owner of the land where concession is being granted is not Republic of Croatia or theconcession grantor, in tendering documentation it should be stated that future port operatormust settle legal property issues by himself before concession contract is signed (Art. 11. Par.7.).
6.1.7 Requirements for minimum investment and performanceIn the tendering procedure, except offer for the variable fee, bidder should also prepare abusiness plan for the period of the concession. Business plan has content defined in Ordinanceon Concessions Fees Criteria in Inland Ports. One of the obligatory contents is investmentpolicy of the bidder. Bidder must estimate his capital investments for the concession perioddepending on his activities and must prepare financial business model for variousdevelopment scenarios (Art. 9. Par. 7. Ordinance).
6.1.8 Agreements for the scope and type of port services operatedPort authority has a three-year and, based on it, a yearly plan for the concession granting. Inaccordance with that, port operators apply to public open tender procedure for concession.Port authority is in charge for public tendering procedure conducting and implementing. Theprocedure can last from 40-60 days. After concession award is prepared, Ministry of the Sea,Transport and Infrastructure gives its approval on it (Art. 143. Par. 4. AINIP). Based on thedecision on granting a concession, the port authority enters into concession agreement withthe concessionaire (Art. 144 Par. 3 AINIP).
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6.1.9 Rights and obligations towards existing personnel in ports/terminalsThe usual practice that concessionaire has his own personnel which comes and goes togetherwith the operator company. One of the obligatory parts of the Business plan is also personnelpolicy.
6.1.10 Maintenance requirements for infra and suprastructure during concession or

leaseInfrastructure maintenance in public ports is obligation of port authority. Port operator isresponsible for superstructure building and maintaining. Details are defined by theconcession agreement.
6.1.11 Early termination conditionsConcession agreement must contain a regulation about contract partly or completelytermination by the decree of the concession grantor in cases when Croatian Parliamentdefines that it is necessary for the public interest (Art. 72. Law on Concessions). If the contractis terminated partly, concessionaire has the 30-day period to decide to terminate contractcompletely.Law on Concessions defines situations when contract can be terminated by the unilateraldecision (Art. 73. Law on Concessions).
6.1.12 Role of port authority during the concession / lease periodPort authority provides services as entering/leaving the port and it can provide services thatare necessary to be existing in the public port but only if there is not economic interest fromothers.  Towage is done by the port operator. Parking services (for trucks) is also done by theport operator. Port authority is responsible to ensure building, access and maintenance for socalled “shared/common port objects” that is waterway objects, river surface, main roads,railways and switches, electronic facilities, port outdoor lightning, port water supply network,port wastewater system, telecommunication network, signal equipment.
6.1.13 Treatment of land, infrastructure and equipment during concessionFor the land, if the owner is Republic of Croatia, it is considered that the port operator has theexclusive right to use the land covered by the concession contract (charged within the fixedconcession fee). If the land owner is other company or private person port operator must solveproperty rights by himself or it can be done by the port authority if it is so defined in thetender.Infrastructure in public ports should be the property of the State and port authority is incharge for its building and maintaining. During the concession period common infrastructureobjects must be accessible and used by all port users.Superstructure is, in principle, built by the port operator. For the existing plants, when theconcession contract is over, in new tender procedure could be stated that new port operator
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can buy the existing superstructure from the previous one, or it could be demanded that plantmust be removed, it depends on the contract and tender for the future concession.
6.1.14 Participation of a port authority or grantor in concessionaire’s companyIn Croatia, port authorities cannot take shares in concessionaire’s or operator’s companyexercising the right to operate a port.
6.1.15 Risk allocation and unforeseen eventsRisk allocations are defined by the concession contract. In the case of force majeure events,extreme weather conditions, floods, uncommon low water level or other situations that couldnot be influenced it is considered that neither contracting party is violating the contract.
6.1.16 Requirements for the experience of concessionaire / lesseePrevious experience and expertise can be a criterion in the tendering.Law on Concessions states that (Art. 68): during the concession period, it is allowed for theconcessionaire to make sub-contract/sub-concession with third parties for:a) For the certain work performance, for the supply of certain, smaller amount of existingconcession services;b) For the performance of the side activities.Possibility for the sub-contract/sub-concession should be foreseen in the economicjustification study, tender documentation and in the concession contract.
6.1.17 Direct negotiations and unsolicited proposalIn general, concession rules are very strict from the tendering procedure upon to contractchanges.Concessions must be granted in accordance with mid-term development plans, three-year andyearly concession granting plan. So, if not planned concession for some activity/work cannotbe granted. Our opinion is that administrative procedures should be more flexible andadjustable to fast market changes.
6.1.18 Pre-qualification requirementsPre-qualification requirements are defined in Ordinance on Concessions Fees Criteria inInland Ports (Art. 9). It is said that within the offer for the concession bidder should prepareand deliver a Business plan with the following content: development strategy, operationalplan, tariff models, human resources policy, investment policy, financial plan.  Developmentstrategy implies goals of the bidder, relation of the concessionaire and the other port usersand the market concept. Operational plan continues general activity plan divided into phasesconsidering different scenarios. Investment policy means the foreseen level of the capitalinvestments for the concession period and with different financial business models fordifferent development scenarios.
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6.1.19 Return of land, facilities and equipment after the concession/lease periodProperty/land using rights for the land of the Republic of Croatia terminate together withconcession contract. For the private owned land, it can happen that some contracts for theland usage does not terminate parallel with concession contract. On the other side, new portoperator must solve property rights before concession contract signing.If the extension period happens, the situation regarding the land is the same as for the timewhen general contract was in force.
6.1.20 Procedure in the case of disputesIn case of disputes, options for settlement are in most cases judicial (Administrative Court) orcould be arbitration (Art. 97 Law on Concessions).
6.2 Main findings, messages and problems of PPPs in portsMain findings and key messages:

 Satisfying regulation for PPP
 For inland ports PPP rules should be more detailed/specified
 Granted time for concession duration – maximum 30 years (Law on Inland Navigationand Inland Ports); 40 years according the Law on PPP with possibility for longer termsif foreseen in special law

Main issues, problems and obstacles:
 Different land owners, frequent problems with private owned land
 Strict concession rules
 No concessions on demand in inland ports
 Old infrastructure
 Complicated procedure for concessions contracts changes
 Maximum PPP contract length sometimes too short for big investments (deppreciationtime…)

Solution proposals:
 All land in public port should be State owned to enable concession granting processesto be more efficient
 Concession granting rules should be more flexible
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 Inland Navigation and Inland Ports Law should give more opportunities forconcessions on demand
 Quality infrastructure should be built;
 Contract changes should be more flexible;
 Foresee longer PPP contract duration in special law
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7 Serbia

7.1 Regulations and practice of the PPP schemes in ports

7.1.1 Laws, directives, by-laws and other acts regulating PPPsIn Serbia, the following regulations deal with the issue of PPP schemes, including ports:
 The Law on Public Private Partnership and Concessions (Republic of Serbia OfficialGazette No. 88/2011, 15/2016 and 104/2016)This Law sets general principles and establish specific procedures for the award ofconcession and of PPP project contracts by public authorities.
 Public Procurement Law (Republic of Serbia Official Gazette No. 124/2012, 14/2015and 68/2015)This Law sets terms and conditions, planning and execution procedures for publicprocurements.
 The Law on Navigation and Ports on Inland Waters (Republic of Serbia Official GazetteNo. 73/2010, 121/20212, 18/2015, 96/2015-other law, 92/2016, 104/2016-otherlaw, 113/2017-other law and 41/2018)Articles 227-227i of this Law regulate some specific issues for the concession of ports.

7.1.2 Available and permitted PPP schemes for portsArticle 227 of the Law on Navigation and Ports on Inland Waters allows following possibilitiesfor port concessions:- Concession for the providing of port services- Concession for public works, with the right for the commercial use of executed publicworks when the concessions are awarded for the construction of port infrastructureand superstructure.Duration of port concessions are set, depending on the type of the awardedconcession/service, as follows:- for the providing of port services:
o Nautical services – up to 5 years
o Transport (transshipment) services – up to 15 years- for public works, for the construction of port infrastructure and superstructure withthe right for the commercial use – up to 30 years.Port Governance Agency initiates procedure for the award of the Port Concession if the valueof the concession is estimated to the amount of 5.186.000 EUR or higher.Possibilities and conditions for extension of the port concession are not set within the Law onNavigation and Ports on Inland Waters.At the same time, Law on Public Private Partnership and Concessions enables conclusion ofthe new agreement, if the same procedure for choosing the private partner, prescribed by thelaw, is applied.
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7.1.3 Types of concessions and/or long-term leases in portsConcessions for providing port services and concessions for works and services are describedin chapter 7.1.2.The exact model of the concession (BOT, BOOT, BOO, DBMF, ROT….) is not set within existingregulation. However, according to the Law on Navigation and Ports on Inland Waters, portland and infrastructure are the property of the Republic of Serbia and this can’t be changed inthe devolution or conversion processes of public goods (article 214). Also, the right to use theland for the purpose of the construction of port infrastructure/superstructure expires withthe expiration of the port operation licence/port concession. Therefore, any model whichinclude transfer of assets at the end of contract period is suitable.Despite the existing legal framework, concession agreements were not concluded in IWTsector in Serbia yet. Actually, there is no experience in implementation of concessions intransport sector. The exception is concession agreement for the Belgrade airport Nikola Tesla,signed at the beginning of this year, but the concession is still not effective and no experiencecould be derived so far.
7.1.4 Fees types and methodology for determination of concession or lease feesAccording to the Law on Navigation and Ports on Inland Waters, article 227ž, Concession feefor port concessions consists of fixed and variable part.Fixed part of the concession fee is based on the yearly use of the port area, and the amountshould be defined in line with the economic profitability of the port given in the feasibilitystudy for the port concession with the EIA.  Additionally, this amount is increased for theamount of the fee for the operational use of the port as a good in public use (long-term lease).Variable part of the concession fee is based on the executed business activity of theconcessioner, usually defined through the income percentage.Fee for the operational use of the port as a good in public use (long-term lease, article 229g)is being calculated based on the market value of the land of port area, set by the Ministry offinance – Tax Administration, multiplied with the correction coefficient. This coefficient isdetermined taking into account the geographical position of the port, level of the connectivityof the port with other modes of transport, intended use of the port area, infrastructureinvestment plans of public and private partner, planned transhipment volumes etc.
7.1.5 Types of revenues and charges of a concessionaire or private partnerConcessionaire has a right and obligation to charge fees for provided port services and portdues, without discrimination to any port user.Fees for providing of port services depend on the type of services defined in the concessionagreement and purpose of the port-terminal. They can be nautical services provided to the
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ship (berth, anchorage, pilotage, pusher-tugboat services, bunkering, shipchandler servicesetc.) or transportation services provided to the goods (loading, unloading, transhipment,storage etc.)Port dues are set by the Law on Navigation and Ports on Inland Waters and their amount isdefined by the PGA decision and approved by the Government of the Republic of Serbia.Both revenues can be quantified by the volume and/or time spent in service provision.
7.1.6 Property rights transferred from the Grantor to the concessionaire/lesseeConcerning the property rights, article 218 of the Law on Navigation and Ports on InlandWaters sets the rule that the elected Port Operator/Concessionaire can act as Investor on theport land (area). For the contracted period, he has a right to use the port land and do allnecessary actions for the construction of the port infrastructure and superstructure, in linewith the concession agreement. Until the expiration of the licence/concession agreement, PortOperator/Concessionaire can have full owner rights on the constructed objects of the portinfrastructure and superstructure, including the mortgage possibility.After the completion, cancelation/termination or breaking of the agreement, all propertyrights on the port infrastructure and superstructure are transferred to the Republic of Serbia,free of any liens or encumbrances, without the obligation of the Republic of Serbia tocompensate the market price of these assets to the Concessionaire.
7.1.7 Requirements for minimum investment and performanceIn theory, some of the main outputs of the concession feasibility study should be list ofrequirements for the minimum investments of the concessionaire and minimum annualthroughput (volumes of cargo). These requirements will then become part of the tenderdocumentation in the public procurement procedure. The exact investments, together withdeadlines for the execution and minimum annual throughput (volumes of cargo), are thenconsidered as important part of the concession agreement.
7.1.8 Agreements for the scope and type of port services operatedSimilar to the issue of requirements for minimum investment and performance, concessionfeasibility study should provide the answer to question what kind of port services arenecessary. Then, the provision of identified services would be required in tenderdocumentation. Consequently, Concession agreement should define the scope and type of portservices to be operated by the concessionaire.
7.1.9 Rights and obligations towards existing personnel in ports/terminalsAt this point, no such experience in the Republic of Serbia. The last state owned company –Port Operator is under privatisation process, thus it is not expected to have the scenario whereconcession agreement could be concluded in that manner that includes existing personnel.
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7.1.10 Maintenance requirements for infra and suprastructure during concession or
leaseConcessionaire is obligated to maintain existing and newly built infrastructure andsuperstructure in line with the professional standards of the construction industry, as well aswith the legislation which regulates construction.

7.1.11 Early termination conditionsPublic partner can initiate early termination of the contract in the following cases:- If the private partner did not pay concession fee more than two times in the row, orcontinuously do not pay concession fee in due time.- If the private partner does not execute public works or does not provide publicservices in line with the accepted standards, or in line with the terms of contract.- If the private partner does not protect public goods, nature and cultural heritage.- If the private partner has submitted untrue information on his qualification whichwas crucial in the election process of the successful tenderer.- If the private partner does not start with the execution of the contract in due time.- If the private partner does other activities not in line with the contract.- If the private partner has transfer his rights to the other entity without the approvalof public partner.- In other cases, in line with the Concession agreement and other regulation.Criteria for the above reasons must be specified in the agreement.Public partner must send the letter of intention to terminate the contract to the privatepartner. At the same time, public partner must set the deadline for private partner to eliminatereasons for terminating the contract.In case of the contract termination because of the fault of the private partner, public partnerhas the right for the damage compensation, caused by the private partner.Private partner can initiate early termination of the contract if the public partner is acting insuch way that makes contract unsustainable, or preventing private partner in execution of thecontract.Reasons for the termination, as well as the consequences must be specified in the agreement.Early termination of the contract by the public partner is also possible in case of publicsecurity, or if the environment or the public health is endangered with actions which are partof the concession agreement.
7.1.12 Role of port authority during the concession / lease periodThere is no limit in the legislation for the port authority (PGA) to provide some public services.On the other hand, considering available capacities, at the moment that is not a favourableoption.
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Beside its role as the public body to prepare tender documentation and Concession act whichhas to be adopted by the Government, Port Governance Agency has obligation to monitorperformance of the concessionaire. At least once a year, concessionaire has to submit a reporton activities and fulfilment of contract. More precise monitoring tools and procedures shouldbe defined within the agreement.
7.1.13 Treatment of land, infrastructure and equipment during concessionAs stated before, according to the Law on Navigation and Ports on Inland Waters, port landand infrastructure are the property of the Republic of Serbia and this can’t be changed in thedevolution or conversion processes of public goods (article 214). For the contracted period,concessionaire has a right to use the port land and existing infrastructure and superstructurefor the purpose of providing port services, as well as to construct new infrastructure andsuperstructure on the port land. Depending on the terms of contract, concessionaire hasowner rights on the newly built/procured assets until the expiration of the contract.Afterwards the ownership is transferred to the Republic of Serbia.
7.1.14 Participation of a port authority or grantor in concessionaire’s companyIn case a port authority is corporatized (can work and be organized as a company), is itallowed that such port authority takes any shares (ownership) in concessionaire’s company?If so, how is the equal treatment towards other port operators (of other terminals/ports)being protected?Serbian Port Authority (Port Governance Agency) is not corporatized and as such it cannothave any shares (ownership) in concessionaire’s or operator’s company. According to the Lawon Navigation and Ports on Inland Waters, Port Governance Agency is established asGovernment regulatory body, not a company.
7.1.15 Risk allocation and unforeseen eventsThere is no general rule. Risks are shared between partners and they must be clearly definedin the concession agreement.Basically, majority of risks for the project realization are transferred on the Concessionaire,who is considered more flexible partner and has a capacity for quick response to the changesof market conditions. On the other hand, higher risk usually brings higher profit.Similarly, Concession agreement must include specific articles about Force majeure.  If thefulfilment of contract obligations is endangered or affected by the occurrence of force majeure,affected partner must notify the other partner that conditions of the force majeure occurredand prevented him to execute contract obligations. In this case, the other party will not beentitled to claims in case of the contract disruption.
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7.1.16 Requirements for the experience of concessionaire / lesseeNo requirements of this kind are set by the Law. But the tender documentation shouldconsider requirements in terms of experience and expertise, in order to avoid risks ofconcluding the agreement with unqualified Concessionaire and consequently risk failure ofthe whole project.
7.1.17 Direct negotiations and unsolicited proposalAccording to the article 19. of the Law on Public Private Partnership and Concessions, Publicbody (in this case Port Governance Agency) has a right to consider and accept proposalsubmitted by the interested parties for the realisation of the PPP project.Public body has 90 days to decide if there is public interest in the submitted project proposal.If public body decide to initiate procedure for the award of the concession agreement, it hasobligation to state in the public call that the project was initiated by private partner.Interested party who proposed the project has the right submit the application through thetendering procedure, if his role in preparation of project proposal does not discriminate othertenderers. Otherwise, public body has to provide other tenderers with the necessaryinformation to neutralise such advantage of the project initiator.
7.1.18 Pre-qualification requirementsThere is still no experience with the concession tendering procedure, thus there is no bestpractise in setting minimum pre-qualification requirements.
7.1.19 Return of land, facilities and equipment after the concession/lease periodThere is no specific procedure defined by any regulation. Also, there is still no experience withthis issue.
7.1.20 Procedure in the case of disputesAccording to the article 60. of the Law on Public Private Partnership and Concessions,agreement can contain arbitration as an option for the settlement in case of dispute. National,or international arbitration can be agreed if private partner or his owner is foreign companyor person.If the arbitration is not contracted, all disputes are under the jurisdiction of courts of theRepublic of Serbia.
7.2 Main findings, messages and problems of PPPs in portsMain findings and key messages:
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 Lack of experience with PPP projects in general.
 No port concessions implemented, yet.
 General legislation for PPP and concession projects exist, and port concession specificsare regulated within several articles in the Law on navigation and ports on inlandwaters.
 Clear subject of Concession (port services or public works for the construction of theport infrastructure/superstructure)
 Further elaboration of each project has to be elaborated through the Concession act.

Main issues, problems and obstacles:
 Poor awareness of the PPP projects possibilities in port sector.
 Spatial planning, port area determination and land property issues have to be solvedbefore preparation of the Concession act.
 Maximum contract length (according to the Law on navigation and ports on inlandwaters) is limited to 5/30 years. Depending on the type of the services/size ofinvestment, these periods could be too short for sustainable business development andreturn of the investment.
 Concession fee is increased for the amount of the fee for the operational use of the port.Depending on the implemented methodology, this could be recognized as the same(duplicated) fee.

Solution proposals:
 Promotion of Port Concession projects.
 Increase of the maximum contract length in line with PPP Law (50 years).
 Creating a clear methodology for the determination of the concession fee.
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8 Romania

8.1 Regulations and practice of the PPP schemes in ports

8.1.1 Laws, directives, by-laws and other acts regulating PPPsRomanian Government Emergency Ordinance no. 39 from din 10 May 2018 regarding public-private partnership regulates the initiation, implementation and closing of PPP. According tothe law, the PPP has the objective to accomplish or, if the case, to rehabilitate or extend anobjective/s which will be part of the PPP and/or exploiting a public service.
Law no. 99 from 19 May 2016 regarding sectorial procurement which regulates the modalitiesin which contracting authorities will implement the sectorial procurement, the procedures foraward for the sectorial contract and for organizing of the contest for solutions, the specificinstruments and techniques that can be used for award of the sectorial contracts, as well asthe specific elements in relation with implementing the sectorial contracts.
Law no. 101 of 19 May 2016 on remedies and appeals in respect of the award of publicprocurement contracts, sectoral contracts and concession contracts for works andconcessions of services, as well as for the organization and functioning of the National Councilfor Solving Complaints.
Emergency Ordinance no. 54/2006 on the regime of concession contracts for public property.
Ordinance no. 22/1999 on the administration of the ports and waterways, the use of the publictransport infrastructure of the public domain, as well as the carrying out of the activities ofwater transport in ports and inland waterways.
Law no. 98/2016 on public procurement.
Law no. 100/2016 on works concessions and concessions
Decision no. 357/2018 regarding the approval of the List of strategic investment projects to beprepared and awarded in a public-private partnership by the National Strategy andForecasting Commission.
8.1.2 Available and permitted PPP schemes for portsA very few project in the area of territorial self-government can be identified. The basiclegislation for public-private partnerships is Law no. 100/2016 on works concessions andconcessions.New legal regulation Emergency Ordinance no. 39/2018 allows for:a) the public-private partnership contract - the public-private partnership under a contractbetween the public partner, the private partner and a new company whose share capital iswholly owned by the private partner acting as a project company;b) the institutional public-private partnership - the public-private partnership under acontract between the public partner and the private partner, through which a new companyis set up by the public partner and the private partner to act as a project company and, afterbecoming a member of the company register, acquires the status as a party to the respectivepublic-private partnership contract.
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8.1.3 Types of concessions and/or long-term leases in portsThe Procurement Act divide concessions to:- Concessions of works- Service concessionsWorks contract - contract for pecuniary interest, assimilated according to the law of theadministrative act, concluded in writing, by which one or more contracting entities entruststhe execution of works to one or more economic operators, where the contraption for worksis represented either exclusively by the right to exploit the outcome of the works which arethe object of the contract, whether that right is accompanied by a payment.Service concession contract - contract for pecuniary interest, assimilated according to the lawof the administrative act, signed in writing, by which one or more contracting entities entruststhe provision and management of services to one or more economic operators, where theconsideration for services is represented either by the exclusive right to exploit the servicescovered by the contract or by such a right, together with a payment.
8.1.4 Fees types and methodology for determination of concession or lease feesAt this time, we have not implemented a concession contract for works or services inConstantza ports. Methodology for determination of concession or lease fees must beestablished by agreement of the signatory parties to the contract.
8.1.5 Types of revenues and charges of a concessionaire or private partnerThe concessionaire shall not be obliged to pay any amount of money if the contract determinesthat the operating risk is fully taken over by the concessionaire. If the concession contractcontains clauses to this effect, the concessionaire is entitled to receive a fee that can be set ata fixed level or a certain percentage of the amount of revenue received by the concessionairefrom the end-users as a result of the activities carried out.
8.1.6 Property rights transferred from the Grantor to the concessionaire/lesseeThe land will not be the object of the transfer of ownership. Only the assets build by theconcessionaire may be subject to the transfer of ownership.
8.1.7 Requirements for minimum investment and performancePublic procurement legislation does not imply any conditions for a minimum investment, aconcessionaire, or the achievement of a certain production capacity. Concession conditionsare the result of prior mutual agreement between the parties, which may not be contrary tothe law.
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8.1.8 Agreements for the scope and type of port services operatedThe basic legislation for port services is the Ordinance no. 22/1999 on the administration ofthe ports and waterways, the use of the public transport infrastructure of the public domain,as well as the carrying out of the activities of water transport in ports and inland waterways,with further completions and modifications. (Law no. 235/2017).The purpose of Law no. 99/2016 on sector acquisitions is to provide the legal frameworknecessary to achieve the purchase of goods, services and works in terms of economic andsocial efficiency.
8.1.9 Rights and obligations towards existing personnel in ports/terminalsPort regulation nr. 31732/2012 lays down general provisions on labor and safety at sea inseaports.According to the Ordinance 22/1999 the port workers operate in the port only if they areregistered and have a working card. The methodology for issuing workbooks in port andregistering port workers is approved by order of the Minister of Transports. The workbookshanded over are kept by the administrations.
8.1.10 Maintenance requirements for infra and suprastructure during concession or

leaseAccording to the civil code, the user is required to make all the repairs needed to keep theasset in proper use for the duration of the contract. It is also his responsibility to make housingrepairs, the necessity of which arises from the usual use of the good.General repairs are the responsibility of the owner.
8.1.11 Early termination conditionsFor exceptional reasons related to the public interest, the public partner may unilaterallymodify or, as the case may be, unilaterally terminate the public-private partnership contract,subject to the following conditions:a) This possibility, including the categories of exceptional reasons related to thepublic interest, has been included in the tender documentation in a clear, preciseand unambiguous way, as well as in the public-private partnership contract;b) the modification of the contract does not alter the generic nature of the originalcontract;c) with the prior notification of the private partner, the project company and thefinancing of the public-private partnership project.Exceptional reasons relating to the public interest may be such as public health,environmental protection, safety and quality standards, availability of tariffs by service users,need to ensure unobstructed access to a particular public service.If the amendment or unilateral termination of the contract causes damage, the private partnerhas the right to a fair compensation, determined according to the provisions of the awardingdocumentation and the public-private partnership contract.
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The PPP contract should include a mechanism for adjusting payments to the private partnerand the project company if the unilateral modification of the contract by the public partner isfavourable to the private partner by reducing the work to be performed or in any other way.In case of disagreement on the amount of compensation / adjustment, it shall be determinedby the competent court. Disagreement will in no case allow the non-execution or improperperformance of the obligations by the private partner or, as the case may be, the projectcompany.When the public-private partnership contract is terminated for any reason, the rights createdby the public partner in favour of the private partner or the project company shall cease andthe assets acquired or acquired by the project company and representing the object of thepartnership contract public-private and public service needs to be transferred to the publicpartner shall be free of charge, in good working order and exploitable according to thestandards applicable to the public service and/or similar goods, under the terms of thepartnership agreement public-private partnerships.Upon termination of the public-private partnership contract as a result of the expiration of theterm for which it was concluded, the goods realized or acquired by the project company andrepresenting the object of the public-private partnership contract, as well as those necessaryfor the public service, shall be transferred to the partner public, free of charge.Upon termination of the public-private partnership contract for any reason, except for theexpiry of the term for which it was concluded, the goods made or acquired by the projectcompany and representing the object of the public-private partnership contract, as well asthose necessary for the public service, including the goods for which the reception was notcompleted at the end of the works, shall be transferred to the public partner under theconditions stipulated in the public-private partnership agreement with the payment of acompensation calculated according to a mechanism provided by the awarding documentationand the public-private partnership contract.If the termination of the contract was due to the fault of the private partner, the amount of thecompensation owed by the public partner, determined under the public-private partnershipcontract, are deducted for the transfer of the goods.If the termination of the contract was due to the fault of the public partner, the amount ofcompensation due by the public partner, determined under the public-private partnershipcontract, are added for the transfer of the goods.Upon termination of the public-private partnership contract for any reason other than theexpiration of the term of the contract, the public partner will be able to take over the sharesor shares of the private partner in the project company in return for a price set in accordancewith the provisions of the tender documentation and the contract of public-privatepartnership, observing the provisions of art. 38 from Romanian Government EmergencyOrdinance no. 39 from din 10 May 2018. If the termination of the contract was due to the fault
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of the private partner, any sums owed by the private partner as compensation under thepublic-private partnership contract shall be deducted from the value of that price.
8.1.12 Role of port authority during the concession / lease periodThe Romanian ports are organized on a “landlord port” model. The port infrastructure isowned by the state and administrated by a port administration (has also the function of portauthority) while port operations are carried out by private companies, which provide andmaintain their own superstructure, including buildings and cargo-handling equipment at theterminals.The Romanian state conceded the port administration of Constanta, Managalia and Midiaports to National Company “Maritime Ports Administration” Co. Constanta, which is a jointstock company (80% of shares belong to Romanian state, 20% to Proprietatea Fund)subordinated to the Ministry of Transport. The National Company Maritime PortAdministration Co. Constanta (CN APM SA Constanta) was established by GovernmentDecision no. 517/19981, with subsequent amendments and completions, by reorganizing theformer Autonomous Agency of Constanta Port Administration. CN APM SA Constanta is a jointstock company, designated by the Ministry of Transport to carry out activities of nationalpublic interest, as a port administration. The company fulfils the position of port authority inthe Romanian seaports of Constanta, Midia and Mangalia and in the “Tomis” marina.
The Maritime Danube Ports Administration Galati founded in 1991, reorganized in the nationalcompany by Romanian Government Decision no. 518/1998, with amendments andcompletions subsequently, it functions as a joint stock company (79.99% of shares belong toRomanian state, 20.01% to Proprietatea Fund) and carries out activities of public interestnational, as a port administration.The main regulating act in Romania, for maritime and inland ports, is the GovernmentOrdinance no. 22/1999 concerning the ports and inland waterways administration, the use of
waterborne transport infrastructure belonging to the public domain and the carrying out of the
naval transport activities in ports and on the inland waterways, republished, with furthercompletions and modifications.The provisions of the Government Ordinance no. 22/1999 shall apply in ports and inlandwaterways to all ships and to all shipping and related activities carried out in those areas.Port regulations are drawn up in accordance with the provisions of Government Ordinanceno. 22/1999 and the Annex to MTI Order no. 636/20102 for the approval of the PortRegulatory Framework. For Romanian ports the following port regulations are in force:

 Port regulation of the Romanian maritime ports under the administration of theNational Company Maritime Ports Administration Co. Constanta, no. 31732 of26/10/2012
1 Decision no. 517/1998 on the establishment of the National Company “Constanta Maritime PortsAdministration” - Co., published in Official Gazette no. 331 of 02/09/19982 Order no. 636/2010 for the approval of the Port Regulatory Framework, published in Official Gazette no. 590of 19/08/2010
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 Port regulation of ports located on the Danube - Black Sea Canal and Poarta Alba-Midia-Navodari Channel, National Company Maritime Port Administration Co. Constanta,2015
 Port regulation of the Romanian maritime and river ports under the administration ofthe National Company “Maritime Danube Port Administration” Co. GalatiThe governance model is the corporate governance, defined and regulated by GovernmentEmergency Ordinance no. 109/20113 on Corporate Governance of Public Enterprises, withfurther modifications and competitions. The corporate governance of public companiesconsists of the set of rules governing the system of administration and control within a publicundertaking, the relations between the governing body and the bodies of the public company,between the managerial board/supervisors, directors/management, shareholders and otherinterested persons.The port administration is the institution designated by the Ministry of Transport to fulfil thefunction of port authority and has as its main object the application of the port policydeveloped by the Ministry, the coordination of activities taking place in ports and theimplementation of port infrastructure development programs. Port and/or inland waterwayadministrations provide the management of inland ports and inland waterways, monitor orensure the provision of safety services in ports and inland waterways such as: pilotage ofseagoing and inland waterway vessels at the entrance into, and exits out of ports betweenberths of the same port and inland waterways and manoeuvre towage of seagoing and rivervessels in ports, and provides for the carrying out of activities ancillary to the shippingactivities, comprising: maintenance and repair of the shipping infrastructure, coastal andfloating signalling for navigation, maintenance dredging for providing deep water in ports andinland waterways, assisting ships to operate dangerous goods, collecting waste and sewagefrom ships, picking up garbage and household waste from shipsError! Bookmark not

defined..
The public authority seeks to satisfy a general public interest and the continuity of a serviceby applying the principle of financial equilibrium.Public services such as pilotage, towage, VTS, gate/access controls or checks do not make thesubject of PPP but of separate regulations. For example, the activity of pilotage is based onspecific Romanian laws such as:

 OG 22/1999 (last modified on December 2017)
 Order no. 635 from 13.08.2010 for the establishment of the ports, inland waterways,zones or ports of these areas, as well as the categories of ships for which the pilotageservice is mandatory, published in Official Gazette no. 590 of 19/08/2010
 Order no. 1008/2012 for the establishment of the performance of the seagoing pilotageservice, published in Official Gazette no. 407 of 19/06/2012

3 Government Emergency Ordinance no. 109/2011 on corporate governance of public enterprises, published inOfficial Gazette no. 883 of 14/12/2011, with further modifications and completions
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 Order no. 547/2014 regarding the authorization of the economic operators forcarrying out the activity related to the naval transport activities - the safety service ofthe navigation of the ships at the entrance and the exit from the ports, between thesame port and the inland waterways, published in Official Gazette no. 353 of14/05/2014.
8.1.13 Treatment of land, infrastructure and equipment during concessionThe land is public property of the state.Only the objects built as a result of the PPP can be subject of a transfer. The transfer mode isset contractually upon termination of the concession.
8.1.14 Participation of a port authority or grantor in concessionaire’s companyThe new legislation allows contractual PPP– this is the PPP based on a contract signedbetween the public partner, the private partner and a new company owned by the privatecompany whom will act as a project company.
8.1.15 Risk allocation and unforeseen eventsThe public-private partnership mechanism is characterized by the risk-sharing between thepublic partner and the private partner, depending on the ability of each contracting party toassess, manage and control a particular risk.The justification study for the PPP should highlight as the main element that economicallyjustifies the implementation of the public-private partnership project the risk-sharingstructure for each alternative project implementation option. The study includes anidentification of the risk categories related to project implementation, their quantification anda presentation of risk allocation alternatives between the contracting parties, depending oneach party's ability to manage the risk assumed.In the analysis of the economic efficiency of the project, a comparison of the estimated costsover the entire duration of the contract adjusted with the value of the risks is assumed in thecase of the realization of the project by the public partner from public funds related to therealization of the project in public-private partnership. This comparative analysis will takeinto account the updated net costs of the project.The public-private partnership agreement regulates the allocation of risks in the public-private partnership project.
8.1.16 Requirements for the experience of concessionaire / lesseeThe criteria for technical and professional capacity established by the contracting entity mayin particular refer to the existence of an appropriate level of experience, by reference tocontracts executed in the past.
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8.1.17 Direct negotiations and unsolicited proposalUnder the current legal framework, it is not allowed to initiate or implement a public-privatepartnership under direct negotiations and unsolicited proposals.
8.1.18 Pre-qualification requirementsThe contracting entity has the obligation to indicate the qualification criteria in the concessionnotice.
8.1.19 Return of land, facilities and equipment after the concession/lease periodThe land is public property of the state.The equipment will be the property of the concessionaire.The transfer mode is set contractually upon termination of the concession.
8.1.20 Procedure in the case of disputesThe competence to resolve any disputes arising from the conclusion and / or execution ofpublic-private partnership contracts is established by Law no. 101 of 19 May 2016 onremedies and appeals in respect of the award of public procurement contracts, sectoralcontracts and concession contracts for works and concessions of services, as well as for theorganization and functioning of the National Council for Solving Complaints.For the settlement of a dispute/appeal, the person who considers himself / herself to beinjured may address either by administrative-judicial procedure of the National Council forSolving Complaints or by judicial means to the court.During the initiation of a PPP, by accepting the complaint, the court can provide, asappropriate:a) to cancel all or part of the act of the contracting authority;b) obliging the contracting authority to issue an act / take the necessary measures torestore the legality, with a clear and precise indication of the operations to beperformed by the contracting authority;c) (c) the fulfilment of an obligation by the contracting authority, including the removalof any discriminatory technical, economic or financial specifications in the contractnotice, awarding documentation or other documents issued in connection with theaward procedure;d) annulment of the award procedure, in case the remedy cannot be remedied.
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8.2 Main findings, messages and problems of PPPs in portsMain findings and key messages:
 lack of experience with PPP projects in Romania
 excessive regulation and over-tuning on certain segments, leaving other unclarifiedessentials segments
 The Romanian law has changed recently and provides only the framework of PPP. Theguide which provides specific clarifications (and which explains the way the law shouldbe applied) wasn’t published yet.

Main issues, problems and obstacles:
 Lack of funding opportunities through PPP (reduced funds)
 poor experience in elaborating the procedures (for example: financial modelling, risksmatrix) for beginning a PPP/ poor experience in implementing a PPP
 long-term lease of land

Solution proposals:
 better promotion and transparency on public – private partnership
 clarifying the segments that are not sufficiently covered in the regulation/law
 creating a clear and very well structured guide for applying the law (step by step)
 trainings on PPP funding opportunities
 creating a regional new institution responsible for tracking and assisting PPP
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9 Bulgaria

9.1 Regulations and practice of the PPP schemes in ports

9.1.1 Laws, directives, by-laws and other acts regulating PPPs
1. Constitution of the Republic of Bulgaria – where the exclusive state property is identifiedand a possibility for establishing public-private partnership is regulated.
2. In November 2017, the National Assembly of the Republic of Bulgaria adopted an entirelynew Concessions Act (promulgated, SG No. 96 / 1.12.2017, effective 1.01.2018), whichtransposed into Bulgarian law Directive 2014/23 / EU of the European Parliament and of theCouncil of 26 February 2014 on the award of concession contracts. With the new Act, theConcessions Act (since 2006) and the Public-Private Partnership Act (since 2013) have beenrepealed.The Concessions Act regulates a public-private partnership where an economic operatorcarries out construction or provides services for the award of a public authority through apublic works concession or service concession.4
3. State property act – dealing with issues related to acquisition, management and disposalof real estate and movable property - state property, as well as the issue of state-ownedproperty;
4. Municipal property act – about acquisition, management and disposal of real estate andmunicipal property;
5. Maritime spaces, inland waterways and ports in the Republic of Bulgaria Act –regulates the legal statute of maritime spaces, inland waterways and ports of the Republic ofBulgaria;
6. Ordinance On Monitoring, Management and Control of Concessions adopted by Councilof Ministers Decree No. 177 of 20.08.2018, omb. 70 of 24.08.2018 and7. Ordinance on the requirements for determining the financial and economic elements
of concession adopted by Council of Ministers Decree No. 83 of 22.05.2018, prom. 44 of29.05.2018, in force since 29.05.2018.
9.1.2 Available and permitted PPP schemes for portsArt. 6. (1) of the Concessions Act states basic PPP options: The concession is awarded for afixed period by one or more public authorities to one or more economic operators with a long-term contract, hereinafter referred to as the "concession contract".(2) According to its object the concessions under this law are:

1. concession for construction;

2. service concession;

4 Source: http://www.minfin.bg/bg/523
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3. concession for use of public state or public municipal property, hereinafter
referred to as "concession for use".(3) According to the authority which assigns them, the concessions are state or municipal.(4) When awarded by two or more public authorities, the concession is a joint concession. Thejoint concession may be state - when assigned by two or more ministers, municipal - whenawarded by two or more mayors of municipalities, and a joint concession with state andmunicipal participation - in other cases.Ports of public transport of national importance may be granted to third parties under theprocedure of the Concessions Act with a concession for a service or concession for

construction, according to the provision of Art. 117c of the MSIWPRBA. By granting aconcession for a service for which the use of port territory and / or port facilities is required,the concessionaire shall be granted access to the market of port services under Art. 117a ofthe MSIWPRBA. In Art. 117c, para. 3 of the MSIWPRBA is stipulated that if the concession isawarded for construction, the concession is defined as such for construction. For both types
of concessions envisaged, the port territory and infrastructure remain state-owned.The only form of PPP in the case of investment design of ports is the concession forconstruction. Duration of concessions is up to 35 years. After this period, a new concessionprocedure is started.
9.1.3 Types of concessions and/or long-term leases in portsAs of December 31, 2017 the current concessions in the country are 726, of which 102 arestate concessions and 624 municipal concessions. No public concessions and joint concessionsare granted. Concessions for services are 623 in total and occupy the largest share in existingconcessions in the country (86%). The total number of granted port terminals is 13. (source:
National strategy for concession development 2018 -2027)Concessions Act regulates various forms of concession granting: BOT (Build-Operate-Transfer), BOO (Build-Own-Operate), BOOT (Build-Own-Operate-Transfer) . The type ofconcession that is performed in the field of river ports is the state concession for serviceprovision.
9.1.4 Fees types and methodology for determination of concession or lease feesThe concession fees paid by the concessionaires in Bulgaria come under the budget of theMinistry of Finance and are redirected for different purposes. The concession is implementedwith the funds provided by the concessionaire and at his own risk.The concessionaire pays the following fees:

- One-time payment upon concluding of the contract - defined for each port terminalaccording to its scale and the financial analysis;
- Annual concession fees including two parts: fixed – dependent on the offer of theconcessionaire and variable – usually on the basis of the increase in total net revenueversus the base net income or a fixed amount per ton multiplied by the increase inannual turnover;
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The amount of the obligation to pay a concession fee shall be determined by the Grantor ineach particular case depending on:1. the fair distribution of the economic and financial benefit of the concession between theconcessionaire and the grantor;2. Achieving a socially acceptable cost of the services provided with the site of concession.The way of determination of concession fees is described in Ordinance on the requirements
for determining the financial and economic elements of concession.

9.1.5 Types of revenues and charges of a concessionaire or private partnerArt. 32. (1) of the Concessions act states that the revenues of the concessionaire from theexploitation of the construction or of the services shall be formed by payments from users,users and the grantor or only the grantor.Port concessionaires have the right given by the force of the contract to determine and collectincomes from the port services they provide. The scope of services is defined in art 116 of theMSIWPRBA and include:- Port handling services for freight, mail and passenger services.- Marine technical services (mooring, supply of electricity, telephone and water) for which theuse of port territory and / or port facilities is required.- Accompanying activities.
9.1.6 Property rights transferred from the Grantor to the concessionaire/lesseeMain right of the concessionaire of a port include:1. the right for exploitation of the port terminal by performing the port services and collectingrevenue from them;2. to determine the prices for port services provided and collect the incomes in his favour;3. to obtain and use for the term of the concession the technical, financial, project (executive)and other documentation for the concession object existing until the signing of the concessioncontract;4. to carry out the envisaged construction and installation works and the modernization of thefacilities of the concession object according to the proposal of the concessionaire and theconcession contract;During the period of concession, the port territory and infrastructure are public stateproperty. The grantor is the owner of all additions and improvements built on the territoryof the concession site or in the aquatory adjacent to the port terminal.
9.1.7 Requirements for minimum investment and performanceThere are requirements for minimum investments. For each port terminal requirements areset separately on the basis of the services provided, existing infrastructure, financial analysis,etc. The concessionaire is obliged to include in his offer when applying for concession theenvisaged investments, which become obligatory upon conclusion of the concessionagreement.
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Upon approval by the Grantor, projects and programs become an integral part of theconcession agreement and the concessionaire is required to fulfil the obligations arising fromthem.In addition to the above, the concessionaire is obliged to manage and maintain the portterminal in operational suitability and to partially extend, reconstruct, rehabilitate and repairthe object of the concession in accordance with the requirements of the effective legislationand under the terms and conditions established by the concession contract.There is no explicit obligation for minimum annual cargo turnover of profit.
9.1.8 Agreements for the scope and type of port services operatedThe scope of the services is preliminary set by the object of activity of the port/ port terminal.In all cases services are enlisted and are within the frames of the Maritime spaces, inlandwaterways and ports in the Republic of Bulgaria Act. The main subject of port concessions isthe management of a service of public interest and management and maintenance of the portterminal at risk of the concessionaire against the concessionaire's right to perform the portservices under Art. 116 of the MSIWPRBA.  Full description of services is consisted in thetender documentation elaborated by the grantor.
9.1.9 Rights and obligations towards existing personnel in ports/terminalsThe concessionaire “inherits” the personnel and the collective agreement either from theformer state operator or from the previous concessionaire (if different). Conditions of changein the number and structure of the personnel are enlisted in the concession contract.The concessionaire has to ensure compliance with the healthy and safe working requirementsand staff capacity.
9.1.10 Maintenance requirements for infra and suprastructure during concession or

leaseAs stated above in 9.1.7, the concessionaire is obliged to manage and maintain the portterminal in operational suitability and to partially extend, reconstruct, rehabilitate and repairthe object of the concession in accordance with the requirements of the effective legislationand under the terms and conditions established by the concession contract.In other words, the concessionaire has to maintain at his own expense the entireinfrastructure which he operates in appropriate condition and in compliance with all legalrequirements. Constant provision of port services has to be assured for the duration of theconcession.BPICo. also has responsibility to elaborate and fulfil its investment program, which is focusedon the construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation and maintenance of the port infrastructure.
9.1.11 Early termination conditionsTermination of concession contracts is detailed described in Section VI. of the Concessions Act- Consequences of termination of the concession contract. The section settles regulations in
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case of early termination with regard to compensation matters. The concession contractcontains specific conditions negotiated with each concessionaire.Usually the creation of obstacles and inactivity on the side of the concessionaire is consideredto be a breach of the contract which may result in termination prior to its entry into force.The Concessions act states in Article 151. (1) that when a concession contract is declaredinvalid, each of the parties must return to the other side everything received therefrom.No compensation is owed when the contract is early terminated due to circumstances neitherparty is responsible for.Art.153. (1) is in force both for early termination and in case of termination after the periodhas expired. After the termination of the concession contract, the concessionaire shall beobliged to deliver to the grantor the object of the concession which constitutes State propertyor, respectively, municipal property, as well as the accretions and improvements. Theconcessionaire shall not have the right to retain the object. The concessionaire fulfils thisobligation within 30 days from the termination of the contract.
9.1.12 Role of port authority during the concession / lease periodThe State Concession Policy is determined by the Council of Ministers, which approves theNational Concession Development Strategy. The state concession policy is also determined bythe Council of Ministers, which approves the Action Plan for State Concessions adopted by theCoordination Council. The Concessions Act stipulates that the powers of a grantor for stateconcessions are implemented by the Ministers, but to ensure administrative control and toensure the protection of the public interest, the Council of Ministers is entitled to approve thebasic acts related to the award and execution of state concessions - the opening andtermination procedure, as well as the modification and termination of the concessioncontracts.The Council of Ministers determines by decision state fees that are collected and / or receivedin favor of a concessionaire of state concession, as well as the terms and procedure for theircollection.With regard to port concessions, the Minister of transport, information technologies andcommunication monitors and controls the concession contracts he concluded and preparesannual report on the implementation of the projects included in the Action Plan which fallwithin his competence and on the concession contracts they have concluded. The preparationfor the granting of a concession is preceded by proposal by the Executive Agency MaritimeAdministration (EAMA) and the BPICo. EAMA  and BPICo. assist the Minister of Transport incarrying out the control over the implementation of the concession contracts, as well as thecontracts concluded for provision of port services with the state-owned commercialcompanies with assets – public state property. Monitoring of the activity of the concessionaireis ensured by the Bulgarian legislation in force for every port – private or concessioned. Theconcession itself is monitored by a commission which is different for each port terminal. Thecommission is determined by an order of the Minister of transport and includes membersfrom the Ministry of transport, EAMA, BPICo. BPICo. performs many of the functions andduties that are part of the port authority in most European countries and covers the definitionunder Regulation (EU) 2017/352 for the "managing body of the port". Although the Company
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assists the Minister of Transport in exercising the control over concession contracts, BPICo, isin fact not in a position to exercise control (e.g. to take certain actions in case of failure of theobligations of the concessionaire).Services provided by EAMA and BPICo. are not transferable to port operators(concessionaires) and have no relation to the concession contract.
9.1.13 Treatment of land, infrastructure and equipment during concessionLand and infrastructure of ports granted on concession are public state property.Nevertheless, the concessionaire has to insure the property in favour of the grantor. Newlybuilt assets are transferred to the grantor and become public state property consequently.The equipment such as – cranes, rich stackers, movable facilities, etc. are and remain propertyof the concessionaire.There is a requirement for the concessionaire to own or rent technical equipment to ensurethe quality performance of port services that will be performed with the concession object.The concessionaire is the only one who has the right to perform port services within theterritory of the granted port and has no right to transfer his rights to other party or to rent theport territory and infrastructure to other parties.
9.1.14 Participation of a port authority or grantor in concessionaire’s companyNo relevant practical examples for this type of concessions in Bulgaria.
9.1.15 Risk allocation and unforeseen eventsConcession contracts usually include specific articles about force majeure. Having in mind thatport terminals granted on concession are public state property, the State has the right, throughthe MTITC, EAMA and BPICo. to take appropriate measures to avoid the risks or to reduce thenegative effect in case of unforeseen events. In these cases, the State does not owecompensations to the concessionaire. Due to the confidential character of the concessioncontracts, there is not enough data on this issue.
9.1.16 Requirements for the experience of concessionaire / lesseeRequirements include experience in the last at least 3 calendar years before the date ofapplication and bid in activities of:(a) the provision of port services and / or(b) activities which are identical or similar to activities leading to the establishment and / ortransport of goods and passengers through ports.The concessionaire has to make registration in the register of port operators or anotheridentical register under the law of the country in which the Participant is established duringthe last 3 calendar years at least prior to the date of submission of the offer.
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Evidence of experience is required, at least in the last 3 calendar years, in carrying out thebusiness activities - a list of the executed contracts containing the main elements of thecontracts (type and volume of the goods and their destination, activities and / or services) and/ or licenses, permits, confirmation letters or other.
9.1.17 Direct negotiations and unsolicited proposalThere are no relevant practical examples for such a procedure of direct negotiations betweenthe port authority/ Ministry of transport and a private company. As mentioned, in Bulgaria aconcession is granted by the Ministry of transport, not by BPICo. The Concessions Actregulates the competitive procedure with negotiation. Still the applicant shall submit anapplication and after receiving an invitation - an indicative tender proposal and a tenderproposal under the award criteria. There is a commission which exclude from participation inthe concessionaire designation procedure any candidate where a ground for exclusion appliesor where candidate does not comply with the conditions for participation. After the invitationand exemption of the indicative tender proposals, the commission conducts the negotiationswith each candidate.
9.1.18 Pre-qualification requirementsRequirements exist for certain amount of revenues for the last 3 financial years and carryingamount of the assets. The participant must present information about the registered capitalof the company, type and number of the technical equipment owned or rented for theperformance of the port services, and list of the technical experts responsible for execution ofthe concession contract.
9.1.19 Return of land, facilities and equipment after the concession/lease periodAs explained in Chapter 9.1.11.
9.1.20 Procedure in the case of disputesArt.154. (1) of the Concessions Act states that the provisions of the Commerce Act and of theObligations and Contracts and Obligations Act shall apply to the unsettled issues related to theconclusion, implementation, modification and termination of the concession contract.(2) The disputes concerning the conclusion, execution, modification and termination of aconcession contract shall be settled by the order of the Civil Procedure Code.
9.2 Main findings, messages and problems of PPPs in portsMain findings and key messages:

 Clear frame for PPP with regard to the ports – concessions for service;
 Change in the legislation yet has to be evaluated on practice;
 Concessions of ports are organized on high governmental level;
 Concession fees go directly to the state budget;
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 EAMA and BPICo. are observation bodies and participate in commissions formonitoring and control of execution of concessionaire’s obligations. The portmanaging body is not directly involved in the concession award process.
 Currently, concession revenue is considered to be revenue from public state property,which is why the concession fees are determined by the Minister of transport inaccordance with a methodology defined by the Council of Ministers, although thispublic property was created as a result of an investment made by the BPICo.

Main issues, problems and obstacles:
 Issue / Problem 1: The investment in infrastructure projects does not return asrevenue of BPICo. and the company does not actually have the power to exercisecontrol over the concession contracts;
 Issue / Problem 2: Existing contracts for concession do not fully comply with the newlegislation in force;
 Issue / Problem 3 BPICo. is not in position to take measures when there is failure infulfilment of concessionaire’s obligations;
 Issue / Problem 4 Outdated equipment, facilities and buildings not directly engaged inport operations remain poorly maintained or a subject of investment only in anemergency situation;
 Issue / Problem 5: There is a lack of transparency regarding the financial structurerelated to the management and operation of the ports, incl. as regards the concessioncontracts;
 Issue 6: The commercial and financial risk is bigger for the concessionaire;
 …Issue 7: Too long period after which a force majeure condition may be claimed
 It is very difficult to correct any non-compliance in the initial conditions specified inthe tender dossier.

Solution proposals:
 Solution 1: It is necessary to regulate the autonomy of BPICo. in determining theamount of the concession fees (in accordance with the adopted methodology) and theport dues. BPICo. should collect concession fees and use them for further portdevelopment.
 Solution 2: It is necessary to amend the existing concession contracts in order totranspose new legislation and to terminate contracts with state-owned port operators.All ports should be operated by private companies.
 Solution 3: BPICo. should be directly involved in the entire concession procedure.
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 Solution 4: It is necessary to stimulate concessionaires to renew and maintain all theassets that are granted for operation.
 Solution 5: To observe and research the feedback from concessionaires on theconcession procedures and contracts. Improvements may be introduced in that couldmake the concession procedure and contracting more effective.
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10 Recommendations for the improvement of port PPP schemes
in the Danube regionTaking into account significant legal differences between various countries in the Danuberegion, in spite of the fact that most legislations are, theoretically, harmonized with EUlegislation, recommendations for the horizontal (region-wide) improvement of PPP schemesare extremely difficult task. In this view, the recommendations given in this Chapter shouldbe understood as a general “cook book” or a collection of “recipes” from which each port oreach national lawmakers could take “ingredients” as they see fit, in accordance to their ownreform directions and scope. In addition to this, any changes into PPP schemes frequentlyrequire legal changes, at least in most of the countries.All recommendations made in this Chapter are a compilation of proposed measures fromparticipating countries, with an addition of general recommendations given on the basis ofthe overall situation in the port industry and on the basis of the opinions given in thequestionnaires listed in Annexes I - VII.Very broadly speaking, a very generic definition of a public-private partnerships (PPP) inports can be derived as follows:

Public-private partnership (PPP) in ports is a contractual framework, or
structure, where the public and private sector agree to deliver a port
project and/or port service that is traditionally provided by the public
sector, by means of risk transfer and risk share.

Large variety of PPP forms can exist. A common denominator for all forms are the betterbenefits which can be realized through leverage of private sector efficiencies and know-howand the allocation of risks to those parties that would manage them in the best possible way.PPP models include the following:
 Service Agreements / Outsourcing
 Joint Ventures
 Concessions / Project Delivery• Design – Build – Transfer (DBT)• Design – Build – Operate – Transfer (DBOT) Structures• Design – Build – Finance – Transfer (DBFT) Structures• Build – Operate – Transfer (BOT) Structures
 Hybrid Structures (mixture of concession for rehabilitation, maintenance, design,build, finance and operation)
 Full privatization / Sales (rare and not recommended)
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Before the elaboration of the proposed improvement measures, we will first have a briefoverview of roles of public and private sector in ports, including both seaports and inlandports. Figure 1 represents a generic division of roles in port governance and operationbetween the government, public port authority and private sector which usually takes the roleof commercial exploitation of port services (port operation). This division represents atheoretical distribution of roles and explains which services and activities are best managedby each sector.

Figure 1: Best case scenario for division of roles in port governance and operation

10.1 Why PPP?Public private partnerships have arisen for dual reason:
 Need to increase the efficiency of public port operations, and
 Access to private capital needed for construction and maintenance of infrastructure,including the provision of services.
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Since ports are usually regarded as strategic objects of national transport infrastructure,whose proper functioning is of high importance for the economy of entire nations, bothaforementioned reasons are equally important. Various PPP schemes can be applied in anypublicly owned and governed port, regardless of the organizational form of a port authority.Naturally, an entity such as port authority (in any form) should exist in order tokeep/maintain or take over the governance/administrative function of a port, while operatingfunctions of a port should be transferred to private sector.In many countries in the Danube region, port authorities are commercialized and/orcorporatized, but in rare cases they perform port operating functions. Portgovernance/administration and port operation functions are clearly and properly separatedand performed by different entities. Although port operating functions are usually transferredto private sector, it is not necessarily a rule. For example, port operator in the Port of Viennais not privately owned company, but a publicly owned one. Nevertheless, it operates under acorporate (company) law and is therefore equal in all aspects to any other private operator.In terms of the need to increase the efficiency of port operations, the private sector is rightlyobserved as more efficient in the following activities:
 provision of services which are efficient and cost-effective from the port users’perspective;
 response to changes in cargo-handling technologies;
 response to the very dynamic requirements of the port users;
 provision of choices of services and competition fostering;
 enforcement of labour discipline.In addition, in terms of access to private capital, the private sector is seen as much moreefficient in:
 making of timely capital investments to improve efficiency and expand capacity;
 provision of the funds needed to finance investments.When properly combined, public and private sectors can form PPP’s which should, ideally,achieve the following objectives:
 maintain and/or improve service levels with the same or higher safety and securitylevels;
 increase operational efficiency;
 accelerate growth of traffic;
 promote competition among ports and terminals;
 use private sector skills in project delivery through right skills, technologies andinnovation;
 access to capital and cost effectiveness;
 balanced risk allocation and proper risk transfer;
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 procurement based on life-cycle costs (LCC)5;
 promote equity ownership;
 efficient asset management;
 “value for money” principle;
 improve the quality and capacity of infrastructure;
 reduce operating subsidies;
 reduce the national deficit;
 downsize government bureaucracy;
 removal of political influence on port operations.Objectives are achieved through:
 equity (value of an asset less the value of all liabilities on that asset);
 operations risk;
 competition;
 private sector commitment for profit making and discipline.In a nutshell, the most important benefits of PPPs in ports are:
 increasing private sector participation through:– works and services contracts;– management and maintenance contracts;– operation and maintenance concessions;– build-operate-transfer concessions.
 integrated approach to development and operations;
 innovation:– financing options;– technology and operations re-engineering;

5 Life cycle costing (LCC) is defined in the International Organization for Standardization standard, Buildings andConstructed Assets, Service-life Planning, Part 5: Life-cycle Costing (ISO 15686-5) as an “economic assessmentconsidering all agreed projected significant and relevant cost flows over a period of analysis expressed inmonetary value. The projected costs are those needed to achieve defined levels of performance, includingreliability, safety and availability.”In the context of sustainable public procurement (SPP), the use of LCC is essential to demonstrate thatprocurement processes and decisions have to move beyond considering the purchase price of a good or service,for the purchase price does not reflect the financial and non-financial gains that are offered by environmentallyand socially preferable assets as they accrue during the operations and use phases of the asset life cycle.Typical LCC analyses are therefore are based on:
 purchasing costs and all associated costs such as delivery, installation, commissioning and insurance;
 operating costs, including utility costs such as energy and water use and maintenance costs;
 end-of-life costs such as removal, recycling or refurbishment and decommissioning;
 longevity and warranty time frames of the asset.(From: Perera, O., Morton, B. and Perfrement, T. “Life Cycle Costing in Sustainable Public Procurement: A Question

of Value“, A white paper from International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD), 2009)
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 defined performance metrics accountability;
 enhancement of relationships between public sponsor and private provider.In order to prepare a successful PPP scheme, both sides (public and private sectors) need to“show their cards” and be open in their expectations. In a very general case, requirements andexpectations from public and private sector are given in Figure 2.

10.2 Recommendations related to PPP modelsPrivate sector can be involved in port management and operations in various ways. Theseways can be grouped into four major categories:
 outsourcing,
 restructuring,
 partial divestiture (concessions, leases, etc.),
 full divestiture (total sale of business, unrestricted private ports, very rare).

Expectations and requirements of participants
from a successful PPP scheme

Public sector
 regulatory / institutional frameworkin place
 stakeholder buy-in (political /institutional)
 accelerated project delivery (finance/ innovation)
 risk transference (cost / schedule)
 cost efficiencies (best practices /technology)
 competition (price)
 qualified providers (experience)
 internal resources (procurement /administration)
 accountability (monitoring /management)

Private sector
 regulatory / institutional frameworkin place
 essential to public (“demonstrated”need)
 demonstrable feasibility (market /technical /environmental / financial/ risk allocation)
 risk management (allocation /rewards)
 transparency (procurement)
 due diligence (volume / costs /revenues / risks)
 public sector “buy-in” (permitting /acquisition)
 “true” partnership (contractualframework)
 innovation (costs / risks / revenues)

Figure 2: Requirements from public and private sector in port PPP schemes
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The choice of an appropriate PPP model depends not only on the port’s (government’s, portauthority’s) objectives and the legal changes required to effect these models but also on:
 the services most in need of private sector management;
 the scale of these services and the potential for creating financially viable activities;
 the current level of private sector involvement in other port-related activities;
 the capacity of the private sector to provide skilled labour and manage largecommercial operations;
 the level of commitment of the government to the reforms which must accompanythese models;
 the government’s capacity for technical and economic regulation;
 the extent of corruption within the port and the government;
 the competitiveness of the private sector.Typical PPP agreements used to implement any of the 4 PPP categories are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Typical PPP agreement types for various PPP categories

Category Agreements with limited port
oversight

Agreements with active port
involvement

Outsourcing Franchises Subcontracting labour and servicesManagement contractEquipment leasing
Major restructuring Capital leasesOpen competition Wholly-owned subsidiaries
Partial divestiture ConcessionsLong-term leasesSale of major assets (movable) Minority equity partnersJoint venturesSpecial purpose companies
Full divestiture Sale of businessUnrestricted private portsCapitalized long-term leases Publicly traded stock company.Warning!

(Source: iC, based on Asian Development Bank6)

Outsourcing involves the transfer of specific port activities from the public sector to theprivate sector while permitting the port to function as an operating port. The port reducesoperating costs and increases efficiency by utilizing private companies to supply labour andequipment and to perform specific services such as cargo related activities, vessel relatedactivities, security, engineering designs, construction, dredging, maintenance, marketing,accounting, billing, data processing staffing, etc.Four types of agreements can be used to implement this model. The first two aresubcontracting and franchising. With the former, the port contracts the private sector toperform the services that the port offers to its users. With franchising, the private sectorprovides these services directly to the port users but under terms and conditions specified bythe port.
6 “Developing Best Practices for Promoting Private Sector Investment in Infrastructure – Ports“, AsianDevelopment Bank, 2000.
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The other two types of agreements are management contracts and equipment leases. Theformer allows the port to contract with the private sector to manage specific services utilizingthe port’s equipment and labour. The latter transfers responsibility for the maintenance, andsometimes operation, of cargo-handling equipment to the private sector. The port (portauthority, or public port company) utilizes this equipment to provide services to its users.
Restructuring includes the transfer of the port’s main business(es) to the private sectorwithout transferring ownership of the port’s major capital assets. The most typicalarrangement is the leasing of the port’s cargo-handling facilities together with the licensing ofthe right to provide services to private parties. The port transfers the responsibility formaintenance of the facility and for collection of cargo-handling charges. In return, the privateoperator pays agreed fees to the port. Under this agreement, the port no longer interactsdirectly with the port users but retains some regulatory authority over the quality and pricingof services. This model facilitates the strict division of port governing and operating functions.In this way of port planning and governance are performed by the public side (port authority),while the commercial (operating) functions are performed by private operators.Alternatively, the port can form wholly-owned subsidiaries that operate as commercialenterprises. If this principle is applied, then the new port operating company must be allowed(organized) to function under the commercial (company) laws.A third approach to restructuring is to allow open competition by private companies in theprovision of the services associated with the main businesses. The public port provides thebasic infrastructure, while the private companies provide suprastructure, mobile equipmentand some complementary facilities.
Partial divestiture involves the transfer of assets for an extended period or joint ownershipbetween the public sector and private investors. While few public ports have been willing, orable, to sell their land, many have entered into concession contracts of 20-40 years. Althoughthese concessions require that the assets revert to the port, most of the investments haveexceeded their technological life by the end of the agreements.Various contractual agreements for this transfer have been established, some occurring at thebeginning of the concession (build-transfer-operate agreements) and some at the end (build-operate-transfer and build-own-operate-transfer). The port retains ownership of the land andbasic infrastructure throughout the period of the agreement.Since there is little likelihood that the port will resume operations at the end of theseagreements, the port management effectively limits its involvement to administering thetendering process and the contracts. Because the period between tenders often exceeds thetenure of the management staff, there is little distinction between concessions and sale of allassets, including land.If the port wishes to be actively involved following the divestiture, it can participate in a joint
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venture with the private sector.  Most of these arrangements require the creation of special-purpose companies that allow the port and their private sector partners to make capitalinvestments using project finance.
Full divestiture allows the permanent transfer of port assets along with operationalresponsibilities. Full privatization of a public port involves the sale of the port land. This modelis very rare for a number of reasons. This model provides the public side a one-time cashinjection, but the government (public partner, port authority) loses most of the influence onport business and port planning. This model usually involves a “bumpy road”, can lead to adead end and it may be very difficult to reverse the process, when/if needed.Some countries allow the private sector to establish private ports on their own land, butprimarily to handle their own cargo. This usually refers to own dedicated terminals.Some port privatization initiatives have involved conversion of public ports to publicly tradedcorporations. The government retains ownership of the land but provides a concession to thecorporation to maintain, operate, and expand the port. This permits private financing of portinvestment.Another arrangement, which approximates full divestiture, is a long-term capital lease (50-99years) with the lease payments made up-front.  This allows the government to fulfil itsobligation with regard to ultimate ownership of the land while obtaining payment for thevalue of the land. Even when only part of the payment is made up-front, these leases oftenresemble full divestiture.
10.3 Recommendations related to risk allocationWhatever the form of a PPP, its accompanying contractual framework (and the contract itself),where the transfer of assets and/or responsibilities from the public port to the private sector(operators) must clearly define the objectives of transaction, the duration of agreement, thepayment terms, and the right and obligations of both parties to the agreement. Such contractallocates liabilities and defines the procedures for extension and termination of the contract.Table 2 contains the most common risks associated with the transfer of public infrastructureand/or services to the private operator. In general, these risks should be allocated to the partythat has the most control over the risk generating factors and/or the party that has access tomethods for mitigating these risks. In real world applications, the allocation process is farmore complex since both parties have determined level of involvement in the risk factors andaccess to different mitigation techniques. Significant part of the negotiation “package”between the port and the private sector during the tendering process belongs to the processof risk allocation. When PPP agreements involve capital investments, negotiations for riskallocation frequently include potential lenders.
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Table 2: Types of risks in PPP schemes

Commercial Financial Force Majeure Technical• Traffic• Pricing• Competition • Inflation• Cost of Capital• Exchange rate• Convertibility,Repatriation• Continuing Availability• Change in Ownership

• Expropriation• Riots, law and order• Conflicts and wars• Natural disasters
• Design Failure• Performance andReliability• Obsolescence• Loss of Access

Regulatory Completion Labour regulations ------• Rules of the Game• Responsiveness ofRegulator• New Laws andRegulations• Investment CostRecovery• Control/Ownership ofAssets

• Permits and Approvals• Contracting,Procurement• Construction Delays• Cost Overruns
• Productivity Gains• Wage Growth• Restrictive Practices• Labour Confrontation• Pension Liabilities

------

(Source: iC, based on Asian Development Bank7)

Commercial (Market) risk encompasses risks associated with the financial feasibility of theproject. These include the risks that the demand will not be sufficient or will not support asufficient level of charges and that the capital and operating expenditures will be significantlyhigher than anticipated. For seaports, this risk is somewhat higher than for inland ports dueto the changing patterns of international trade and maritime commerce. However, thegrowing competition between intermodal routes and the control of the shipping lines over therouting of vessels and cargos has added to the commercial risk for both sea and inland ports.The greater this risk, the higher the projected return that the private sector will require.Despite the growing competitiveness of the industry, the ports remain a relatively safe formof investment compared to shipping or land transport, especially in the case of mass bulkcargoes. Experience has shown that all but the smallest ports can be operated profitably. Also,ports have much less revenue volatility than the transportation companies they serve. Thislow level of risk has made investments in port facilities and services attractive not only forport operators but also for individual investors purchasing port debt or equity.The port authority (or public partner in general) rarely accepts part of the commercial risk.The exception occurs where the port requires a specific set of investments according to a fixedtimetable. It is important to encourage timely renewal of existing facilities, expansion ofexisting capacity, and the introduction of new facilities. However, fixed requirements for
7 “Developing Best Practices for Promoting Private Sector Investment in Infrastructure – Ports“, AsianDevelopment Bank, 2000.
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private investment in facilities merely increase the amount, which must be paid by port usersfor the services required.Private sector has ability to use capital efficiently, to obtain the maximum output with theminimum investment, and to mobilize capital quickly when there is demand for investment.Where the timing of these investments is set regardless to the level of traffic, then the port willassume some of the risk, usually in the form of a lower financial offer by the private sector.
Financial risk involves changes in basic financial conditions, which can affect the feasibilityof the investment into the object of port PPP. These risks include fiscal issues, such as theinflation rate, the currency exchange rate and the convertibility of the local currency (in thecase of the Danube area – currencies other than Euro), as well as the terms of financing, suchas the interest rates, period, loan covenants, and availability of additional funds. The level ofrisk decreases where there is greater diversity in the sources of funds. It is highest wherefinancing is limited to commercial bank loans and lowest where there is an establisheddomestic long term capital market. The private sector will assume the risks associated withthe terms of financing but will look to the port to assume some of the risk associated with thefiscal policy.
Regulatory risk encompasses risks attached to the port and the government’s role inregulating the activity of the private operators. Three of these risks are:

 A change in the laws affecting port operations and investments, especially thoserelated to health, safety and environment.
 A change in the rules and procedures for regulation of pricing and performance of portservices.
 Other changes in laws or policies that affect the rights of the private party or theobligations of the government.The first has become a serious concern in nations with evolving environmental laws affectingdredging, handling of hazardous materials, and disposal of ship wastes. The second and thirdinvolve changes in policy or political initiatives and are of greatest concern in countries whichlack a well-established body of corporate law. A less important risk is that the port will,knowingly or unknowingly, assume contractual obligations where it does not have the legalright to do so. While the private sector will assume the regulatory risk and rely on a continuingdialogue with government to minimize this risk. They, and particularly their lenders, willexpect the government to provide some form of mitigation. In some cases, this may be a formalgovernment guarantee to protect against changes in the regulatory rules or a guarantee froman MDB (any Multilateral Development Bank), for example, the Multilateral InvestmentGuarantee Agency, backed by an agreement between the MDB and the government.

Technical and completion risks refer primarily to the capital investments. They include therisks that the equipment and civil works will not meet the technical and performancestandards and that the permitting/procurement/installation process will delay the start-upof a project. These risks are assumed by the private party, except for those activities that
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require government participation. The latter include securing land, providing basicinfrastructure and obtaining environmental approvals. The private party will expect these tobe completed prior to starting the project or for the port to assume all risks associated withthe delay of these activities.
Labour risks can be considerable. The private sector requires an efficient labour force andgood labour relations in order to provide good quality services and control the costs forproviding these services. The private sector will assume the risks associated with labourrelations, pension liabilities, and other obligations related to the provision of future portservices. Usually the government assumes the risk for prior commitments to labour. At thetime of transfer, the port and its labour should have reached an agreement with regard to thepossibility for future employment with the port and the private sector, and the government’sobligations related to outstanding pensions and retrenchment payments. The private sectorshould have reached agreement related to the terms and conditions for future employment.The port and the private sector should each assume responsibility for future problems arisingfrom these agreements.
Force majeure risks are related to natural disasters, riots, conflicts, wars, etc. They shouldbe covered under standard force majeure clauses. These would limit the obligations of theprivate sector under these circumstances and provide for adequate compensation in the eventthat these cannot be overcome. The assignment of risk and the setting of levels ofcompensation are developed during contract negotiation but should reflect common practice.The port, for its part, will require the private sector to provide insurance to cover part of therisk and will maintain insurance to cover other parts of the risk.Typical risks and mitigation measures are given in Table 3.
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Table 3: Typical risks and mitigation measures

Risk category Risk source Allocation Mitigation measure

Technical Effectiveness of Facilitiesand Equipment meetingthe objectives Port Provide basic site data and operationalinformation for preliminary design.Privatepartner Undertake detailed engineering design, designreview.
Commercial Profitability andcommercial sustainabilitywhich depends on thetraffic growth andcompetition levels

Port Introduce commercial prices prior to transfer,construct and finance basic infrastructure andfacilities, provide limited protection fromcompetition, use performance-based contracts.Privatepartner Thorough marketing studies, subcontractingactivities, obtain user commitments.
Completion Time to develop andconstruct facilities Government Provide complementary infrastructure prior tostart of project.Port Obtain basic environmental and regulatoryapprovals prior to start of construction.Privatepartner Careful planning and scheduling, turnkeyconstruction with fixed deadlines.
Financial Changes in cost of debtservice or ability to meetdebt service and effect oncash flow

Government Provide guarantees for repatriation ofearnings.Port Recover costs through royalties rather thanrents, allow foreign-exchange denominatedtariffs.Privatepartner Use of equity rather than debt to financeinvestments, use of long-term capitalmarkets, and foreign exchange hedges.Lender Fixed interest rates on commercial loans,adequate “step-in” provisions, compensationfor early termination, repayment guarantees.
Regulatory Consistency ofgovernment to applyingregulatory frameworkand in keeping the “rulesof the game”

Government Sovereign guarantees, minimum regulatoryframework.Port Non-punitive exit provisions in the agreement.Privatepartner Careful legal review of all areas includingenvironment, labour, health and safety laws.Lender Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency(MIGA) and other multinational guarantees.
Labour Overstaffing andinefficient work practices,contentious labourrelations

Government Establishing “Open Shop”, break up unionmonopolies, introduce effective retrenchmentschemes.Port Absorb excess labour, reassign labour.Privatepartner Negotiate with labour prior to the agreement.
Force Majeure Natural disasters or civilunrest Port Coverage of Force Majeure clauses inagreement.Privatepartner Adequate insurance coverage.Lender Requirement for specific forms of insurance.

(Source: iC, based on Asian Development Bank8)

8 “Developing Best Practices for Promoting Private Sector Investment in Infrastructure – Ports“, AsianDevelopment Bank, 2000.
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Another example of risk sharing, per risk categories is given in Table 4.
Table 4: Example of typical risk sharing in port PPP schemes

RISK PUBLIC PRIVATE

Legislative (existing
and future)

Major responsibility Sharing within defined parameters
Acquisition and
Environmental

Major responsibility Sharing within defined parameters,with public sector assistance
Permitting and
Planning

Major responsibility Sharing within defined parameters
Design and
Construction

Major responsibility
Operation and
Maintenance

Sharing within defined parameters Major responsibility
Financing Major responsibility
Termination Major responsibility, unlessdemonstrably caused by public
Insurance

Sharing based on availability ofcommercial rates Major responsibility
Force Majeure

Sharing based on event andavailability of insurance Sharing based on event and availabilityof insurance
(Source: iC)

10.4 Recommendations based on lessons learned“One size fits all” recommendations are not possible, due to significant market and legaldifferences in riparian countries, especially from the point of view of the following:
 regulatory / institutional frameworks;
 available funding options through capital markets;
 local market & commercial opportunities for private partners;
 local requirements / considerations;
 public perceptions.Having this limitation in mind, this section contains the recommendations for improvedintroduction of PPP in the Danube region ports, based on practical experience gained in PPPimplementation in the Danube riparian countries.



Table 5: Recommendations based on lessons learned

Recommendation/Guideline Relation to specific issue or
problem

Recommended
by:

Additional remarksPort authorities should be corporatizedso as to be allowed to work undercompany law, thus simplifying the B2Bcontracting procedures.
AT

Port authorities should be allowed moreautonomy in decision making on PPPprocesses. AT
PPP processes should be as simple aspossible and flexible, and to include non-discriminatory features, publicannouncement, public procurement.

AT
PPP should be regulated by a clear andcomprehensive laws. Very generic legislation on PPPschemes. SKFor PPP projects, the time reserved forpreparation of operational programmesshould be sufficiently long. SK
PPP projects should be accompanied bycomprehensive information system onPPP funding opportunities. SK
Individual PPPs should have a specificway of determining payments SKExemption of land from priorityinvestment property. SK Land owned by Public ports, jsc. has beendefined as priority investment property. Thismeans it cannot be the subject of any kind ofpledge. This fact significantly limits eventualinvestment activities of the company.PPP “success stories” and its knowledgesharing should be boosted from the toplevel. SK
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Recommendation/Guideline Relation to specific issue or
problem

Recommended
by:

Additional remarksPPP schemes, including legislationand/or contracts must specify or set clearinstructions on how the fees are paid,who pays what and who charges whatfrom users
SK

Property rights (from Grantor toconcessionaire, and back) should beflexible and transfer of (temporary)ownership should be made possible
Currently, no property rights onobjects of concession can betransferred to the concessionaire SK

Termination conditions, including earlytermination, of PPP contracts should beset well in advance. HU
Concessions on demand should be clearlyregulated and facilitate in the legislation. HRConcession agreements should be mademore flexible, allowing the easierrespond to market dynamics. HR
PPP agreements should last long enoughso as to enable return of investment andreasonable profit. HR, RS
Land ownership issues should be solvedbefore entering any PPP ventures. HR, RS Expropriation funds must be secured wellbefore entering any PPP agreement.Concession fees and the type of feesshould be clearly specified in thelegislation. HR, RS Not the amount, but to explain or direct whattypes of fees will be paid and how they aredetermined.Spatial planning issues, port areadelimitation and property issues must besolved before the preparation ofConcession act for each port.

RS
PPP relate regulation should be clear andprecise, but not excessive. Certain elements of PPP schemes are“over-tuned” while other crucialelements are left unregulated orpoorly regulated.

RO
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Recommendation/Guideline Relation to specific issue or
problem

Recommended
by:

Additional remarksPPP schemes should be accompaniedwith guidelines on financial modelling,risk matrices. Lack of experience in PPPimplementation. RO A guideline/textbook should exist.
Training should be provided for PPP. Lack of experience in PPPimplementation RO Full training should be provided, including thebasics, financial modelling, risk allocation andsharing, economics behind the fees, feesdetermination, legal issues, etc.Creation of an regional institution fortracking and assisting PPP Lack of experience in PPPimplementation, low awareness ofopportunities and benefits. RO
Transparency on PPP agreements andprocedures should be maximized andcompulsory. RO
Port governing bodies (port authoritiesand similar) should be entitled todetermine the concession fees and portcharges and to collect revenues fromconcession fees and other fees payable tothe port authority. In addition, portauthorities should be directly involved (ifnot leading it) in the concession processfrom the very beginning.

The investment in infrastructureprojects does not return as revenueof port authority. and the companydoes not actually have the power toexercise control over the concessioncontracts.
BG Currently, concession revenue is considered tobe revenue from public state property, which iswhy the concession fees are determined by theMinister of transport in accordance with amethodology defined by the Council ofMinisters, although this public property wascreated as a result of an investment made by theBPICo. (port authority).Concession contracts must be fully in linewith the existing regulation and controlmechanisms should be made for thatpurpose
BG

Concessionaires should be stimulated torenew and maintain all assets granted foroperation. BG
Concessions or any other PPP schemesshould have control and monitoringmechanisms, such as performance iC
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Recommendation/Guideline Relation to specific issue or
problem

Recommended
by:

Additional remarksmetrics, so as to allow proper and timelyreaction in case of problems.When new ports or terminals areconstructed under BOT concessions, theGrantor can consider giving the operatorthe exclusivity right for up to 5 years.
iC This enables the concessionaire (operator) tobuild up its business without being directlyconfronted by a competing nearby facility.Caution should be exerted here so as to notdisturb the market in an unwanted way(freedom of competition).PPP agreements should always involvelenders, so as to increase the quality ofthe agreement iC

(Source: iC, based on inputs from project partners)



11 ConclusionsIn the relatively recent past, many ports in the Danube region have been owned, managed andoperated by public sector. No typical port authorities (with governing / management /administering functions) existed. Ports were managed and operated by a single company,usually state owned. These traditional methods of managing and operating ports have beenabandoned in the last decade(s) and ports are largely operated as commercial entities, wheregoverning and operating functions are strictly separated, keeping the governing and owningfunction (in most of the cases) for the public sector and transferring the operating function ofports to the private sector. Port operations are peculiar business and as such should bemanaged to achieve optimum utilization of capital. Ports are areas where significant valueadded is created, especially in terms of ports being nodes of the transport and supply chains.In this view, it is of extreme importance for national, regional and even global economy thatthe ports are operated efficiently, with their infrastructure being well developed and servicesadapted to the dynamic market demand.Nowadays, in many ports the public sector has a role of planner, facilitator and regulator,while the private sector acts as operator, service provider and, in many cases, as a developer.Nevertheless, this does not mean that all activities in port industry are suitable forprivatisation, nor that the private sector is a suitable partner for provision of all services,particularly those related to the public interest. In many countries, public goods are inherentlynon-divisible and non-consumable, such as land and infrastructure. Private sector’s primegoal is making profit. For that reason, port services, being divisible and consumable goodscreating value added and therefore revenues, are very attractive for private sector.In the Danube region, port privatisation has seen its ups and downs. In some cases,privatization of port companies was done as if in a hurry, leaving lots of room for mistakesand problems in the future, requiring considerable efforts to mitigate the consequences andcorrect what could be corrected. This report aims at facilitating of knowledge sharing,experience sharing and some recommendations which can be applied where necessary.Following a thorough analysis of all PPP models in riparian countries, it can be concluded thatthe best option for promoting private sector involvement in public port operations andinvestment is the landlord port model. This model provides a broad framework in which theprivate sector can replace the public sector in the provision of services to the vessel and itscargo. It allows the public sector to remain the owner of the land and infrastructure and tocontinue regulating their use, while sharing responsibility for capital investment.Whatever the PPP model is applied in ports, it is of extreme importance that risks are assignedaccording to which party has the greater capacity to mitigate the risk. Since the objective ofthe move towards PPP is to introduce commercial behaviour and access to the private capital,the commercial risk should be transferred primarily to the private sector. The public sectorwould keep the governance and regulatory risk.
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Annex I – Questionnaires Austria

Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Austrian portsFragebogen: Hindernisse/Einschränkungen bei PPP in HäfenCountry: Austria Project Partner: via donau Respondent: Hans-Peter Hasenbichler
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and
suggestions

A) Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for their
increased efficiency, related to:

Sehen Sie irgendwelche Hindernisse
bei der Einführung von PPP-Modellen
oder deren erhöhte Effizienz in Bezug
auf:

no
1. The entity who is the lessor orconcession grantor or contractor forthe operating authorization?die juristische Person alsVermieter/Verpächter bzw. alskontrahierende Behörde?

no *…..for all questions - see general remarks at the endof the questionnaire
2. Current legal setup of PPP in you portor country?den laufenden gesetzlichen Rahmenfür PPP in ihrem Hafen oder Land? no
3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country?verfügbare Arten bzw. Formen vonPPP in Ihrem Hafen/Land? no
4. Concession/lease fees types?Gebührenmodelle für die Konzessionoder Pacht? no
5. Amount of concession/lease fees?die Höhe der Konzession-/Pachtgebühr? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease?Einnahmen aus Konzession oderPacht? no
7. Any additional fees or taxes payableby the concessionaire/lessee duringthe duration of the concession, leaseor operating authorization contracts?zusätzliche Gebühren oder Steuernfür den Konzessionsinhaber / Pächterwährend der Laufzeit vonKonzession/Pacht?

no

8. Property rights that can be grantedby Grantor to concessionaire?Eigentumsrechte, die vomKonzessionsgeber an denKonzessionsinhaber gegeben werdenkönnen?
no

9. Ways of fees/rates determination?die Festlegung von Gebühren /Tarifen? no
10. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession, their distinction andtreatment?das Grundstück, die Anlagen und dasEquipment, die in der Konzessionenthalten sind, ihre Zuordnung undHandhabung?

no

11. Procedures and risk allocation incase of Force Majeure?die Abläufe und Risikoverteilung beihöherer Gewalt? no
12. Termination conditions andclauses? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsKonditionen und Klauseln beiBeendigung?13. Insurance issues?Versicherungsfragen? no
14. Minimum investments required?die Mindesthöhe bei Investitionen? no
15. Performance requirements?Leistungsanforderungen? no
16. Expropriation issues?Enteignungthemen/Angelegenheiten? no
17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses?Vertragsaufhebung oder Klauseln beivorzeitiger Kündigung ? no
18. Requirements for existing and/ornew personnel?Anforderungen an bestehendes oderneues Personal? no G
19. Port services agreements?Abkommen zu Hafenservices? no
20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire?die Rechtsform des Pächters oderKonzessionsinhabers? no
21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies in monitoring ofthe contract performance?die Rolle der Hafenbehörde oder no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsanderen öffentlicher Einrichtungenbei Kontrolle der Vertragserfüllung?22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation?Finanzierungsvereinbarungen oderFördermittel für die Errichtung,Modernisierung oder Sanierung vonInfrastruktur?
no

23. Participation (shareholding) ofcorporatized port authority in theconcessionaire’s company(operator)?Beteiligung der Hafenbehörde anUnternehmen desPächters/Operators?
no

24. Control of designs and designcontracts between the concessionaire(lessee/operator) and design bureaudoing the design for newinfrastructure assets?Richtlinien und Verträge zwischendem Pächter/Operator bezüglichPlanungsvorgaben für neueInfrastrukturanlagen ?
no

25. The functional requirements ofthe port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule, includingmilestones?Das Funktionsanforderungen desHafens und/oder Terminals, dieDesignvorschläge für Anlagen, dasAusbauprogramm und Zeitplan inkl.Milestones?
no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions26. Rights and responsibilities of theconcessionaire and concessiongrantor with respect to thecompletion of the constructionprogram?Rechte und Verpflichtungen desPächters und des Verpächtershinsichtlich der Erfüllung desInvestitionsprogramms?
no

27. Activities permitted to be carriedout in the concession area?zulässige Tätigkeiten imKonzessionsareal durchzuführen ?? no
28. Equal access to common areas inthe port?den neutralen Zugang zuAllgemeinflächen im Hafen no
29. Return of land, facilities andequipment after the concession/leaseperiod has expired?die Rücknahme von Grundstücken,Einrichtungen und Ausstattung nachAblauf der Konzessions- oderPachtdauer?

no
30. Concession/lease award options?die Zuschlags-/Vergabeoptionen vonKonzession oder Pacht? no
31. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals (forconcessions and leases)?die direkteVerhandlung/Übertragung undÜbernahmeangebote (für Konzessionund Pachtverträge) ?

no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions32. Operator’s experiencerequirements?Anforderungen an die Erfahrung desBetreibers? no
33. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenues fromcomparable services, minimumrequired equity, etc.)?Vorqualifikations-Kriterien(technisch und finanziell,Bonitätsprüfung?

no

34. Technical part of the proposal(during the bidding process)?technischen Teil des Angebots(während desAusschreibungsprozesses)?
no

35. Financial part of the proposal(during the bidding process)?finanzieller Teil des Angebots(während desAusschreibungsprozesses)?
no

36. Negotiations phase (followingthe technical and financial proposalphases)?die Verhandlungsphase (imAnschluss an die techn/finanzielle.Angebotsphase)?
no

37. Sealed vs. open bids?geschlossene bzw. offeneAusschreibungen? no
38. Transparency issues during thebids? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsTransparenzprobleme während derAusschreibung?39. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-binding alternativedispute resolution, etc.)?mögliche Optionen zur Konfliktlösung(gesetzlich, administrative,Schiedsgericht, unverbindlichealternative Konfliktresolutionen, ..)?
no

40. Information about possibilities ofestablishing PPPInformationen über Möglichkeitenzur Einführung von PPP? no
41. Distribution of risks associatedwith the preparation and operation ofthe PPP projectdie Risikoverteilung in Verbindungmit der Vorbereitung und demBetrieb von PPP Projekten?

no
42. Granted time for concessionduration?die zugesagte Laufzeit derPachtdauer? no

B) What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP scheme in
your country/port? nothing to do actually – go ahead with today´sbusiness
C) What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion? like Ennshafen in Austria
D) Do you see any problems with full
or partial privatization processes, or
any other form of private involvement

no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions
in port development in your
port/country?

E) Do you see any other problems with
existing or planned PPP schemes in
your port/country? (Please list such
problems below and comment them) no
F) Do you see any problems with
access to EU development or
infrastructure funds, like European
Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI),
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) funds
or similar?

no

General explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions for all the questionsIn Austria the legal structure of ports is according to public right in the form of “GmbH”;therefor the ports are free in establishing contracts as business partners. The most essentialthing is to give ports the change to be an own legal entity and then there will be no realproblems or obstacles for PPP-development.The fact that ports are own legal entities is very important for both parties, especially for theprivate partner because he gets “legal certainty” for his business.Public owned entities (ports) in Austria have got a lot of internal regulations, bylaws, …. inorder to get the internal permission of the owners (supervisory board, …) for signing contractsand have to fulfil the relevant general laws for public owned companies (e.g.Bundesvergabegesetz, EU-regulations for buying/selling assets (“pari passu”, ….) – thereforeno problem for PPP-processes, when you fulfil this frameworkLandlord ports und tool ports are best suited for PPP-developments; it is recommended tomake in advance public offers for e.g. renting land (newspapers, ….) and everybody from theprivate sector can take part of the bidding process (base line should be a minimum price levelaccording to expertise and afterward in the contract a operating obligation should be fixed).PPP-schemes are the best basis for the public sector to really operate port business withoutside capital / borrowed capital / debt capital, this is very important for the futuredevelopment of port business and IWW-business.
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Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Austrian portsFragebogen: Hindernisse/Einschränkungen bei PPP in HäfenCountry: Austria      Project Partner: Austrian ministry Respondent: Vera Hofbauer
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and
suggestions

A) Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for their
increased efficiency, related to:

Sehen Sie irgendwelche Hindernisse
bei der Einführung von PPP-Modellen
oder deren erhöhte Effizienz in Bezug
auf:

no
1. The entity who is the lessor orconcession grantor orcontractor for the operatingauthorization?die juristische Person alsVermieter/Verpächter bzw. alskontrahierende Behörde?

no *…..for all questions - see general remarks at the endof the questionnaire
2. Current legal setup of PPP in you portor country?den laufenden gesetzlichen Rahmenfür PPP in ihrem Hafen oder Land? no
3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country?verfügbare Arten bzw. Formen vonPPP in Ihrem Hafen/Land? no
4. Concession/lease fees types?Gebührenmodelle für die Konzessionoder Pacht? no
5. Amount of concession/lease fees?die Höhe der Konzession-/Pachtgebühr? no
6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsEinnahmen aus Konzession oderPacht?7. Any additional fees or taxes payableby the concessionaire/lessee duringthe duration of the concession, leaseor operating authorization contracts?zusätzliche Gebühren oder Steuernfür den Konzessionsinhaber / Pächterwährend der Laufzeit vonKonzession/Pacht?
no

8. Property rights that can be grantedby Grantor to concessionaire?Eigentumsrechte, die vomKonzessionsgeber an denKonzessionsinhaber gegeben werdenkönnen?
no

9. Ways of fees/rates determination?die Festlegung von Gebühren /Tarifen? no
10. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession, their distinction andtreatment?das Grundstück, die Anlagen und dasEquipment, die in der Konzessionenthalten sind, ihre Zuordnung undHandhabung?

no

11. Procedures and risk allocation incase of Force Majeure?die Abläufe und Risikoverteilung beihöherer Gewalt? no
12. Termination conditions andclauses? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsKonditionen und Klauseln beiBeendigung?13. Insurance issues?Versicherungsfragen? no
14. Minimum investments required?die Mindesthöhe bei Investitionen? no
15. Performance requirements?Leistungsanforderungen? no
16. Expropriation issues?Enteignungthemen/Angelegenheiten? no
17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses?Vertragsaufhebung oder Klauseln beivorzeitiger Kündigung ? no
18. Requirements for existing and/ornew personnel?Anforderungen an bestehendes oderneues Personal? no G
19. Port services agreements?Abkommen zu Hafenservices? no
20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire?die Rechtsform des Pächters oderKonzessionsinhabers? no
21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies in monitoring ofthe contract performance?die Rolle der Hafenbehörde oder no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsanderen öffentlicher Einrichtungenbei Kontrolle der Vertragserfüllung?22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation?Finanzierungsvereinbarungen oderFördermittel für die Errichtung,Modernisierung oder Sanierung vonInfrastruktur?
no

23. Participation (shareholding) ofcorporatized port authority in theconcessionaire’s company(operator)?Beteiligung der Hafenbehörde anUnternehmen desPächters/Operators?
no

24. Control of designs and designcontracts between the concessionaire(lessee/operator) and design bureaudoing the design for newinfrastructure assets?Richtlinien und Verträge zwischendem Pächter/Operator bezüglichPlanungsvorgaben für neueInfrastrukturanlagen ?
no

25. The functional requirements ofthe port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule, includingmilestones?Das Funktionsanforderungen desHafens und/oder Terminals, dieDesignvorschläge für Anlagen, dasAusbauprogramm und Zeitplan inkl.Milestones?
no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions26. Rights and responsibilities of theconcessionaire and concessiongrantor with respect to thecompletion of the constructionprogram?Rechte und Verpflichtungen desPächters und des Verpächtershinsichtlich der Erfüllung desInvestitionsprogramms?
no

27. Activities permitted to be carriedout in the concession area?zulässige Tätigkeiten imKonzessionsareal durchzuführen ?? no
28. Equal access to common areas inthe port?den neutralen Zugang zuAllgemeinflächen im Hafen no
29. Return of land, facilities andequipment after the concession/leaseperiod has expired?die Rücknahme von Grundstücken,Einrichtungen und Ausstattung nachAblauf der Konzessions- oderPachtdauer?

no
30. Concession/lease award options?die Zuschlags-/Vergabeoptionen vonKonzession oder Pacht? no
31. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals (forconcessions and leases)?die direkteVerhandlung/Übertragung undÜbernahmeangebote (für Konzessionund Pachtverträge) ?

no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions32. Operator’s experiencerequirements?Anforderungen an die Erfahrung desBetreibers? no
33. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenues fromcomparable services, minimumrequired equity, etc.)?Vorqualifikations-Kriterien(technisch und finanziell,Bonitätsprüfung?

no

34. Technical part of the proposal(during the bidding process)?technischen Teil des Angebots(während desAusschreibungsprozesses)?
no

35. Financial part of the proposal(during the bidding process)?finanzieller Teil des Angebots(während desAusschreibungsprozesses)?
no

36. Negotiations phase (followingthe technical and financial proposalphases)?die Verhandlungsphase (imAnschluss an die techn/finanzielle.Angebotsphase)?
no

37. Sealed vs. open bids?geschlossene bzw. offeneAusschreibungen? no
38. Transparency issues during thebids? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsTransparenzprobleme während derAusschreibung?39. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-binding alternativedispute resolution, etc.)?mögliche Optionen zur Konfliktlösung(gesetzlich, administrative,Schiedsgericht, unverbindlichealternative Konfliktresolutionen, ..)?
no

40. Information about possibilities ofestablishing PPPInformationen über Möglichkeitenzur Einführung von PPP? no
41. Distribution of risks associatedwith the preparation and operation ofthe PPP projectdie Risikoverteilung in Verbindungmit der Vorbereitung und demBetrieb von PPP Projekten?

no
42. Granted time for concessionduration?die zugesagte Laufzeit derPachtdauer? no

B) What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP scheme in
your country/port?

Ministry will make a feed back with Austrian ports(IGÖD) after having the results of project DAPhNE, ifthere are some recommendations coming up forfuture improvement of the processes, frameworks, …
C) What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion? Austrian systems seems to be best and works quitewell
D) Do you see any problems with full
or partial privatization processes, or
any other form of private involvement

no It depends on the owner (public body) how deepthey will go into the process
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions
in port development in your
port/country?

E) Do you see any other problems with
existing or planned PPP schemes in
your port/country? (Please list such
problems below and comment them) no
F) Do you see any problems with
access to EU development or
infrastructure funds, like European
Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI),
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) funds
or similar?

no No, actually both partners can apply for funding

General explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions for all the questionsAustrian law is a good basis for acting in PPP-processes; first: the public owner (state, federalstate, city, …) has to decide to put all the assets into a body governed by private law (GmbH),afterwards everything can be done, if you just respect the framework of transparency, non-discriminatory and all the other items of laws specially made for entities of public ownedbodies – this is a must fulfil these items, all other things can be done according to contracts, …business rules, ….In Austria public owned bodies have to respect “Bundesvergabegesetz” and relevant non-discriminatory regulations of EU (e.g. when selling a ground to publish it in advance orworking according to expert appraisals; Ennshafen has shown how to do it regarding thecontainer terminal tender process
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Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in portsFragebogen: Hindernisse/Einschränkungen bei PPP in HäfenCountry: Austria      Project Partner: Hafen Krems / provider    Respondent: GerhardGussmag
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and
suggestions

A) Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for their
increased efficiency, related to:

Sehen Sie irgendwelche Hindernisse
bei der Einführung von PPP-Modellen
oder deren erhöhte Effizienz in Bezug
auf:

no
1. The entity who is the lessor orconcession grantor orcontractor for the operatingauthorization?die juristische Person alsVermieter/Verpächter bzw. alskontrahierende Behörde?

no *…..for all questions - see general remarks at the endof the questionnaire
2. Current legal setup of PPP in you portor country?den laufenden gesetzlichen Rahmenfür PPP in ihrem Hafen oder Land? no
3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country?verfügbare Arten bzw. Formen vonPPP in Ihrem Hafen/Land? no
4. Concession/lease fees types?Gebührenmodelle für die Konzessionoder Pacht? no
5. Amount of concession/lease fees?die Höhe der Konzession-/Pachtgebühr? no
6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsEinnahmen aus Konzession oderPacht?7. Any additional fees or taxes payableby the concessionaire/lessee duringthe duration of the concession, leaseor operating authorization contracts?zusätzliche Gebühren oder Steuernfür den Konzessionsinhaber / Pächterwährend der Laufzeit vonKonzession/Pacht?
no

8. Property rights that can be grantedby Grantor to concessionaire?Eigentumsrechte, die vomKonzessionsgeber an denKonzessionsinhaber gegeben werdenkönnen?
no

9. Ways of fees/rates determination?die Festlegung von Gebühren /Tarifen? no
10. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession, their distinction andtreatment?das Grundstück, die Anlagen und dasEquipment, die in der Konzessionenthalten sind, ihre Zuordnung undHandhabung?

no

11. Procedures and risk allocation incase of Force Majeure?die Abläufe und Risikoverteilung beihöherer Gewalt? no
12. Termination conditions andclauses? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsKonditionen und Klauseln beiBeendigung?13. Insurance issues?Versicherungsfragen? no
14. Minimum investments required?die Mindesthöhe bei Investitionen? no
15. Performance requirements?Leistungsanforderungen? no
16. Expropriation issues?Enteignungthemen/Angelegenheiten? no
17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses?Vertragsaufhebung oder Klauseln beivorzeitiger Kündigung ? no
18. Requirements for existing and/ornew personnel?Anforderungen an bestehendes oderneues Personal? no
19. Port services agreements?Abkommen zu Hafenservices? no
20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire?die Rechtsform des Pächters oderKonzessionsinhabers? no
21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies in monitoring ofthe contract performance?die Rolle der Hafenbehörde oder no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsanderen öffentlicher Einrichtungenbei Kontrolle der Vertragserfüllung?22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation?Finanzierungsvereinbarungen oderFördermittel für die Errichtung,Modernisierung oder Sanierung vonInfrastruktur?
no

23. Participation (shareholding) ofcorporatized port authority in theconcessionaire’s company(operator)?Beteiligung der Hafenbehörde anUnternehmen desPächters/Operators?
no

24. Control of designs and designcontracts between the concessionaire(lessee/operator) and design bureaudoing the design for newinfrastructure assets?Richtlinien und Verträge zwischendem Pächter/Operator bezüglichPlanungsvorgaben für neueInfrastrukturanlagen ?
no

25. The functional requirements ofthe port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule, includingmilestones?Das Funktionsanforderungen desHafens und/oder Terminals, dieDesignvorschläge für Anlagen, dasAusbauprogramm und Zeitplan inkl.Milestones?
no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions26. Rights and responsibilities of theconcessionaire and concessiongrantor with respect to thecompletion of the constructionprogram?Rechte und Verpflichtungen desPächters und des Verpächtershinsichtlich der Erfüllung desInvestitionsprogramms?
no

27. Activities permitted to be carriedout in the concession area?zulässige Tätigkeiten imKonzessionsareal durchzuführen ?? no
28. Equal access to common areas inthe port?den neutralen Zugang zuAllgemeinflächen im Hafen no
29. Return of land, facilities andequipment after the concession/leaseperiod has expired?die Rücknahme von Grundstücken,Einrichtungen und Ausstattung nachAblauf der Konzessions- oderPachtdauer?

no
30. Concession/lease award options?die Zuschlags-/Vergabeoptionen vonKonzession oder Pacht? no
31. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals (forconcessions and leases)?die direkteVerhandlung/Übertragung undÜbernahmeangebote (für Konzessionund Pachtverträge) ?

no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions32. Operator’s experiencerequirements?Anforderungen an die Erfahrung desBetreibers? no
33. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenues fromcomparable services, minimumrequired equity, etc.)?Vorqualifikations-Kriterien(technisch und finanziell,Bonitätsprüfung?

no

34. Technical part of the proposal(during the bidding process)?technischen Teil des Angebots(während desAusschreibungsprozesses)?
no

35. Financial part of the proposal(during the bidding process)?finanzieller Teil des Angebots(während desAusschreibungsprozesses)?
no

36. Negotiations phase (followingthe technical and financial proposalphases)?die Verhandlungsphase (imAnschluss an die techn/finanzielle.Angebotsphase)?
no

37. Sealed vs. open bids?geschlossene bzw. offeneAusschreibungen? no
38. Transparency issues during thebids? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsTransparenzprobleme während derAusschreibung?39. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-binding alternativedispute resolution, etc.)?mögliche Optionen zur Konfliktlösung(gesetzlich, administrative,Schiedsgericht, unverbindlichealternative Konfliktresolutionen, ..)?
no

40. Information about possibilities ofestablishing PPPInformationen über Möglichkeitenzur Einführung von PPP? no
41. Distribution of risks associatedwith the preparation and operation ofthe PPP projectdie Risikoverteilung in Verbindungmit der Vorbereitung und demBetrieb von PPP Projekten?

no
42. Granted time for concessionduration?die zugesagte Laufzeit derPachtdauer? no

B) What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP scheme in
your country/port?

continue with the actual procedure between city ofKrems (as port owner and infrastructure owner) andRhenus; actually in negotiations for some precisionsabout the contracts which run until 2062
C) What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion?

long term renting and contracts, but no selling ofground of the infrastructure elements by the city(port owner) and combine this contracts with ownland of Rhenus
D) Do you see any problems with full
or partial privatization processes, or
any other form of private involvement

no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions
in port development in your
port/country?

E) Do you see any other problems with
existing or planned PPP schemes in
your port/country? (Please list such
problems below and comment them) no
F) Do you see any problems with
access to EU development or
infrastructure funds, like European
Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI),
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) funds
or similar?

no Good example in Krems; city (port) has investedcranes in the past and Rhenus pays usage fees(toolport-elements)

General explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions for all the questionsIn Austria entities work according to private law have been formed (but with public ownersof this legal entities); these legal entities can work on general legal framework of Austrianbusiness laws according to all options and regulations of business rules, making contracts,working according to balance sheet procedures, ….Monthly meetings between the partners (private and public) for good management of runningbusinessThese entities can make contracts with other entities of private law (privately owned) and arefree on constructing their contracts and make business according to good business practiceprinciples.in Austria there are no possibilities for really great tenders, more or less everything isdeveloped; procedures of tendering and contracting are practically to topic in Austria; the lastbigger project in this sense has been the tender of Ennshafen container terminal; Rhenus islooking for similar greater tender projects for developing business in eastern part, but needsclear procedures for possible tenders (like in Austria)
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Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Austrian portsFragebogen: Hindernisse/Einschränkungen bei PPP in HäfenCountry: Austria Project Partner: Port of Vienna Respondent: Lehr Friedrich
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and
suggestions

A) Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for their
increased efficiency, related to:

Sehen Sie irgendwelche Hindernisse
bei der Einführung von PPP-Modellen
oder deren erhöhte Effizienz in Bezug
auf:

no
1. The entity who is the lessor orconcession grantor orcontractor for the operatingauthorization?die juristische Person alsVermieter/Verpächter bzw. alskontrahierende Behörde?

no *…..for all questions - see general remarks at the endof the questionnaire
2. Current legal setup of PPP in you portor country?den laufenden gesetzlichen Rahmenfür PPP in ihrem Hafen oder Land? no
3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country?verfügbare Arten bzw. Formen vonPPP in Ihrem Hafen/Land? no
4. Concession/lease fees types?Gebührenmodelle für die Konzessionoder Pacht? no
5. Amount of concession/lease fees?die Höhe der Konzession-/Pachtgebühr? no
6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsEinnahmen aus Konzession oderPacht?7. Any additional fees or taxes payableby the concessionaire/lessee duringthe duration of the concession, leaseor operating authorization contracts?zusätzliche Gebühren oder Steuernfür den Konzessionsinhaber / Pächterwährend der Laufzeit vonKonzession/Pacht?
no

8. Property rights that can be grantedby Grantor to concessionaire?Eigentumsrechte, die vomKonzessionsgeber an denKonzessionsinhaber gegeben werdenkönnen?
no

9. Ways of fees/rates determination?die Festlegung von Gebühren /Tarifen? no
10. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession, their distinction andtreatment?das Grundstück, die Anlagen und dasEquipment, die in der Konzessionenthalten sind, ihre Zuordnung undHandhabung?

no

11. Procedures and risk allocation incase of Force Majeure?die Abläufe und Risikoverteilung beihöherer Gewalt? no
12. Termination conditions andclauses? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsKonditionen und Klauseln beiBeendigung?13. Insurance issues?Versicherungsfragen? no
14. Minimum investments required?die Mindesthöhe bei Investitionen? no
15. Performance requirements?Leistungsanforderungen? no
16. Expropriation issues?Enteignungthemen/Angelegenheiten? no
17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses?Vertragsaufhebung oder Klauseln beivorzeitiger Kündigung ? no
18. Requirements for existing and/ornew personnel?Anforderungen an bestehendes oderneues Personal? no G
19. Port services agreements?Abkommen zu Hafenservices? no
20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire?die Rechtsform des Pächters oderKonzessionsinhabers? no
21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies in monitoring ofthe contract performance?die Rolle der Hafenbehörde oder no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsanderen öffentlicher Einrichtungenbei Kontrolle der Vertragserfüllung?22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation?Finanzierungsvereinbarungen oderFördermittel für die Errichtung,Modernisierung oder Sanierung vonInfrastruktur?
no

23. Participation (shareholding) ofcorporatized port authority in theconcessionaire’s company(operator)?Beteiligung der Hafenbehörde anUnternehmen desPächters/Operators?
no

24. Control of designs and designcontracts between the concessionaire(lessee/operator) and design bureaudoing the design for newinfrastructure assets?Richtlinien und Verträge zwischendem Pächter/Operator bezüglichPlanungsvorgaben für neueInfrastrukturanlagen ?
no

25. The functional requirements ofthe port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule, includingmilestones?Das Funktionsanforderungen desHafens und/oder Terminals, dieDesignvorschläge für Anlagen, dasAusbauprogramm und Zeitplan inkl.Milestones?
no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions26. Rights and responsibilities of theconcessionaire and concessiongrantor with respect to thecompletion of the constructionprogram?Rechte und Verpflichtungen desPächters und des Verpächtershinsichtlich der Erfüllung desInvestitionsprogramms?
no

27. Activities permitted to be carriedout in the concession area?zulässige Tätigkeiten imKonzessionsareal durchzuführen ?? no
28. Equal access to common areas inthe port?den neutralen Zugang zuAllgemeinflächen im Hafen no
29. Return of land, facilities andequipment after the concession/leaseperiod has expired?die Rücknahme von Grundstücken,Einrichtungen und Ausstattung nachAblauf der Konzessions- oderPachtdauer?

no
30. Concession/lease award options?die Zuschlags-/Vergabeoptionen vonKonzession oder Pacht? no
31. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals (forconcessions and leases)?die direkteVerhandlung/Übertragung undÜbernahmeangebote (für Konzessionund Pachtverträge) ?

no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions32. Operator’s experiencerequirements?Anforderungen an die Erfahrung desBetreibers? no
33. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenues fromcomparable services, minimumrequired equity, etc.)?Vorqualifikations-Kriterien(technisch und finanziell,Bonitätsprüfung?

no

34. Technical part of the proposal(during the bidding process)?technischen Teil des Angebots(während desAusschreibungsprozesses)?
no

35. Financial part of the proposal(during the bidding process)?finanzieller Teil des Angebots(während desAusschreibungsprozesses)?
no

36. Negotiations phase (followingthe technical and financial proposalphases)?die Verhandlungsphase (imAnschluss an die techn/finanzielle.Angebotsphase)?
no

37. Sealed vs. open bids?geschlossene bzw. offeneAusschreibungen? no
38. Transparency issues during thebids? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsTransparenzprobleme während derAusschreibung?39. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-binding alternativedispute resolution, etc.)?mögliche Optionen zur Konfliktlösung(gesetzlich, administrative,Schiedsgericht, unverbindlichealternative Konfliktresolutionen, ..)?
no

40. Information about possibilities ofestablishing PPPInformationen über Möglichkeitenzur Einführung von PPP? no
41. Distribution of risks associatedwith the preparation and operation ofthe PPP projectdie Risikoverteilung in Verbindungmit der Vorbereitung und demBetrieb von PPP Projekten?

no
42. Granted time for concessionduration?die zugesagte Laufzeit derPachtdauer? no

B) What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP scheme in
your country/port?

entities according to private law (GmbH, AG),operating according to commercial basics with thepossibility to be part of business processes (supplierof general port services like cranes, …) – still done inAustria
C) What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion? long term renting and contracts, but no selling ofground
D) Do you see any problems with full
or partial privatization processes, or
any other form of private involvement

no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions
in port development in your
port/country?

E) Do you see any other problems with
existing or planned PPP schemes in
your port/country? (Please list such
problems below and comment them) no
F) Do you see any problems with
access to EU development or
infrastructure funds, like European
Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI),
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) funds
or similar?

no

General explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions for all the questionsIn Austria the structure in the ports has been erected years ago and works quite well; basicof this is that entities according to private law have been formed (but with public owners ofthis legal entities); these legal entities can work on general legal framework of Austrianbusiness laws according to all options and regulations of business rules, making contracts,working according to balance sheet procedures, ….These entities can make contracts with other entities of private law (privately owned) andare free on constructing their contracts and make business according to good businesspractice principles.Public owned entities (ports) in Austria have got a lot of internal regulations, bylaws, …. inorder to get the internal permission of the owners (supervisory board, …) for signingcontracts and have to fullfill the relevant general laws for public owned companies (e.g.Bundesvergabegesetz, EU-regulations for buying/selling assets (“pari passu”, ….) – thereforeno problem for PPP-processes, when you fullfill this frameworkRecommendation: port entities shall be free to make business (as entity) in ordinary client-supplierer-processes like other companies (which are private owned) – if you don’t workmarket based or market orientated you will not make business in today´s business world inAustriaDue to the more or less full “finally developed situation” in Austria there are no possibilitiesfor really great tenders (e.g. like Antwerp – developing hundreds of hectars of new free
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space and a lot of companies will settle there) – so the procedures of tendering andcontrating are practically to topic in Austria; the last bigger project in this sense has been thetender of Ennshafen container terminal (lease contract for 20 years) – it has shown thatthere are really no problems with PPP when fulfilling the whole legal framework of ordinarybusiness laws of Austria/EU (incl. all special regulations for public owned bodies); sincethere are no more “really great greenfield developments for ports” there is no relevanceabout obstacles for PPP right now in Austria
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Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Austrian portsFragebogen: Hindernisse/Einschränkungen bei PPP in HäfenCountry: Austria Project Partner: EHOÖ Respondent: Auer Werner
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and
suggestions

A) Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for their
increased efficiency, related to:

Sehen Sie irgendwelche Hindernisse
bei der Einführung von PPP-Modellen
oder deren erhöhte Effizienz in Bezug
auf: 1. The entity who is the lessor orconcession grantor orcontractor for the operatingauthorization?die juristische Person alsVermieter/Verpächter bzw. alskontrahierende Behörde?

no is a company of private law (GmbH“ – widepossibilities of private law
2. Current legal setup of PPP in you portor country?den laufenden gesetzlichen Rahmenfür PPP in ihrem Hafen oder Land? no possibilities of private law are wide; public lawelements have no problematic restrictions
3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country?verfügbare Arten bzw. Formen vonPPP in Ihrem Hafen/Land? no no special restrictions
4. Concession/lease fees types?Gebührenmodelle für die Konzessionoder Pacht? No no difference between PPP or not-PPP (marketcompetition will make the calibration)
5. Amount of concession/lease fees?die Höhe der Konzession-/Pachtgebühr? No no difference between PPP or not-PPP (marketcompetition will make the calibration)
6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease? No longterm business cases are in behind; payback timeof basic infrastructure investments are very long;some difficulties to manage quick changes
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsEinnahmen aus Konzession oderPacht?7. Any additional fees or taxes payableby the concessionaire/lessee duringthe duration of the concession, leaseor operating authorization contracts?zusätzliche Gebühren oder Steuernfür den Konzessionsinhaber / Pächterwährend der Laufzeit vonKonzession/Pacht?
No good and comprehensive contracts are necessary

8. Property rights that can be grantedby Grantor to concessionaire?Eigentumsrechte, die vomKonzessionsgeber an denKonzessionsinhaber gegeben werdenkönnen?
No Austrian law is quite open (Superädifikate,Baurechte)

9. Ways of fees/rates determination?die Festlegung von Gebühren /Tarifen? yes old and inflexible system (minimum transshipmentfigures – penalties) / should be made more market-orientated10. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession, their distinction andtreatment?das Grundstück, die Anlagen und dasEquipment, die in der Konzessionenthalten sind, ihre Zuordnung undHandhabung?
no good and comprehensive contracts are necessary

11. Procedures and risk allocation incase of Force Majeure?die Abläufe und Risikoverteilung beihöherer Gewalt? no will make no difference between PPP or not-PPP
12. Termination conditions andclauses? no good and comprehensive contracts are necessary
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsKonditionen und Klauseln beiBeendigung?13. Insurance issues?Versicherungsfragen? no no difference in insurance system / can be managedwith contracts14. Minimum investments required?die Mindesthöhe bei Investitionen? no no relevant item for PPP in our case
15. Performance requirements?Leistungsanforderungen? yes old and inflexible system / should be made moremarket-orientated (issue “minimum transhipmentamount per length of kai” - penalties)16. Expropriation issues?Enteignungthemen/Angelegenheiten? no no relevant item in our port
17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses?Vertragsaufhebung oder Klauseln beivorzeitiger Kündigung ? no good and comprehensive contracts are necessary
18. Requirements for existing and/ornew personnel?Anforderungen an bestehendes oderneues Personal? no no influence for PPP models in our caseclear law in Austria: AVRAG
19. Port services agreements?Abkommen zu Hafenservices? no non-discriminatory as principle in the systems
20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire?die Rechtsform des Pächters oderKonzessionsinhabers? no defined in contract / practically only a topic forbodies of public law („GmbH“)
21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies in monitoring ofthe contract performance?die Rolle der Hafenbehörde oder no non-discriminatory as principle in the systems
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsanderen öffentlicher Einrichtungenbei Kontrolle der Vertragserfüllung?22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation?Finanzierungsvereinbarungen oderFördermittel für die Errichtung,Modernisierung oder Sanierung vonInfrastruktur?
no regularly no problem, there are no (great)differences between public or private owner in therelevant systems

23. Participation (shareholding) ofcorporatized port authority in theconcessionaire’s company(operator)?Beteiligung der Hafenbehörde anUnternehmen desPächters/Operators?
no not relevant in our port, because we do not apply thisconstruction (general decision of owners)

24. Control of designs and designcontracts between the concessionaire(lessee/operator) and design bureaudoing the design for newinfrastructure assets?Richtlinien und Verträge zwischendem Pächter/Operator bezüglichPlanungsvorgaben für neueInfrastrukturanlagen ?
no clear items in the contracts / what must be checkedby the port and what is free for the operatorregularly technical standards which have to befulfilled (ÖNORM, ….)

25. The functional requirements ofthe port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule, includingmilestones?Das Funktionsanforderungen desHafens und/oder Terminals, dieDesignvorschläge für Anlagen, dasAusbauprogramm und Zeitplan inkl.Milestones?
no clear items in the contracts / what must be checkedby the port and what is free for the operatorregularly technical standards which have to befulfilled (ÖNORM, ….)
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions26. Rights and responsibilities of theconcessionaire and concessiongrantor with respect to thecompletion of the constructionprogram?Rechte und Verpflichtungen desPächters und des Verpächtershinsichtlich der Erfüllung desInvestitionsprogramms?
no clear items in the contracts / what must be checkedby the port and what is free for the operator

27. Activities permitted to be carriedout in the concession area?zulässige Tätigkeiten imKonzessionsareal durchzuführen ?? no clear items in the contracts
28. Equal access to common areas inthe port?den neutralen Zugang zuAllgemeinflächen im Hafen no no problem, has to be organized by the port
29. Return of land, facilities andequipment after the concession/leaseperiod has expired?die Rücknahme von Grundstücken,Einrichtungen und Ausstattung nachAblauf der Konzessions- oderPachtdauer?

no clear items must be fixed in the contract from thevery beginning
30. Concession/lease award options?die Zuschlags-/Vergabeoptionen vonKonzession oder Pacht? no either to make a tender (if more partners ainterested) or to make a b2b-contract (taylormade)
31. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals (forconcessions and leases)?die direkteVerhandlung/Übertragung undÜbernahmeangebote (für Konzessionund Pachtverträge) ?

no all activities fullfill the basic threshold of the PPP-schema or will be discussed with owners of the portin order to make taylormade contracts
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestions32. Operator’s experiencerequirements?Anforderungen an die Erfahrung desBetreibers? no pratically only experienced partners go into thecontractcs (rough due diligence of the partnersquality is done in the beginning)
33. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenues fromcomparable services, minimumrequired equity, etc.)?Vorqualifikations-Kriterien(technisch und finanziell,Bonitätsprüfung?

no
pratically only experienced partners go into thecontractcs (rough due diligence of the partnersquality is done in the beginning)if the partner is unknown for us then special bankguarantees are foreseen in the contract

34. Technical part of the proposal(during the bidding process)?technischen Teil des Angebots(während desAusschreibungsprozesses)?
no can be exactly described (but needs some effort if amore sophisticated topic is proceeded)

35. Financial part of the proposal(during the bidding process)?finanzieller Teil des Angebots(während desAusschreibungsprozesses)?
no can be exactly described (but needs some effort if amore sophisticated topic is proceeded)

36. Negotiations phase (followingthe technical and financial proposalphases)?die Verhandlungsphase (imAnschluss an die techn/finanzielle.Angebotsphase)?
no Ordinary business negotiations – no specificproblems for PPPbut: the process design must be fixed in advance !

37. Sealed vs. open bids?geschlossene bzw. offeneAusschreibungen? no it depends on the topic
38. Transparency issues during thebids? no the process design must be fixed in advance !
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionsTransparenzprobleme während derAusschreibung?39. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-binding alternativedispute resolution, etc.)?mögliche Optionen zur Konfliktlösung(gesetzlich, administrative,Schiedsgericht, unverbindlichealternative Konfliktresolutionen, ..)?
no general laws of business are available and theprocess design must be fixed in advance (andpublished)

40. Information about possibilities ofestablishing PPPInformationen über Möglichkeitenzur Einführung von PPP? no publishing process in newspapers, …. regularly therequirements are fixed in national laws
41. Distribution of risks associatedwith the preparation and operation ofthe PPP projectdie Risikoverteilung in Verbindungmit der Vorbereitung und demBetrieb von PPP Projekten?

no must be fixed in the contract at the beginning
42. Granted time for concessionduration?die zugesagte Laufzeit derPachtdauer? no regularly long time contracts (more than 5 years upto very long time runs)

B) What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP scheme in
your country/port? we run PPP processes since the beginning of the portbusiness and will go ahead with this strategy
C) What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion?

combination between land rent and transhipmentcontractbut: the public part must be careful about his “!own“ground in the core infrastructure regions” – neversell this ground, only renting contracts !Ennshafen has got very good experience in terms ofPPP since we processed a great tender regarding the
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and

suggestionscontainer terminal (greatest PP-project in portswithin the last years in Austria)
D) Do you see any problems with full
or partial privatization processes, or
any other form of private involvement
in port development in your
port/country?

no business processes have to be organized in openform, logistic lines must be free of access
E) Do you see any other problems with
existing or planned PPP schemes in
your port/country? (Please list such
problems below and comment them) no no problems actually known which cannot be solved
F) Do you see any problems with
access to EU development or
infrastructure funds, like European
Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI),
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) funds
or similar?

no PPP is sometimes a good way to get projects intothese systems
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Annex II – Questionnaires Slovakia

Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Slovak portsCountry: SlovakiaProject Partner: Public ports, jsc.Respondent: Ministry of transport and construction, PPP department
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions
A) Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for
their increased efficiency,
related to:1. The entity who is thelessor or concessiongrantor or contractor forthe operatingauthorization?

From the point of view of the existing PPP projects (PPP
project for the expressway R1 Nitra - Tekovské Nemce and
Banská Bystrica - the northern bypass and the PPP project
D4 Jarovce - Rača and the expressway R7 Prievoz - Holice)
SPV are created (special purpose vehicle), representing a
concessionaire, who subsequently establishes a
subcontractor for construction and a subcontractor for
operation.2. Current legal setup of PPP inyou port or country? Procedures for PPP projects are set by the
methodological documents of the Ministry of
Finance of the SR,
http://www.finance.gov.sk/Default.aspx?CatID=66763. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country? At present, two PPP projects are being implemented
by the DBFOM model (design, build, finance,
operate, maintain) and other models of PPP projects
are not excluded, which needs to be assessed
individually, considering the SR legislation.4. Concession/lease fees types? At present, 2 PPP projects are being implemented with
payments for availability5. Amount of concession/leasefees? For PPP R1, there is a payment for availability about
120 mil. EUR as BASE AVP and for the D4R7 PPP
project payment for availability of approx. 52 mil.
EUR as BASE AVP6. Revenues made fromconcession performance orlease? PPP R1 is allowed to lease part of the project road
traffic, with the proceeds from this lease being shared
between the concessionaire and the contracting
authority in a ratio of 50:50. With PPP D4R7 this is
not the case.7. Any additional fees or taxespayable by theconcessionaire/lessee duringthe duration of the concession, See answer 6
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestionslease or operatingauthorization contracts?8. Property rights that can begranted by Grantor toconcessionaire? The owner of motorways and express roads is

exclusively SR9. Ways of fees/ratesdetermination? See answer 4

10. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession, their distinctionand treatment?
The owner of motorways and express roads is
exclusively SR. The land under them is owned by
NDS (National highway company) or SR.11. Procedures and riskallocation in case of ForceMajeure? Article 29 of the PPP R1 and D4R7 Concession
Agreements

12. Termination conditionsand clauses? Article 37 and 38 of the PPP R1 and D4R7 Concession
Agreements13. Insurance issues? Article 34 of the PPP R1 and D4R7 Concession
Agreements14. Minimum investmentsrequired? X15. Performancerequirements? Annex no. 7 of the PPP R1 Concession Contract and
Annex no. 9 of PPP D4R7 Concession Agreement16. Expropriation issues? In accordance with the legislation of the Slovak
Republic.17. Contract suspension orearly termination clauses? See answer 12

18. Requirements for existingand/or new personnel? X19. Port services agreements? X20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire? X21. Role of the Port Authorityor other public bodies inmonitoring of the contractperformance?
The contracting authority and the Independent
oversight on a daily basis oversee compliance with the
concession contract and performance standards.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernizationor rehabilitation? X

23. Participation(shareholding) of corporatizedport authority in theconcessionaire’s company(operator)? X
24. Control of designs anddesign contracts between theconcessionaire(lessee/operator) and designbureau doing the design fornew infrastructure assets?

The contracting authority and the Independent
oversight on a daily basis oversee compliance with the
concession contract and performance standards.

25. The functionalrequirements of the portand/or terminal, the proposeddesign solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule,including milestones?
X

26. Rights and responsibilitiesof the concessionaire andconcession grantor withrespect to the completion ofthe construction program?
The rights and obligations of the concessionaire are
defined in the relevant concession agreements

27. Activities permitted to becarried out in the concessionarea? The subject of public procurement to the
concessionaire resulting in the final concession
contract and the regulated activity28. Equal access to commonareas in the port? Yes

29. Return of land, facilitiesand equipment after theconcession/lease period hasexpired? Annex no. 15 to the Concession Agreement R1 and
Annex no. 17 to the D4R7 Concession Agreement

30. Concession/lease awardoptions? X
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions31. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals(forconcessions and leases)? X

32. Operator’s experiencerequirements? The subject of public procurement to the
concessionaire, Annex no. 7 of the PPP R1
Concession Contract and Annex no. 9 of PPP D4R7
Concession Agreement33. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenuesfrom comparable services,minimum required equity,etc.)?
The subject of public procurement to theconcessionaire

34. Technical part of theproposal (during the biddingprocess)? The subject of public procurement to theconcessionaire
35. Financial part of theproposal (during the biddingprocess)? The subject of public procurement to theconcessionaire
36. Negotiations phase(following the technical andfinancial proposal phases)? The subject of public procurement to theconcessionaire
37. Sealed vs. open bids? The subject of public procurement to theconcessionaire38. Transparency issuesduring the bids? X39. Available disputesettlement options (judicial,administrative, arbitration,non-binding alternativedispute resolution, etc.)? Article 56 of the Concession Agreement R1 and D4R7

40. Information aboutpossibilities of establishingPPP See answer 2

41. Distribution of risksassociated with thepreparation and operation ofthe PPP project The subject of public procurement to the
concessionaire, by type of concession
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions42. Granted time forconcession duration? For the PPP project R1 and D4R7, a 30-year

concession deadline is set to begin in the month
following the first legal authorization for early use, in
case that the conditions in the concession contract are
met.

B) What would you do in order
to make the best possible PPP
scheme in your country/port?

X
C) What is the best concession
type, according to your opinion?

Selecting the concession type depends on the
particular project

D) Do you see any problems
with full or partial privatization
processes, or any other form of
private involvement in port
development in your
port/country?

X
E) Do you see any other
problems with existing or
planned PPP schemes in your
port/country? (Please list such
problems below and comment
them)

X
F) Do you see any problems with
access to EU development or
infrastructure funds, like
European Fund for Strategic
Investments (EFSI), Connecting
Europe Facility (CEF) funds or
similar?

X
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Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Slovak portsCountry: Slovakia Project Partner: Public ports, jsc. Respondent: Public ports, jsc.
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions
A) Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for
their increased efficiency, related
to: 1. The entity who is thelessor or concessiongrantor or contractor forthe operatingauthorization?

Yes

Founder of Public Ports, jsc. is the State and the Ministry isacting on its behalf. Priority investment assets include landand facilities (and infrastructure) in public ports borderedby the territorial districts of ports approved by theMinistry. The company is entitled to conclude theconcession contract only with the approving by theGovernment of the Slovak Republic if the value of theconcession in the concession contract is equal to orexceeds 5 mil. €. The company may not transfer theconcession property to the ownership of other persons.Company Public ports, jsc. own land at the port whilst portinfrastructure and facilities are owned by the privatecompany Slovenská plavba a prístavy. In the case of aconcession, it is not possible to modernize theInfrastructure and facilities to which the Public Ports, jsc.does not have ownership.2. Current legal setup of PPP in youport or country? No
Public ports, jsc may leave the concessionaire the right touse the Company's Priority investment assets during theconcession period specified in the concession contract,under the terms agreed in the concession agreement andin accordance with Act 338/2000 or another applicablelaw.3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country?

Yes
 Lack of funding opportunities through PPP projects.
 Weak awareness of PPP.Types of concessions in Slovakia:
 PPP on demand basis
 PPP based on availability
 Joint venture4. Concession/lease fees types? No5. Amount of concession/leasefees? No6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease? Yes Collecting of payments for the use of public ports is in the§ 5 par. 15 of the Inland Shipping Act entrusted to Publicports, jsc., with the revenue from the reimbursement beingits income. Consequently, the concessionaire would not beable to charge such payments to the users of public ports.7. Any additional fees or taxespayable by theconcessionaire/lessee during theduration of the concession, lease No
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestionsor operating authorizationcontracts?8. Property rights that can begranted by Grantor toconcessionaire? Yes Company Public ports, jsc. may not transfer the concessionproperty to the ownership of other persons.9. Ways of fees/ratesdetermination? No10. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession, their distinction andtreatment? No

11. Procedures and riskallocation in case of ForceMajeure? No
12. Termination conditions andclauses? No As with all other beneficiaries, Ministry is obliged toensure that the investment in the infrastructure ismaintained within five years of the end of the investment.The rights to land and the facilities concerned must belegally and materially protected for the time being.13. Insurance issues? No14. Minimum investmentsrequired? No15. Performance requirements? No16. Expropriation issues?

Yes

If the proposer does not own or have any other right to theland, it is possible in by the § 38 of the Building Actto issue a territorial decision on the location of the buildingwithout the consent of the owner, only if it is possible toexpropriate the land for the proposed purpose.Expropriation can only take place
(a) to the necessary extent,
(b) in the public interest for the purpose laid down by

law, and the public interest in expropriation must be
demonstrated in the expropriation proceedings,

(c) for adequate compensation, and
(d) where the purpose of the expropriation can not be

achieved by agreement or otherwise.At present, the Public Ports, jsc. does not have anyownership rights to infrastructure and facilities in port. Inthe case of expropriation, this infrastructure and facilitieswould have to be expropriated for adequate
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestionscompensation, while the company have no financialresources. The question of expropriation would also haveto be addressed at the political level first.17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses? No18. Requirements for existingand/or new personnel? No19. Port services agreements? No20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire?

No

The basic legal framework for the provision of guaranteesthat may occur during the implementation of PPP projectsis the Commission Notice on the application of Articles 87and 88 of the EC Treaty to State aid in the form ofguarantees. In its most common form, the guarantees areassociated with a loan or other financial obligation, whichis determined by a specific contract between the debtorand the creditor. Guarantees can be provided as individualguarantees or guarantees under guarantee schemes.The Commission also sees better credit conditions as aidin the form of a guarantee for companies whose legal formexcludes insolvency proceedings or other insolvencyprocedures, or when a state guarantee or a cover for lossesis provided by the State.21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies inmonitoring of the contractperformance? No
22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation? Yes

Grant is not a legal claim - the investor basically comes toa certain risk that the public entity will not eventuallyacquire Grant, it is common for a private investor torequire the public entity to provide the necessarycontractual guarantee that if the Grant is not granted, thepublic entity must to secure the gap from other sources.23. Participation (shareholding)of corporatized port authority inthe concessionaire’s company(operator)? No
24. Control of designs anddesign contracts between theconcessionaire (lessee/operator)and design bureau doing thedesign for new infrastructureassets?

No
25. The functional requirementsof the port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for any No
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestionsconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule,including milestones?26. Rights and responsibilities ofthe concessionaire andconcession grantor with respectto the completion of theconstruction program? No

27. Activities permitted to becarried out in the concessionarea? Priority Property is not subject to enforcement, execution,is not part of the bankruptcy estate or subject toliquidation. If a joint venture has been declared bankrupt,the priority property is transferred to the Public ports, jsc.for the compensation specified in the concession contract,at the most at the price determined by the expert'sopinion, on the effective date of the bankruptcy decision.28. Equal access to commonareas in the port? No29. Return of land, facilities andequipment after theconcession/lease period hasexpired? Yes
If a beneficiary Public ports, jsc. will built up a newinfrastructure (facility) from sources of Grant, it will benecessary to assess by Ministry of transport andconstruction of Slovak republic whether suchinfrastructure will be Priority investment property.Otherwise, i.e., if the new infrastructure will not be Priorityinvestment property, and will be built by Public ports, jscfrom Grant funds, the acquisition of such infrastructure byPublic ports, jsc will need to be assessed in the sense ofState aid rules.30. Concession/lease awardoptions? No31. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals (forconcessions and leases)? No

32. Operator’s experiencerequirements? No33. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenuesfrom comparable services,minimum required equity, etc.)? No
34. Technical part of theproposal (during the biddingprocess)? No
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions35. Financial part of theproposal (during the biddingprocess)? No

36. Negotiations phase(following the technical andfinancial proposal phases)? No
37. Sealed vs. open bids? No38. Transparency issues duringthe bids? No39. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-bindingalternative dispute resolution,etc.)? No
40. Information aboutpossibilities of establishing PPP Yes Few available and up-to-date information on PPPimplementation options.41. Distribution of risksassociated with the preparationand operation of the PPP project No
42. Granted time for concessionduration? Yes In the case of a PPP project through EU resources, it isnecessary to bring together the sustainability of theproject along with the duration of the concession.

B) What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP
scheme in your country/port?

C) What is the best concession
type, according to your opinion? Concession
D) Do you see any problems with
full or partial privatization
processes, or any other form of
private involvement in port
development in your
port/country?

No
E) Do you see any other problems
with existing or planned PPP
schemes in your port/country?
(Please list such problems below
and comment them)

Yes
Existing long-term lease agreements for land owned byPublic Ports, jsc. which are currently agreed with thirdparties, are an obstacle to using the Grant in theprogramming period.If these lands will be subject of the modernization, Publicports, jsc. as the beneficiary will have to demonstrate to
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestionsthe Ministry of the transport and construction of theSlovak republic the ownership rights for the purposes ofthe Grant application.

F) Do you see any problems with
access to EU development or
infrastructure funds, like
European Fund for Strategic
Investments (EFSI), Connecting
Europe Facility (CEF) funds or
similar?

The Grant calls by the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) donot allow Public Ports, a.s. submit a grant application forthe planned projects. Challenges must be developed basedon Member States' needs.
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Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Slovak portsCountry: Slovakia Project Partner: VPAS Respondent: Ministry of Finance
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions
A) Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for
their increased efficiency, related
to: 1. The entity who is thelessor or concessiongrantor or contractor forthe operatingauthorization? No

Depending on the nature of the concession grantor, theremight be specific requirements within the adoptionprocess of the concession:- ESA2010 public sector entities, with the exception oflocal government, are required to submit concessioncontracts (PPPs) with a value exceeding approx. 5 millioneuros for Government approval.-local government concessions/PPPs are subject toevaluation by the Ministry of Finance. Local governmentsare allowed to close concession contracts/PPPs only if thelocal government’s public debt limit is not exceeded dueto the project at question.2. Current legal setup of PPP in youport or country?

No

As PPP projects are rather large projects and havesignificant impact on public budget, in addition toregulation of PPP projects preparation Ministry of Financehas the role to assist public authorities in preparation ofPPP projects according to the best market practice.The PPP framework sets out several milestones in the PPPapproval process and specifies the requirements imposedon the project’s feasibility study. This methodology hasbeen adopted using government resolutions, and isbinding for institutions of the central governmentThere is room for improvement both to the form and thecontent of the PPP framework in force. The possibility ofadopting a dedicated PPP legislation (i.e. Act on PPPs)might be investigated further.The overwhelming majority of PPPs are procured asconcessions under the Slovak public procurement law. Thescope of activities concessionaires are permitted to carryout on state property during the concession is limited bythe provision of the Act on State Property.3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country?
No

There are no sectoral restrictions for PPP projects.However, there are certain conditions that need to be metso that the project is considered PPP in the first place and,if it is a PPP project, it can proceed only if delivery usingPPP yields higher Value for Money. The legal frameworkallows both user-pay and availability-payment basedPPPs.Definition of PPP:•a private partner will provide public infrastructure,public services or use public assets during the lifetime ofthe contract
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions•a private partner provides the design, construction,financing and operation of the infrastructure, in return forreceiving either a stream of payments from thegovernment or user charges levied directly on the endusers, or both•PPP are long-term, often up to 25 or even 30 years.•Both the private partner and the public sector shares outthe individual risks linked to the construction andoperation of the infrastructure. This is done on the basisthat the risk is handled by whichever side is best able tomanage the risk.4. Concession/lease fees types? No5. Amount of concession/leasefees? No6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease? No7. Any additional fees or taxespayable by theconcessionaire/lessee during theduration of the concession, leaseor operating authorizationcontracts?

No
8. Property rights that can begranted by Grantor toconcessionaire? No

Grantors may give property rights to the concessionaireduring the concession period, although this approach isuncommon. Most grantors prefer to remain owners of theinfrastructure throughout the concession, otherwise theywouldn’t be able to prevent the granting of liens by theconcessionaire over this property, even if this is notpermitted under the State Property Act.9. Ways of fees/ratesdetermination? No10. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession, their distinction andtreatment? No
11. Procedures and riskallocation in case of ForceMajeure? No

In general, no party shall be entitled to bring a claim for abreach of obligations under PPP contract by the otherparty to the extent that a Force Majeure Event occurs (TheParties shall be relieved from the liability for partial orcomplete non-performance of their obligations hereunderif such non-performance is caused by Force Majeure)12. Termination conditions andclauses? No
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions13. Insurance issues? No In general, concessionaire shall take out and maintain orprocure to take out and maintain the insurances and shallprovide the proposed terms of the insurances to the publicauthority.14. Minimum investmentsrequired?

No

Within the regulative function, the Ministry of Finance (incooperation with the Slovak Statistical Office) issuesstatements on the drafts of PPP contracts. In thesestatements Ministry evaluates impacts of PPP contracts onthe debt of public sector and secures correct recording ofthese impacts on the public sector deficit and debt incompliance with the ESA 2010 methodology. Within theorganizational structure of the Ministry of Finance, thesecompetencies are performed by the Section of BudgetaryPolicy and the Section of State Accounts Reporting.Moreover, The Ministry of Finance is obligated to prepareand publish assessment of the investment project fundedfrom public sources of the general government with costsabove EUR 40 mil., or above EUR 10 mil. in IT – thesecompetences are performed by the Value for Money unit.15. Performance requirements? No16. Expropriation issues? No17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses? No18. Requirements for existingand/or new personnel? No19. Port services agreements? No20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire? No21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies inmonitoring of the contractperformance? No
22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation? No While this has not yet led to difficulties for PPPs, the Stateis allowed to issue debt guarantees to a very limited extentonly. The volume of new debt guarantees issued in a fiscalyear must not exceed the volume of state-guaranteed debtredeemed in the same fiscal year.23. Participation (shareholding)of corporatized port authority inthe concessionaire’s company(operator)? No
24. Control of designs anddesign contracts between the /
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestionsconcessionaire (lessee/operator)and design bureau doing thedesign for new infrastructureassets?25. The functional requirementsof the port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule,including milestones? /

26. Rights and responsibilities ofthe concessionaire andconcession grantor with respectto the completion of theconstruction program? No
27. Activities permitted to becarried out in the concessionarea? No
28. Equal access to commonareas in the port? No29. Return of land, facilities andequipment after theconcession/lease period hasexpired? No
30. Concession/lease awardoptions? No31. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals(forconcessions and leases)? Yes Slovak regulation doesn’t allow unsolicited PPP proposals.
32. Operator’s experiencerequirements? No33. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenuesfrom comparable services,minimum required equity, etc.)? No
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions34. Technical part of theproposal (during the biddingprocess)? No Competitive dialogue appears to deliver its best results onissues such as fostering innovation and facilitating aconstructive dialogue between the contracting authorityand the bidders.35. Financial part of theproposal (during the biddingprocess)? No Competitive dialogue appears to deliver its best results onissues such as fostering innovation and facilitating aconstructive dialogue between the contracting authorityand the bidders.36. Negotiations phase(following the technical andfinancial proposal phases)? No Competitive dialogue is intended to provide aprocurement method which is both transparent andsufficiently flexible to fit complex projects like PPPs.37. Sealed vs. open bids? No38. Transparency issues duringthe bids? No Public procurement for each contract above a certainvalue (case of PPP and concessions) is transparentlyadministrate on the website of the Public ProcurementOffice (Detail of the contract, Documents of the contract,Contract notices)39. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-bindingalternative dispute resolution,etc.)? No

Dispute resolution is fully within the competence of thepublic authority and concessionaire. It depends on whatthe parties agree on (e.g. Dispute shall initially be referredto the Independent Engineer, third party, Arbitration orSlovak courts shall have jurisdiction to render a finaldecision).40. Information aboutpossibilities of establishing PPP No As PPP projects are rather large projects and havesignificant impact on public budget, in addition toregulation of PPP projects preparation Ministry of Financehas the role to assist public authorities in preparation ofPPP projects according to the best market practice.41. Distribution of risksassociated with the preparationand operation of the PPP project No
Sharing of construction and operation risks between theprivate and public partner and a long contractual periodare essential features of PPP.In practice, grantors are expected to design PPP contractsin which gross fixed capital formation will not be recordedon the balance sheet of the public sector during theconcession period. This has an impact on the way risk isdistributed among the grantor and the concessionaire.42. Granted time for concessionduration? No PPP projects are long-term contractual relations, often upto 25 or even 30 years.

B) What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP
scheme in your country/port? /

There is room for improvement both to the form and thecontent of the PPP framework in force. E.g. the possibilityof adopting a dedicated PPP legislation. Moreover, the PPPlandscape could also benefit from introducing a positivePPP test covering all major public investment project. Thismeasure would help identify projects where the PPPapproach would yield significant benefits.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions

C) What is the best concession
type, according to your opinion? /

The most basic and essential condition in order toimplement any investment through PPP is that it shouldprovide increased effectiveness for the public sector whencompared to standard public procurement, this concept isknown as ‘value for money’. It is not possible to identify a‘best’ concession type.
D) Do you see any problems with
full or partial privatization
processes, or any other form of
private involvement in port
development in your
port/country?

/ /
E) Do you see any other problems
with existing or planned PPP
schemes in your port/country?
(Please list such problems below
and comment them)

/ /
F) Do you see any problems with
access to EU development or
infrastructure funds, like
European Fund for Strategic
Investments (EFSI), Connecting
Europe Facility (CEF) funds or
similar?

No
Slovakia is a shareholder of the EIB and is fully eligible forEFSI support investments (however, individual projectsmust comply with EFSI Regulation). Moreover, all regions(except Bratislava) may apply for a Cohesion Fundcontribution. With regard to the CEF, the resourcesallocated to the Slovakia can only be used to finance theexpenditure related to the construction of the core TEN-Tnetwork (CEF is a key EU funding instrument, and thusproject must comply with the European CommissionRegulation).
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Annex III – Questionnaires Hungary

Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Hungarian portsCountry: Hungary Project Partner: HFIP Respondent: HFIP
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and
suggestions

Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for
their increased efficiency, related
to:1. The entity who is the lessor orconcession grantor or contractorfor the operating authorization? Yes/No

In most of the Hungarian ports, any PPP system isirrelevant as they are owned and also operated by privateentities.The Freeport of Budapest is already managed in aconcession structure, where the Freeport of BudapestLogistics has a 75-year concession contract with the assetmanager state-owned company for the management anddevelopment of the Freeport.2. Current legal setup of PPP in youport or country?
Yes

There is no specific Hungarian regulation regardingpublic-private partnerships for port investment projects.Furthermore, there is no other uniform regulationregarding public-private partnerships for investmentprojects in general. The applicable rules are placed inseveral legal acts and can be deducted from theprovisions of the act on public procurement, act on publicfinances, laws for concession, and the civil code.Determination of the conditions of such investments shallbe set by the government on a case by case basis.3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country? Yes There is no such available form.4. Concession/lease fees types? No Concession agreement is already existing in the Freeportof Budapest5. Amount of concession/leasefees? No It is not likely to be an obstacle. The contract with aprivate entity to manage/ operate a state-owned portshall be made followed by a transparent, openprocurement call6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease? No7. Any additional fees or taxespayable by theconcessionaire/lessee during theduration of the concession, lease oroperating authorization contracts? No
8. Property rights that can begranted by Grantor toconcessionaire? No It is a key issue but can be handled by means of a welldetailed contract and shall not be an obstacle.9. Ways of fees/ratesdetermination? No10. The treatment or distinctionbetween moveable versusimmoveable property? No See 8.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions11. Procedures and risk allocationin case of Force Majeure? No See 8.12. Termination conditions andclauses? No See 8.13. Insurance issues? No See 8.14. Minimum investmentsrequired? Yes
This requirement is one of the main aspect of suchconcession contracts but it not easy to set the right level(the expected volume of investment)An important aspect of the requirement: only owncontribution take into account or gained public subsidiesas well?15. Performance requirements? No16. Expropriation issues? Yes If expropriation occurs, it can be taken as a potentialobstacle.17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses? No18. Requirements for existingand/or new personnel? Yes There is no requirement related to the personnel but it isdesirable to have expectations in this regard.Nevertheless, the training system should be tailored alsoto meet such expectations.19. Port services agreements? No20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire? No21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies in monitoringof the contract performance? Yes The definition of “port authority’ has to be clarified first,since officially the only port authority in Hungary is in theMinistry of National Development. Presently, public body,really monitoring the contracts performance does notexist..22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation? No Depends on the provisions of the contract.

23. Participation (shareholding) ofcorporatized port authority in theconcessionaire’s company(operator)? Yes There is no example for that in Hungary.
24. Control of designs and designcontracts between theconcessionaire (lessee/operator)and design bureau doing the designfor new infrastructure assets? No
25. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession? No Depends on the provisions of the contract.26. The functional requirements ofthe port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule,including milestones?

No
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions27. Rights and responsibilities ofthe concessionaire and concessiongrantor with respect to thecompletion of the constructionprogram? No Depends on the provisions of the contract.
28. Activities permitted to becarried out in the concession area? No Depends on the provisions of the contract.29. Equal access to common areasin the port? No30. Return of land, facilities andequipment after theconcession/lease period hasexpired? No Depends on the provisions of the contract.
31. Concession/lease awardoptions? No32. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals (forconcessions and leases)? No33. Operator’s experiencerequirements? No This requirement is also desirable.34. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenues fromcomparable services, minimumrequired equity, etc.)? No These requirements are  also desirable.
35. Technical part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? No36. Financial part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? No37. Negotiations phase (followingthe technical and financial proposalphases)? No38. Sealed vs. open bids? No39. Transparency issues during thebids? No40. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-binding alternativedispute resolution, etc.)? No

(add more if necessary)
What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP
scheme in your country/port?

Provide legal background for PPP systems.- harmonization with related legislation where
necessary (who is the port authority,
responsibilities, technical and professional
requirements of the partners, etc)(add more if necessary)(add more if necessary)
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions
What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion? There is one existing example only: concession contract.
Do you see any problems with full
or partial privatization processes,
or any other form of private
involvement in port development
in your port/country?

No, it depends on the strategy of the national assetmanagement
Do you see any other problems
with existing or planned PPP
schemes in your port/country?
(Please list such problems below
and comment them)(add more if necessary)(add more if necessary)(add more if necessary)(add more if necessary)
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Annex IV – Questionnaires Croatia

Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Croatian portsCountry: Croatia Project Partner: PAV Respondent: PAV
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and
suggestions

Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for
their increased efficiency, related
to:1. The entity who is the lessor orconcession grantor or contractorfor the operating authorization? N

2. Current legal setup of PPP in youport or country? Y Concession granting rules should be more flexible, InlandNavigation and Inland Ports Law should give moreopportunities for concessions on demand…3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country? N Concessions for works and services4. Concession/lease fees types? Y Concession fees types should be more specified5. Amount of concession/leasefees? Y Necessary to divide supply with groceries from fuelsupply…6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease? N7. Any additional fees or taxespayable by theconcessionaire/lessee during theduration of the concession, lease oroperating authorization contracts?
N

8. Property rights that can begranted by Grantor toconcessionaire? Y All port land (within public ports) should be owned bythe State9. Ways of fees/ratesdetermination? Y See 5.10. The treatment or distinctionbetween moveable versusimmoveable property? N
11. Procedures and risk allocationin case of Force Majeure? N12. Termination conditions andclauses? N13. Insurance issues? N14. Minimum investmentsrequired? Y Minimum investments are not a pre-condition forconcession contract gaining. Investments should beelaborated more detailed in the operator’s business plan.In practice, most of the times investment plans are notbeing realized to the full, and it does not affect onconcession contract due to economic situation/economicsurroundings.15. Performance requirements? N
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions16. Expropriation issues? Y Length of the process is the main issue together with thefinancial issues (State should ensure money for theexpropriation in advance)17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses? N18. Requirements for existingand/or new personnel? N19. Port services agreements? Y No long-term agreements between port operator andusers.20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire? N21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies in monitoringof the contract performance? N
22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation?

Y See 14.
23. Participation (shareholding) ofcorporatized port authority in theconcessionaire’s company(operator)?

N
24. Control of designs and designcontracts between theconcessionaire (lessee/operator)and design bureau doing the designfor new infrastructure assets?

N
25. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession? Y Different land owners, frequent problems with privateowned land, old facilities26. The functional requirements ofthe port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule,including milestones?

N
27. Rights and responsibilities ofthe concessionaire and concessiongrantor with respect to thecompletion of the constructionprogram?

N
28. Activities permitted to becarried out in the concession area? N29. Equal access to common areasin the port? N30. Return of land, facilities andequipment after theconcession/lease period hasexpired? Y Sometimes contracts for the land use between privateowners last longer than concession contracts.31. Concession/lease awardoptions? N
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions32. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals(forconcessions and leases)? N
33. Operator’s experiencerequirements? N34. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenues fromcomparable services, minimumrequired equity, etc.)?

N
35. Technical part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? N36. Financial part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? N37. Negotiations phase (followingthe technical and financial proposalphases)? N
38. Sealed vs. open bids? N39. Transparency issues during thebids? N40. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-binding alternativedispute resolution, etc.)?

N
41. Granted time for concessionduration? Y Concession for public works where concession is grantedfor construction of port facilities, according to the public-private partnership model – up to 30 years, and withconsent of the Government of the Republic of Croatia upto 50 years (Law on Inland Navigation and Inland Ports).Maximum length of the PPP contract is 40 yearsaccording to Law on PPP, but by the special law length ofthe contract can be longer.

What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP
scheme in your country/port?

 All port land should be owned by the State;
 Quality infrastructure should be built;
 Contract changes should be more flexible;
 Special law should foresee concessions ondemand

What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion?
Do you see any problems with full
or partial privatization processes,
or any other form of private
involvement in port development
in your port/country?

Y
 During past privatization processes some of theport land become privately owned;
 All land in public port should be State owned toenable concession granting processes to be moreefficient

Do you see any other problems
with existing or planned PPP
schemes in your port/country? Y  Missing of development plans from the Statelevel (Mid-term Development Plan outdated from2016);

 No updated master plans, feasibility study etc.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions
(Please list such problems below
and comment them)

 Railway – electrification project ongoing throughport – port area decreased for 5,5 ha
Do you see any problems with
access to EU development of
infrastructure funds, like
European Fund for Strategic
Investments (EFSI), Connecting
Europe Facility (CEF) funds or
similar?

N
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Annex V – Questionnaires Serbia

Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Serbian portsCountry: Serbia Project Partner: PGA Respondent: PGA
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and
suggestions

Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for
their increased efficiency, related
to:1. The entity who is the lessor orconcession grantor or contractorfor the operating authorization? No PGA is responsible for preparation of concession/tenderdocumentation, but the Government is approving andsigning the final agreement.2. Current legal setup of PPP in youport or country? No There is still no experience with port concessions. Intheory legal set up is good, but first implementedconcession will show if there is anything to improve or tochange.3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country? No Concession for port services and Concession for workswith the right for commercial exploitation of constructedinfrastructure/superstructure4. Concession/lease fees types? Yes/No Concessionaire pays fixed and variable part of theconcession fee5. Amount of concession/leasefees? No Determined for each concession separately, in line withthe applied methodology.6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease? No7. Any additional fees or taxespayable by theconcessionaire/lessee during theduration of the concession, lease oroperating authorization contracts? Yes

According to the Law on navigation and ports on inlandwaters, on top of the fixed part of concession fee which hepays to the Government (budget), concessionaire shouldpay fee for the use of port to the PGA. Unless fixed part ofconcession fee contains this fee, this could be consideredas double cost.8. Property rights that can begranted by Grantor toconcessionaire? No9. Ways of fees/ratesdetermination? No10. The treatment or distinctionbetween moveable versusimmoveable property? No11. Procedures and risk allocationin case of Force Majeure? No12. Termination conditions andclauses? No13. Insurance issues? No14. Minimum investmentsrequired? No Depending on the scope of the project15. Performance requirements? No16. Expropriation issues? No At the moment of the tender launching, land must beowned by the Republic of Serbia (public property),
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestionsmeaning that expropriation issues must be solved priorto the initiation of the  Concession procedure.17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses? No18. Requirements for existingand/or new personnel? Yes/No Depends on the form of PPP.19. Port services agreements? No20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire? No21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies in monitoringof the contract performance? No
PGA has a role in preparation of concessiondocumentations and tendering procedures. Consultancyservices can be outsourced in the phase of thepreparation of concession, but PGA needs additionalhuman resources and capacity building for the follow upof the contract performance. PGA has a monitoring role inport operations (under lease, concession or any otherPPP) through periodical reports containing physicalperformance indicators and financial indicators.22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation? No

23. Participation (shareholding) ofcorporatized port authority in theconcessionaire’s company(operator)? Yes/No Not applicable, PGA is in the form of the GovernmentAgency (regulatory body)24. Control of designs and designcontracts between theconcessionaire (lessee/operator)and design bureau doing the designfor new infrastructure assets? No
25. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession? No26. The functional requirements ofthe port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule,including milestones?

No
27. Rights and responsibilities ofthe concessionaire and concessiongrantor with respect to thecompletion of the constructionprogram? No
28. Activities permitted to becarried out in the concession area? No29. Equal access to common areasin the port? No30. Return of land, facilities andequipment after the No After the expiration of the concession period, land andfacilities are the property of the Republic of Serbia
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestionsconcession/lease period hasexpired?31. Concession/lease awardoptions? No32. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals(forconcessions and leases)? No33. Operator’s experiencerequirements? No Set by the tendering documentation. Depending on thescope of the project, the requirements are set for thetonnage throughput and financial credibility of thecompany in previous years, as well as for minimum oftechnical capabilities.34. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenues fromcomparable services, minimumrequired equity, etc.)? No Same as with q33
35. Technical part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? No36. Financial part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? No37. Negotiations phase (followingthe technical and financial proposalphases)? No38. Sealed vs. open bids? No39. Transparency issues during thebids? No40. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-binding alternativedispute resolution, etc.)? No

(add more if necessary)
What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP
scheme in your country/port?

/(add more if necessary)(add more if necessary)
What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion? /
Do you see any problems with full
or partial privatization processes,
or any other form of private
involvement in port development
in your port/country? Yes

Until the adoption of the Law on navigation and ports oninland waters (2010), privatization of ports was doneimproperly, without the reform of the port sector. Notonly that port companies are sold together with the rightto use the land, but also with port infrastructure. Thus noland lease/concessions are possible in these ports.Fortunately, the land is still the property of the Republicof Serbia.Concessions are possible in case of extension of existingport areas, or in case of development of new ports.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions
Do you see any other problems
with existing or planned PPP
schemes in your port/country?
(Please list such problems below
and comment them)

No Maximum concession periods could be extended in linewith the limits of the PPP law, having in mind the size ofthe possible investment in port projects
Do you see any problems with
access to EU development of
infrastructure funds, like
European Fund for Strategic
Investments (EFSI), Connecting
Europe Facility (CEF) funds or
similar?

Yes There is not enough information in the Port community(even in the public sector) about possibilities and accessto EU infrastructure development funds.
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Annex VI – Questionnaires Romania

Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Romanian portsCountry: Romania Project Partner: MPAC, MT, APDM, PDI RO, ILRRespondent: MPAC & APDM
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and
suggestions

Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for
their increased efficiency, related
to:1. The entity who is the lessor orconcession grantor or contractorfor the operating authorization? Yes

The initiative of a PPP is made by the public partner.

We identified the risk of not assuming the responsibility
regarding the results of the financial modelling or of the risks
matrix. The financial modelling and the risk matrix are part of
the study that is being conceived before the initiating the
project.2. Current legal setup of PPP in youport or country?

No

The mechanism of PPP is characterised by the following main
elements:
a. The cooperation between the public partner and the

private one for implementing a public project
b.the relatively long period of the contract (over 5 years) that

allows the private partner to recover the investment and
achieve a reasonable profit

c. financing the project mainly from private funds and, as the
case may be, by pooling private funds with public funds

d.achieving the goal/target pursued by the public or the
private partner

e.risk distribution between the private and the public partner
based on each part capacity of evaluating, managing and
controlling a certain risk

3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country?
no

The forms of PPP available in Romania are:
a. contractual PPP– this is the PPP based on a contract

signed between the public partner, the private partner
and a new company  owned by the private company
whom will act as a project company

b. b) Public-private institutional partnership – private-
public partnership based on a contract
concluded/signed between the public partner and the
private partner, through the two entities will form a
new company, which will act as a project company.
After the legal registration of the new company, it will
became one of the contracting parties.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions4. Concession/lease fees types?
no

The subject of the privat-public partnership is the
realization, or, as the case, the rehabilitation and/or
operation of a public service, according with the
present government decision.

Public-private partnership contracts can be perfected
also to perform a relevant activity in the public sectors
according to the Romanian Law nr. 99/2016

5. Amount of concession/leasefees? no We identified the risk of not assuming the responsibility
regarding the results of the financial modelling or of the risks
matrix.6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease?

yes

Through the PPP, the pubic partner will have the possibility
to establish, in favour of project society, the right to collect
or use fees, for the development of the project, from the
beneficiary of the goods/services that are being stipulated by
the PPP. The types and amount will be established in
accordance with the law.

The following risks can occur:
- risk of not being eligible for a bank loan for obtaining

financial funds for the project
- risk of not generating revenues from financial

modelling in accordance with a moderate
application of risks matrix.7. Any additional fees or taxespayable by theconcessionaire/lessee during theduration of the concession, lease oroperating authorization contracts? No Additional fees were not identified.

The costs of study made before the project assignment, are
being incurred by the public partner or by the National
Strategy and Forecast Company8. Property rights that can begranted by Grantor toconcessionaire?

No
The public partner can constitute (without having to run
through a distinct assignment procedure as compared to the
one foreseen by the law) in service of the project society,
concerning the goods intended for the purpose of carrying
out the project, goods on which it can make dispositions of:

a. concession rights on goods of public property or
rights resulting from renting public property goods

b. superficie, servitude, using rights on public property
goods.9. Ways of fees/ratesdetermination? no The fees will be established as to result in reasonable and

tolerable prices for the services that constitute the project’s
object, prices that are going to be paid by the beneficiaries
of services, taking into consideration the contract’s
duration.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions10. The treatment or distinctionbetween moveable versusimmoveable property?

no

The PPP contract has to refer to the goods or category of
goods that, during the course of the contract or upon
termination of the contract, are destined to enter public
property, namely the project’s society property inclusively:

a. the goods materialized during the course of the
project, as a result of the investments implemented
by the private partner or the project’s society;

b. the goods that the project’s society has to transfer
over to the public partner, upon the termination of
the PPP contract  by whatever reason;

c. the goods that the public partner has the option of
buying upon the termination of the PPP contract  by
whatever reason;

d. the goods that remain in the property of the
project’s society upon the termination of the PPP
contract  by whatever reason.11. Procedures and risk allocationin case of Force Majeure?

yes
The study made by the public partner before assigning the
project, includes identification and quantification of risk
categories in connection with the implementation of the
project, and also a presentation of alternative ways of
relocating risk between the contracting parties, depending on
the capacity of each party to manage assumed risk.

Risks that can occure:
Difficulties in appreciating and distributing correctly and
adequately the risks matrix, including the cases of “force
majeure”.12. Termination conditions andclauses?

no

Upon termination of PPP contract by whatever reason, the
rights constituted by the public partner in favour of the
private partner or the project’s society, will cease and the
goods achieved or acquired by the project’s society
(representing the object of PPP contract) and also the goods
necessary for the performance of the public service that will
be transferred to the public partner, all these goods have to
be unoccupied, free of tasks, free of any mortgages, in good
working conditions and exploitable in accordance with
standards applicable for public service and/or similar goods,
in the terms of the PPP contract.
(2) Upon termination of the PPP contract as a result of
reaching its expiry date, the goods achieved or acquired by
the project’s society representing the object of PPP contract
and also the goods necessary for the performance of the
public service, will be transferred, cost free, to the public
partner.
(3) Upon termination of PPP contract by whatever reason,
with the exception of reaching its expiry date, the goods
achieved or acquired by the project’s society representing
the object of PPP contract and also the goods necessary for
the performance of the public service, including goods that
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions
have not been finalized, will be transferred to the public
partner, in the terms of the PPP contract, by paying a
compensation established in accordance with the
specifications of the assignment documentation and the PPP
contract.
(4) If the termination of the contract is due to the private
partner’s fault, then out of the value of the compensation
owed by the public partner for the transferred goods (made
in accordance with the law), there will be deductions equal to
any amount that the private partner pays as compensation,
established in accordance with the PPP contract.
(5) If the termination of the contract is due to the public
partner’s fault on the value of the compensation owed by
the public partner for the transferred goods (in accordance
with the law), there will be added the amounts owed by the
public partner as compensation, established in accordance
with the PPP contract.13. Insurance issues? no The study which is made before initiating the project, has to
emphasise the risk distribution structure for each alternative
option of project. implementation14. Minimum investmentsrequired?

yes
Where the object of the PPP contract consists in intervention
works and/or extension of a certain good, the works have to
represent over 50% of the good’s value at the moment of
investment completion.

Risks that can occure:

Difficulties in taking responsibility regarding the
investment’s costs and also the structure of time
distribution by reference to form and content of financial
modelling.15. Performance requirements? no The characteristics and performance objectives of the
good(s) to be achieved within the project, as well as the
performance indicators of the public service that constitutes
the subject of the project, are established through the
contract.16. Expropriation issues?

yes
Risks that can occure:

Difficulties in determining the value of expropriation within
the costs of financial modeling by reference to the fact that
the national legislation on expropriations is not correlated
with the specifics of works concessions or the specifics of
public private projects.17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses? no The PPP contract can be modified only in the cases and
under the conditions stated by the law that governs the
assignment procedure.18. Requirements for existingand/or new personnel? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions19. Port services agreements?

no

Mol 3 and 4 from the southern part of Constanta Harbor are
part of the list of strategic investment projects to be prepared
and attributed in the PPP by the National Strategy and
Forecast Commission, approved by the Government Decision
no. 357/2018.

Expanding the port of Constanta by creating additional
operating docks / terminals, which is included in the
Transport Master plan, can become an important attraction
for investors.

Also, because of grate depths of waters from the new built
quays (Mol 3 and 4) there is the opportunity to create
premises for operating big capacity ships, and also the
possibility of building new specialized terminals.

Achieving the investment’s objective will translate in
increasing shipping capacity for passengers and
merchandise, and also increasing the volume of trade,
implicitly, increasing the revenues of the company that
implements the investment from exploiting and managing
the new built infrastructure.

Moreover, by increasing maritime transport (and not other
ways of transport), there will be significant reduction of
negative impact on the environment.

Developing port infrastructure will also translate in creating
new jobs.
Recovery of the investment may be possible by charging for
a period of approximately 20 years the fees set for this
objective by the private operator.

The legislative changes regarding the PPP occurred in 2018,
and the above presented project was included on the
strategic projects list in august 2018, but it is not yet
implemented at current date.20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire? no21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies in monitoringof the contract performance? no22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation? yes
Risks that can ocurre:

If the financial modelling and the risk matrix have a negative
result , the public partner must pay to private partner the
necessary amount. This generates a great responsibility and
is hardly assumed by public institutions.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions23. Participation (shareholding) ofcorporatized port authority in theconcessionaire’s company(operator)? no
24. Control of designs and designcontracts between theconcessionaire (lessee/operator)and design bureau doing the designfor new infrastructure assets? no
25. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession? no26. The functional requirements ofthe port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule,including milestones?

yes We identified that there is a risk of not assuming the
responsibility regarding the results of the financial modelling
or of the risks matrix.

27. Rights and responsibilities ofthe concessionaire and concessiongrantor with respect to thecompletion of the constructionprogram? yes Possible risk:
- lack of experience  regarding PPP, including the lack

of experience for creating adequate and bank
eligible risk matrix28. Activities permitted to becarried out in the concession area? no29. Equal access to common areasin the port? no30. Return of land, facilities andequipment after theconcession/lease period hasexpired? no

31. Concession/lease awardoptions? no32. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals(forconcessions and leases)? no33. Operator’s experiencerequirements? no34. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenues fromcomparable services, minimumrequired equity, etc.)? no
35. Technical part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? yes

Risk of not making the project because of bank eligibility36. Financial part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? yes37. Negotiations phase (followingthe technical and financial proposalphases)? yes38. Sealed vs. open bids? no
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and

suggestions39. Transparency issues during thebids? no40. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-binding alternativedispute resolution, etc.)? no
(add more if necessary)
What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP
scheme in your country/port?

Romania has a new legislation in this matter.Because of our lack of experience we cannot identifyimprovements   on PPP.(add more if necessary)(add more if necessary)
What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion?

Because of our lack of experience we cannot identifywhich is the best concession type.
Do you see any problems with full
or partial privatization processes,
or any other form of private
involvement in port development
in your port/country?
Do you see any other problems
with existing or planned PPP
schemes in your port/country?
(Please list such problems below
and comment them)

Because we have a new legislation and also because ofour lack of experience we cannot identify problems.
Do you see any problems with
access to EU development of
infrastructure funds, like
European Fund for Strategic
Investments (EFSI), Connecting
Europe Facility (CEF) funds or
similar?

The new stance on treating ESI funds as state aid
substantially slows the sustainable development of ports in
less developed European states.

(add more if necessary)(add more if necessary)(add more if necessary)(add more if necessary)
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Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Romanian portsCountry: Romania Project Partner: MPAC, MT, APDM, PDI RO, ILRRespondent: FRIAL
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and suggestions
Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for their
increased efficiency, related to:

1. The entity who is the lessor or
concession grantor or contractor for
the operating authorization?

NO
As long as the port authorities are not under political
influence

2. Current legal setup of PPP in you
port or country?

YES Because now there is no leagal setup

3. Available forms of PPP in your
port/country?

YES Because of the political influence

4. Concession/lease fees types?
NO

As long as the fees will be established on non-discriminatory
bases

5. Amount of concession/lease fees?
NO

As long as the fees will be established on non-discriminatory
bases

6. Revenues made from concession
performance or lease?

NO
As long as the fees will be established on non-discriminatory
bases

7. Any additional fees or taxes
payable by the concessionaire/lessee
during the duration of the concession,
lease or operating authorization
contracts?

YES
The taxes and fees must be well known before starting an
activity,  must be long term established and not often
increased

8. Property rights that can be granted
by Grantor to concessionaire?

NO

9. Ways of fees/rates determination?
NO

The taxes and fees must be set for long term and on non-
discriminatory bases

10. The treatment or distinction
between moveable versus
immoveable property?

YES
Investments in infrastructure and buildings must be
encouraged and supported by the authorities in the first place

11. Procedures and risk allocation in
case of Force Majeure?

NO

12. Termination conditions and
clauses?

NO

13. Insurance issues? NO

14. Minimum investments required? NO

15. Performance requirements?
YES

Must be taking into account the specifics of each company
when the performance requirements are set

16. Expropriation issues? YES

17. Contract suspension or early
termination clauses?

YES

18. Requirements for existing and/or
new personnel?

NO

19. Port services agreements? NO

20. Legal form of lessee or
concessionaire?

NO

21. Role of the Port Authority or
other public bodies in monitoring of
the contract performance?

NO
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and suggestions

22. Financial agreements or subsidies
for infrastructure construction,
modernization or rehabilitation?

YES
Investments in infrastructure and buildings must be
encouraged and supported by the authorities

23. Participation (shareholding) of
corporatized port authority in the
concessionaire’s company (operator)?

YES
The majority of shareholdings must be of the Romanian
Government

24. Control of designs and design
contracts between the concessionaire
(lessee/operator) and design bureau
doing the design for new
infrastructure assets?

YES

25. The land, facilities, and
equipment included in the
concession?

NO

26. The functional requirements of
the port and/or terminal, the proposed
design solution for any construction,
the construction program and time
schedule, including milestones?

NO

27. Rights and responsibilities of the
concessionaire and concession
grantor with respect to the
completion of the construction
program?

NO

28. Activities permitted to be carried
out in the concession area?

NO The activities permitted must be established from the
beginning of the activity thru an agreement between
companies and port authorities

29. Equal access to common areas in
the port?

NO

30. Return of land, facilities and
equipment after the concession/lease
period has expired?

NO
As long as an indemnity is granted

31. Concession/lease award options? NO

32. Direct negotiations and
unsolicited proposals(for concessions
and leases)?

YES

33. Operator’s experience
requirements?

NO

34. Prequalification criteria (technical
& financial capacity, minimum
operating revenues from comparable
services, minimum required equity,
etc.)?

NO

35. Technical part of the proposal
(during the bidding process)?

NO

36. Financial part of the proposal
(during the bidding process)?

NO

37. Negotiations phase (following the
technical and financial proposal
phases)?

NO

38. Sealed vs. open bids? NO

39. Transparency issues during the
bids?

NO
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, clarifications, comments and suggestions

40. Available dispute settlement
options (judicial, administrative,
arbitration, non-binding alternative
dispute resolution, etc.)?

NO

What would you do in order to make
the best possible PPP scheme in your
country/port?
What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion?

Long term renting with long terns fees

Do you see any problems with full or
partial privatization processes, or
any other form of private
involvement in port development in
your port/country?

NO

Do you see any other problems with
existing or planned PPP schemes in
your port/country? (Please list such
problems below and comment them)

YES There is no planned PPP schems in Port of Constanta

Do you see any problems with access
to EU development of infrastructure
funds, like European Fund for
Strategic Investments (EFSI),
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
funds or similar?

YES
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Annex VII – Questionnaires Bulgaria

Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Bulgarian portsCountry: Bulgaria Project Partner: BPICO Respondent: BPICO
Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)

Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions
A) Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for
their increased efficiency, related
to:

Bulgarian legislation regulating the port sectorsignificantly differs from the principles of portmanagement applicable in most European countries.1. The entity who is the lessoror concession grantor orcontractor for the operatingauthorization?
Yes

Contracts for the award of a concession are concluded bythe Minister of Transport, in his capacity as concessiongrantor. Although BPICo. currently performs many ofthe functions and duties of a port authority (in mostEuropean countries, the concession is granted by legalentities such as BPICo.), the Company is not directlyinvolved in the concession process. At the same time,BPICo. manages, maintains and invests in the portinfrastructure, ie. in public ownership that is granted onconcession, but in fact, the investment does not return asrevenue of BPICo. and the company does not actuallyhave the power to exercise control over the concessioncontracts.2. Current legal setup of PPP in yourport or country?
Yes

Part of the port terminals are operated by the so-calledstate port operators. The way of operation of assets bythese legal entities can be categorized as unauthorizedState aid.For an effective mechanism to establish PPPs, allterminals / ports should only be operated by privatecompanies (concessionaires) on the basis of aconstruction / service concession. As the BPICo. buildsthe port terminal infrastructure, respectively thegranting of the right for its operation, ie. the concessionmust be awarded by the Company. Thus, against theinvestments made in the concession object, BPICo. willreceive the due concession fee.3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country?
Yes

With the Concessions Act (CA), adopted in 2017, PPPforms are regulated as a concession for construction /concession for services. There is also a concession forthe use of public state or public municipal property.The act transposes the requirements of Directive2014/23 / EU.In view of the fact that all current concession contractsat port terminals remain in force and are beingimplemented in accordance with the conditions agreedpreviously, they are not in full compliance with theapplicable regulations. To this end, and in order toincrease their effectiveness, contracts should berevised, amended accordingly (including as regards
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestionstheir duration), in accordance with the applicableEuropean legislation and the current CA.4. Concession/lease fees types? - At present, these issues do not concern BPICo. as theCompany is not directly involved in the concessionaward process.5. Amount of concession/lease fees? -6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease?

Yes

Revenues from concessions are transferred directly tothe state budget - to the Ministry of Finance. Therevenues of BPIC, incl. the state budget subsidies, arecollected in a single pool of funds, which excludesconcession fees. At the same time, BPICo. is entrustedwith the construction, reconstruction, rehabilitationand maintenance of the ports, the management of theirinfrastructure, incl. and investment design to build anew or expand existing port infrastructure. In practice,the investment that should be paid over time do notgenerate revenue for the investor (in this case BPICo.),as. the fees paid by concessionaires for the use of thesame port infrastructure are not revenue of the BPICo.but of the republican budget.When granting concessions (for construction / service)and when concluding lease contracts, the concessionfee and lease income should be an income to the BPICo.budget.7. Any additional fees or taxespayable by theconcessionaire/lessee during theduration of the concession, leaseor operating authorizationcontracts?
-

8. Property rights that can begranted by Grantor toconcessionaire? No In all cases, the property rights on real estate which areestablished or occur in favor of the concessionaire arewith duration till termination of the concession contract.9. Ways of fees/rates determination?

Yes

Currently, concession revenue is considered to berevenue from public state property, which is why theconcession fees are determined by the Minister oftransport in accordance with a methodology defined bythe Council of Ministers.In fact, this public property was created as a result of aninvestment made by the BPICo., where the Company isdeprived of its revenue in the part concession fees.The amount of port charges (canal dues, tonnage dues,light dues, line dues) is also the responsibility of theCouncil of Ministers.It is necessary to regulate the autonomy of BPICo. indetermining the amount of the concession fees (inaccordance with the adopted methodology) and the portdues, while keeping the following:- contribute to the maintenance and development ofinfrastructure and service facilities and to transparentprovision of services;- are defined in an independent manner for each port inaccordance with the commercial strategy and the
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestionsinvestment plans for its development, in compliancewith the competition rules.10. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession, their distinction andtreatment? No

11. Procedures and riskallocation in case of ForceMajeure? No12. Termination conditions andclauses? -13. Insurance issues? No14. Minimum investmentsrequired? -15. Performance requirements? -16. Expropriation issues? -17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses? -18. Requirements for existingand/or new personnel? No19. Port services agreements? -20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire?
Yes

Contracts with state port operators should bediscontinued and the operation of ports and theprovision of services should only be carried out by thefollowing entities:- Private economic operators;- A public-private partnership established for thepurpose of concluding a concession contract in whichthe members / shareholders are the participant(concessionaire) - a private partner, and the state /municipality / public undertaking - a public partner.- Established project partnership: when a condition isplaced by the Grantor if the participant designated asConcessionaire is a group of economic operators.21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies in monitoringof the contract performance? Yes
BPICo. performs many of the functions and duties thatare part of the port authority in most Europeancountries and covers the definition under Regulation(EU) 2017/352 for the "managing body of the port". TheCompany assists the Minister of Transport in exercisingcontrol over concession contracts, but BPICo, as themanaging body of the port, is in fact not in a position toexercise control (e.g. to take certain actions in case offailure of the obligations of the concessionaire).22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation? Yes See answer to question 6.

23. Participation (shareholding)of corporatized port authority inthe concessionaire’s company(operator)? -
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions24. Control of designs and designcontracts between theconcessionaire (lessee/operator)and design bureau doing thedesign for new infrastructureassets?

-
25. The functional requirementsof the port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule,including milestones?

-
26. Rights and responsibilities ofthe concessionaire and concessiongrantor with respect to thecompletion of the constructionprogram?

Yes

Before concluding the concession contract,concessionaires develop a long-term investmentprogram, on the basis of which they draw up theirannual programs. To some extent, this is an obstacle, asthe economic conditions in the country, and in particularfor economic operators, are changing over the years, anddevelopment priorities are shifting.The main feature of almost all concessions is that theyare handed over to exploitation of old buildings,equipment, facilities. The concessionaire has noincentive and interest in investing resources in theupgrading and modernizing of all operated assets. Heplans and invests in what would bring him more revenue- equipment, mechanization, silos. Outdated equipment,facilities and buildings not directly engaged in portoperations remain poorly maintained or a subject ofinvestment only in an emergency situation.On the other hand, there is a lack of large financialresources to renew the overall infrastructure of ports.27. Activities permitted to becarried out in the concessionarea? No28. Equal access to commonareas in the port? No29. Return of land, facilities andequipment after theconcession/lease period hasexpired? No
30. Concession/lease awardoptions?

Yes
National legislation allows construction / service to beawarded by concession or public procurement. Ifprovided that the legal status of BPICo. as the managingbody of the port is clearly regulated, the assessment ofthe appropriate procedure (concession or publicprocurement) will be made depending on the site,according to the available financial means and thepossibilities for transferring the operational risk to theeconomic operator.31. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals(forconcessions and leases)? -
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions32. Operator’s experiencerequirements? Yes They must be defined by the managing body of the port– BPICo., through a set of conditions aimed to achieve ahigh quality of port services and to ensure compliancewith the competition rules on the market.33. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenuesfrom comparable services,minimum required equity, etc.)? Yes

They must be defined by the managing body – BPICo., inorder to evaluate the ability of port service providers toserve a given number of vessels by providing thenecessary staff and equipment. The managing body hasto determine the conditions in order to comply withlabour regulations and relevant collective agreements,as well as to meet the quality requirements of the portconcerned.34. Technical part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? -35. Financial part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? -36. Negotiations phase (followingthe technical and financialproposal phases)? -37. Sealed vs. open bids? -38. Transparency issues duringthe bids? -39. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-bindingalternative dispute resolution,etc.)? No
40. Information aboutpossibilities of establishing PPP Yes

It is necessary to consult stakeholders / users on issuesrelated to port development and policy, opportunitiesto attract investment and to develop joint projects inorder to prepare and conduct transparent, non-discriminatory procedures for the establishment ofPPPs in the form of contracts for concessions.41. Distribution of risksassociated with the preparationand operation of the PPP project -42. Granted time for concessionduration?
Yes

Although Directive 2014/23 / EU does not require amaximum duration, the Concessions Act introducesterms for the duration of contracts - up to 25 years forservice concessions and up to 35 years for constructionconcessions.The time limit for awarding a concession should be set,respectively limited for each particular contract untilthe time when the concessionaire can expect to regainthe investment and receive income from the capitalinvested under normal operating conditions.
B) What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP scheme
in your country/port?

In view of the requirements of the BulgarianConstitution and Regulation 2017/352, we consider itnecessary to draft an amendment to the existinglegislation and to restructure the functions within theport sector. There is no independent port authority inBulgaria, although BPICo. fulfils a large part of the
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestionsresponsibilities of this authority, while the tasks andpowers related to the ports are distributed amongdifferent public and private entities in a somewhatrandom way. There is a lack of transparency regardingthe financial structure related to the management andoperation of the ports, while capital transfers to port-related entities, in the sense of the EU regulations,constitute partially unlawful State aid. This is a violationof a number of EU regulations.

C) What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion?

With the adoption of Regulation 2017/352, the EUimposes a unified model for port facility managementand, as regards the Bulgarian legislation, the existence ofsuch an EU legal act is beneficial. A change isforthcoming in the regulatory framework for ports inBulgaria in order to comply with the requirements ofEuropean legislation. We expect this change to bepositive in terms of the financial independence of themanaging body of the ports - BPICo. Although theRegulation applies to seaports, the forthcoming changesto the legal framework would have to change theestablished Bulgarian port model for both sea and riverby introducing clear powers for the management body,namely the economic function, i.e. the administration,maintenance and management of port infrastructure, aswell as the coordination, organization and control ofoperators' activities, including the granting ofconcessions and renting.
D) Do you see any problems with
full or partial privatization
processes, or any other form of
private involvement in port
development in your port/country?

-
E) Do you see any other problems
with existing or planned PPP
schemes in your port/country?
(Please list such problems below
and comment them)

As explained, BPICo. is not directly involved in theconcession award process. At the same time, it manages,maintains and develops the port infrastructure, but hasno real powers in exercising control over concessioncontracts for this infrastructure. Investments made byBPICo. in public property, which is granted onconcession, do not generate revenue for the Company; itis deprived of the income that belongs to it at theexpense of the republican budget because theremuneration that the concessionaires pay for the use ofthe port infrastructure is not revenue of BPICo. but of thestate budget. There is currently a very unproductivefinancial and economic model. The current scheme oforganization of port activities in our country has noanalogue in the world practice.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions

F) Do you see any problems with
access to EU development or
infrastructure funds, like European
Fund for Strategic Investments
(EFSI), Connecting Europe Facility
(CEF) funds or similar?

In the first programming period, European money wasmainly given as grants. One of the most important trendsin the new programs is the reduction of the grant at theexpense of the introduction of financial instruments.This means that the future use of EU funds will be lessfocused to funding through grants, and funding will beprovided more through financial instruments in theform of long-term low-interest loans and equityparticipations. The European funds will be operationalbeyond 2020, but funding will be different from theprevious grant schemes, going more and more tofinancial engineering where European money is used tohelp attract private capital rather than grant funding.The post-2020 activity of BPICo. related to theimplementation of projects will focus on mastering thesenew financing trends from public and private sources.
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Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Bulgarian portsCountry: Bulgaria Project Partner: BPICo. Respondent: Port Invest Ltd. (Port
terminal Lom), Bulgarian River Shipping JSCo. (Ferryboat terminal Nikopol, Port
terminal Vidin-north and Ferryboat complex Vidin) – answered by one expert, with
observation for all mentioned port terminals

Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions

A) Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for
their increased efficiency, related
to: 1. The entity who is the lessoror concession grantor orcontractor for the operatingauthorization? No

2. Current legal setup of PPP in yourport or country? There is no specific definition of PPP in the legislativeframework.3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country? The only form is a concession. There is no legalpossibility for the state to participate with somepercentage in the concession.4. Concession/lease fees types? No5. Amount of concession/lease fees? No6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease? Related to commercial risks. The ferryboat complexVidin does not really work after the commissioning ofDanube Bridge 2 and the concession payment is notchanged. The terminal brings losses to theconcessionaire.7. Any additional fees or taxespayable by theconcessionaire/lessee during theduration of the concession, leaseor operating authorizationcontracts?
No

8. Property rights that can begranted by Grantor toconcessionaire? Currently no such property rights are granted.9. Ways of fees/rates determination? No They are defined in the concession procedure.10. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession, their distinction andtreatment? No
11. Procedures and riskallocation in case of ForceMajeure? Too long period after which a force majeure conditionmay be claimed (30 days duration)12. Termination conditions andclauses? No13. Insurance issues? No14. Minimum investmentsrequired? No15. Performance requirements? No16. Expropriation issues? No The Concessionaire has no relation on these issues.When granting a concession, these procedures are over.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses? No18. Requirements for existingand/or new personnel? No It is hard to find qualified personnel.19. Port services agreements? No Only the concessionaire can perform the port servicesunder the specific concession contract.20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire? No21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies in monitoringof the contract performance? No22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation? No There is no subsidy to the concessionaire regarding theimplementation of its investment program.23. Participation (shareholding)of corporatized port authority inthe concessionaire’s company(operator)? No No such participation in practice until now.

24. Control of designs and designcontracts between theconcessionaire (lessee/operator)and design bureau doing thedesign for new infrastructureassets?
No

25. The functional requirementsof the port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule,including milestones?
No

26. Rights and responsibilities ofthe concessionaire and concessiongrantor with respect to thecompletion of the constructionprogram? No
27. Activities permitted to becarried out in the concessionarea? No They are fixed by the concession contract.28. Equal access to commonareas in the port? No Terminals targeted in this questionnaire have nocommon areas.29. Return of land, facilities andequipment after theconcession/lease period hasexpired? No No observations.
30. Concession/lease awardoptions? No The decision is taken by the Grantor.31. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals(forconcessions and leases)? No There is no such procedure till now.32. Operator’s experiencerequirements? No They are detailed in the concession procedure.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions33. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenuesfrom comparable services,minimum required equity, etc.)? No

34. Technical part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? No35. Financial part of the proposal(during the bidding process)? No36. Negotiations phase (followingthe technical and financialproposal phases)? No It is very difficult to correct any non-compliance in theinitial conditions specified in the tender dossier.37. Sealed vs. open bids? No It is always sealed procedure.38. Transparency issues duringthe bids? No39. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-bindingalternative dispute resolution,etc.)? No
40. Information aboutpossibilities of establishing PPP No No information available for us.41. Distribution of risksassociated with the preparationand operation of the PPP project No The bigger risk stays for the concessionaire.42. Granted time for concessionduration? No

B) What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP scheme
in your country/port?

C) What is the best concession type,
according to your opinion? Concession for service.
D) Do you see any problems with
full or partial privatization
processes, or any other form of
private involvement in port
development in your port/country?

No No such process currently.
E) Do you see any other problems
with existing or planned PPP
schemes in your port/country?
(Please list such problems below
and comment them)

No
F) Do you see any problems with
access to EU development or
infrastructure funds, like European
Fund for Strategic Investments

Under current concessions, we have not had suchfunding. Typically, the infrastructure owner shouldevaluate access and funding under such schemes /projects.
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions

(EFSI), Connecting Europe Facility
(CEF) funds or similar?
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Questionnaire on the PPP obstacles in Bulgarian portsCountry: Bulgaria Project Partner: BPICo. Respondent: MTITC, Concessions and
Control of the Activity of the Trade Associations and Government Enterprises
Directorate

Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions

A) Do you see any obstacles for
establishing PPP schemes or for
their increased efficiency, related
to: 1. The entity who is thelessor or concessiongrantor or contractor forthe operatingauthorization? No

2. Current legal setup of PPP in youport or country? No3. Available forms of PPP in yourport/country? No4. Concession/lease fees types? No5. Amount of concession/leasefees? No6. Revenues made from concessionperformance or lease? No7. Any additional fees or taxespayable by theconcessionaire/lessee during theduration of the concession, leaseor operating authorizationcontracts?
No

8. Property rights that can begranted by Grantor toconcessionaire? No9. Ways of fees/ratesdetermination? No10. The land, facilities, andequipment included in theconcession, their distinction andtreatment? No
11. Procedures and riskallocation in case of ForceMajeure? No12. Termination conditions andclauses? No13. Insurance issues? No14. Minimum investmentsrequired? No15. Performance requirements? No16. Expropriation issues? No17. Contract suspension or earlytermination clauses? No18. Requirements for existingand/or new personnel? No
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions19. Port services agreements? No20. Legal form of lessee orconcessionaire? No21. Role of the Port Authority orother public bodies inmonitoring of the contractperformance? No

22. Financial agreements orsubsidies for infrastructureconstruction, modernization orrehabilitation? No
23. Participation (shareholding)of corporatized port authority inthe concessionaire’s company(operator)? No
24. Control of designs anddesign contracts between theconcessionaire (lessee/operator)and design bureau doing thedesign for new infrastructureassets?

No
25. The functional requirementsof the port and/or terminal, theproposed design solution for anyconstruction, the constructionprogram and time schedule,including milestones?

No
26. Rights and responsibilities ofthe concessionaire andconcession grantor with respectto the completion of theconstruction program? No
27. Activities permitted to becarried out in the concessionarea? No28. Equal access to commonareas in the port? No29. Return of land, facilities andequipment after theconcession/lease period hasexpired? No
30. Concession/lease awardoptions? No31. Direct negotiations andunsolicited proposals(forconcessions and leases)? No32. Operator’s experiencerequirements? No33. Prequalification criteria(technical & financial capacity,minimum operating revenuesfrom comparable services,minimum required equity, etc.)? No
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Topics Answers (simple (Y/N) and/or complex)
Yes/No Explanations, remarks, comments and suggestions34. Technical part of theproposal (during the biddingprocess)? No35. Financial part of theproposal (during the biddingprocess)? No36. Negotiations phase(following the technical andfinancial proposal phases)? No37. Sealed vs. open bids? No38. Transparency issues duringthe bids? No39. Available dispute settlementoptions (judicial, administrative,arbitration, non-bindingalternative dispute resolution,etc.)? No

40. Information aboutpossibilities of establishing PPP No41. Distribution of risksassociated with the preparationand operation of the PPP project No42. Granted time for concessionduration? No
B) What would you do in order to
make the best possible PPP
scheme in your country/port?

Creation of conditions for concession granting whilerespecting the principles of publicity, transparency,proportionality, equal treatment and non-discrimination.
C) What is the best concession
type, according to your opinion?

Depending on the specific object of concession , the typeof concession is also determined
D) Do you see any problems with
full or partial privatization
processes, or any other form of
private involvement in port
development in your
port/country?

No
E) Do you see any other problems
with existing or planned PPP
schemes in your port/country?
(Please list such problems below
and comment them)

No
F) Do you see any problems with
access to EU development or
infrastructure funds, like
European Fund for Strategic
Investments (EFSI), Connecting
Europe Facility (CEF) funds or
similar?

No
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